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This! thesis! examines! the! role! of! British! localities! in! the! production! of!
military! force! during! the! 1920s! and! 1930s.! I! argue! that,! during! an! era! so!
disenfranchising!for!the!armed!forces!in!national!politics!and!culture,!the!‘Local’!




out! to!uncover!what!were!–! to!borrow!Foucault’s!phrase!–! ‘regimes!of! truth’:!
multiple! ideological! currents! and! social! contexts! that! legitimised! service!
identities! during! this! period.! Local! spaces! are! not! only! useful! arenas! for!
dissecting! these!operations;! local!people! and! identities!were! crucial! formative!
elements!in!these!processes.!
Two! case! studies! have! provided! the! ground! for! this! investigation:!
Newcastle! and! Glasgow.! The! thesis! dissects! the! body! of! the! British! military!
machine!at!these!entry!points,!viewing!the!configuration!of!military!and!naval!
power! at! ground! level! and! the! emergence! of! manpower! from! the! collision!
between! state! directives! and! local! society.! It! also! examines! the! communities!
(soldiers,!veterans)!that!arose!through!this.!Focus!moves!from!military!to!urban!
spaces,!revealing!the!characters!(pressmen,!politicians)!and!practices!(sociability,!
ritual,!performance)! that! legitimised! these!communities.!Much!of! this! cultural!
work! evoked! the!memory!of! the!Great!War! and!here! the! thesis! intervenes! in!
academic! debates! surrounding! Commemoration! after! 1918.! The! final! chapter!
unites!these!perspectives!in!a!chronological!elaboration!of!the!period!1935W1939,!










researching! far! away! from! home.! The! Henkel! Foundation! Scholarship,! awarded! by! the!
International!Research!Centre!of!the!Historial!de!la!Grande!Guerre!in!2013,!was!instrumental!in!
helping!me!complete.! I! am!exceedingly!grateful! for! the! support,! financial!and!otherwise,! that!
these!awards!gave!me.!






instincts.! I! sincerely!hope! that! I!have!managed! to!meet! some!of! those! expectations.!From!my!
perspective,!I!don’t!think!that!I!could!have!had!a!better!experience!or!a!better!supervisor.!
There! are! other! academics! whose! input! must! be! recognised.! I! would! like! to! thank,!
particularly,!Professor!Sir!Hew!Strachan!and!Dr!Helen!McCartney,!who!dedicated!some!of!their!























rare! time! together! that! became! even! more! important! to! me! after! Umpa’s! death! in! 2012.! To!
Haldane! and!Margaret! Tait! W! thank! you! for! the! ‘home! away! from! home’! in! Edinburgh.! !My!
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Two! distinct! mobilising! events,! separated! by! years! of! peace! –! this!





as!well! as!accepting! stringent! restrictions!on! their! lives.!Whilst!other! societies!
fractured,! British! society! remained! largely! resilient,! allowing! the! nation! to!
endure!to!victory.!Yet,!mobilisation!–!we!are!told!–!ended!with!‘demobilisation’;!




later?! Existing! studies! have! focused! on! the! nature! and! structure! of! wartime!
society,!but!this!thesis!takes!a!new!approach!by!seeking!an!answer!in!the!British!
peacetime! locality! and,! specifically,! in! its! relationship! with! local! military!
structures!and!organisation.!It!argues!that!mobilisation!was!not!a!process!unique!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 !Works! on! mobilisation! for! both! wars! are! too! numerous! to! list.! A! recent! study,! which!
acknowledges!the!importance!of!the!longer!term!regional!context!to!mobilisation,!but!still!retains!
the! focus! on! 1939T45,! is! Philip!Ollerenshaw,!Northern( Ireland( in( the( Second(World(War:( Politics,(
Economic(Mobilisation,(and(Society(1939=45!(Manchester:!Manchester!University!Press,!2013).!
! 11!
to! wartime! in! twentieth! century! Britain,! or! bounded! by! artificial! divisions!
between! war! and! peace.! Mobilisation! was! born! out! of! locally! driven! and!





configured!at! local! level!and!how!the!state!effectively!drew!resource! from!the!
locality.!The!study!examines!how!military!groups!constructed!a!positive!identity,!
rooted! in! local! society,! and! the! cultural!work! that! grounded! it! in! local! life.! It!
penetrates! and! charts! civicTmilitary! relations,! detailing! how! this! mutually!
reinforcing!relationship!was!constituted!and!what!forces!decided!its!course.!This!
thesis!reviews!armyTsocietal!relations!in!a!vital!but!underappreciated!context.!













2!Pierre!Purseigle,! ‘Warfare!and!Belligerence!Approaches! to! the!First!World!War’! in!Purseigle!
(ed.),!Warfare(and(Belligerence:(Perspectives(in(First(World(War(Studies!(Leiden:!Brill,!2005),!p.3.!
! 12!





the! interactions! that! resulted! from! that! fact! of! placement.! The! infrastructural!
developments! of! ‘territorialisation’,! the! intentional! grounding! of! regular! and!
volunteer!infantry!regiments!in!local!life,!will!invite!more!discussion!in!Chapter!
1.! As!well! as! intentionally! grounding! some! parts! of! the! armed! forces!within!
localities,! other! geoTstrategic! factors! and! socioTeconomic! factors! influenced!
decisions! on! the! location! of! naval! bases! (and! naval! volunteer! units),! coastal!












the! structure!of! the! armed! forces! (Aldershot,!Portsmouth,!Chatham).!Equally,!
there!were!communities!that!the!military!depended!on!far!less,!or!hardly!at!all.!








industrial! complex:! both! were! powerhouses! of! shipbuilding! and! engineering!
with!significant!expertise!and!specialisms!in!the!production!of!warships.!
They! have! been! chosen,! however,! less! for! their! perceived! typicality,! or!





asserting! it! has! still! not! been! adequately! appreciated,! considering! its! size,!
complexity,! and! importance.! 5 !This! is! particularly! the! case! in! terms! of! its!
twentieth! century!history.! For!Newcastle,! one! recent! collected!work,! and! two!
doctoral!theses!on!the!19th!century!city,!stand!for!the!entirety!of!modern!academic!




local! feeling.! These! localities! were! ‘sites! of! mobilisation’:! ! they! directly!
contributed!to!the!reproduction!of!military!force,!even!in!peacetime.!This!was!not!
simply!coincidence!of!place!and!recruit.!Chapter!2!of!this!thesis!argues!that!the!
recruitment! structures! of! the! interTwar! regular! British! army! were! localised,!
which!is!contrary!to!current!orthodoxy!on!the!subject.7!Indisputably,!however,!







Doctoral! thesis,!University!of!Newcastle!upon!Tyne,!1988);!Kota!Ito,! ‘The!Making!of! the!Civic!
Community:! Newcastle! upon! Tyne,! 1850T1900’! (Unpublished! doctoral! thesis,! University! of!











process! of! effort,! one! that! must! start! with! a! discussion! of! the! concept! of!
‘legitimacy’:!the!operations!that!gave!the!armed!forces!a!sense!of!purpose!and!a!
place! in!the!social!world.!Theorists!of!armyTsociety!relations!have!approached!
this! in! different! ways.! For! Anthony! Forster,! ‘legitimacy’! rests! with! national!
political!institutions!in!the!case!of!modern!democratic!societies.!The!armed!forces!
are! ‘organisational! entities! shaped! for! a! range! of! purposes!which! are! located!
around! the! controlled! use! of! violence’. 8 !It! is! governments! who! lay! out! the!
parameters!of!what!those!purposes!are,!set!budgets!and!establish!the!remit!of!the!








military! diplomacy.” 10 !Forster’s! dynamic! definition! of! armed! forcesTsocietal!
relations! thus! highlights! the! civil! servant,! the! government! minister,! and! the!
politician!as!the!primary!manufacturers!of!military!legitimacy.!
From!this! stateTcentred!perspective,! it! follows! that! legitimacy!was,! if!not!
lacking,! certainly! lackTlustre! in! the! interTwar! period.! Successive! governments!







necessitating! significant! financial! retrenchment. 11 !At! the! same! time,! the!
international!climate!in!the!postTwar!world!inspired!a!foreign!policy!which,!for!a!




Other!participants!contributed! to! ‘legitimacy’!during! this! time.!As!Helen!
McCartney!has!recently!argued!in!relation!to!the!‘Military!Covenant’,!it!is!not!just!
how!the!State!justifies!the!military!that!counts,!but!whether!military!personnel!
feel! justified! and! accepted.! Legitimacy! rests! fundamentally!with! civilTmilitary!
relations!because:!
the!ways!in!which!a!society!and!its!armed!forces!view!and!interact!with!




Legitimacy,! in! this! reading,! is! more! about! a! sense! of! belonging!
communicated!by!society!and!felt!by!serving!men!and!women,!than!it!is!about!































Gusterson’s! ethnographic! field! study! of! militarisation,! which! examined! the!
normalisation! of! the! nuclear! weapons! worker! through! ! capitalist! working!
practices!and!scientific!professional!strategies!located!at!the!Lawrence!Livermore!



















Such! a! comparison! T! and! the! implication! that! the! ordinary! ‘Saturday! night!
soldier’! was! ever! beset! by! a! similar! existential! quandary! with! regards! to!
humanity’s!destruction!–!is!one!that!may!have!amused!army!commanders!and!
contemporaries.! The! importance! of! the! local! within! an! otherwise! politically!
unfriendly! climate! (a! similarly! frenzied! age! of! mass! protest),! however,! does!
resonate!with!these!interTwar!case!studies.!Moreover,!Gusterson’s!work!tells!us!
more! about! that! process! of! legitimacy:! how! it! is! sustained! by! a! number! of!
contiguous!ideological!currents!and!social!contexts!within!local!environments.!
A! historical! investigation! cannot! penetrate! the! matter! of! individual!
conscience!or!selfTperception!in!the!way!an!anthropological!interview!might.!For!











press,! the!subjects!of!Part!Two!of!this!thesis.!The!historic!role!of! local!elites! in!









inspired!historians! to! look!at!wartime!mobilisation,!not!as! the!preserve!of! the!
state,!but!as!an!active!force!within!civil!societies:!individuals,!communities!and!
social! groups! ‘self!mobilised’! because! existing!power! relations! and! ideologies!
could!accommodate!the!pressures!of!mass!grief,!mass!death,!and!the!economic!
pressures!of! industrial!mobilisation.22!Thus,!historians!have! conceived!of! ‘war!
culture’,! the! representations! that! manufactured! consent! for! war,! and! which!
emanated!from!civil!society.23!
!Emerging!from!this!is!a!new!wave!of!scholarship!that!credits!urban!elites!
with! a! vital! stabilising! role! in! wartime! societies.! Much! of! that! work! was!





Theo! Farrell’s! assertion! that! a! ‘broad! array! of! agents’! have! been! involved! in!
‘constructing,!contesting,!reTconstructing!norms!of!war’,!the!ideas!communities!
hold!that!facilitate!conflict.26!Attention!is!focused,!however,!on!the!importance!of!
urban! elites! and! societies!particularly:! as!pioneering! scholars! are!discovering,!
there! is! an! important! ‘Metropolitan!Dimension’! to! ‘Total!War’! and! this! thesis!
allies!itself!with!those!who!reckon!with!it.27!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





















and! enlistment! statistics,! report! a! general!malaise! in! both! respects!during! the!
interTwar! years.28 !Analyses! of! civilTmilitary! relations,! how! military! and! local!






still! had! to! integrate! and! ‘translate’! to! the! wider! community.! ! In! turn,! their!






This! study!works!with! a!definition!of! the!military! as! social! and! cultural!
groups,!instead!of!Forster’s!definition!of!‘organisational!entities’!and!in!this!it!has!









study! concerned! how! this! idea! was! forged! from! the! top! down,! in! choosing!
‘communities’,! this! thesis! focuses! on! how! it! was! simultaneously! created!
organically!from!the!bottom!up.!!!
!The! term! ‘military! communities’! also! evokes! how! the! military’s!
distinctiveness! related! to! social! identities.! Michael! Geyer! noted! the!
exceptionalism! of! Britain! in! his! broader! argument! concerning! European!
militarisation! in! the! interTwar!period.!During! the!war,!he! argued,!Britain!had!
used!its!class!system!and!identities!for!the!purposes!of!manpower!and!industrial!
production.!This!emphasis!on!maintaining!the!status!quo,!and!its!relative!success!
in! that! respect,! meant! that! ‘British! society! left! the! war! behind’! in! following!









the!period!before!1914.31!With!regards! to!soldierly! identities,!historians!are! far!
from! united.! The! assumption! that! social! identities! and! hierarchies! simply!
underpinned!military!ones!in!the!British!voluntary!system!and!that!Britain!never!











Whilst! French’s! choice! to! ignore! class! as! a! constituent! of!militaryTness!
probably! resulted! from!his! focus!on!military! culture,! it! perhaps!went! too! far.!
Historians!of!Britain’s!armies! in!the!First!and!Second!World!Wars!have!found!
that,!even!at!its!most!militarised,!the!British!army!incorporated!civilian!life!and!







fold! cultural! process! to! enact! when! it! came! to! its! armed! forces:! one! of!
construction!and!one!of!socialisation!or!civilianisation.!It!is!argued!here!that!the!
British! voluntary! system! hinged! on! the! role! that! the! locality! played! in!
constructing!a!military!identity!that!was!simultaneously!‘other’!and!familiar,!for!
which! ‘community’! is! an! appropriate! descriptive! term.! Local! elites! validated!




and! its! ramifications! for! the! population! at! large,! also! raises! the! question! of!




32 !Jeremy! Crang,! The( British( Army( and( the( People’s( War,( 1939=45( (Manchester:! Manchester!





Space & Performance: Argument, Structure and Methodology. 
This! study! is! structured! by! space! and! time.! ‘Space’! has! provided! the!
conceptual! framework! for! the! first! two! parts.! ! Since! the! ‘spatial! turn’! in!
historiography,! historians! have! found! in! ‘space’! not! only! a! backdrop,! but! a!
meaningful!constituent!in!social!activity.!We!now!talk!of!how!spaces!have!been!
constructed!by!different!groups!to!perform!various!functions:!identity!politics,!
governmentality. 34 !More! recently,! historians! interested! in! the! functioning! of!
wartime!societies!and!mobilisation!have! looked! to!urban!space! to!understand!
these!dynamics.35!In!choosing!‘space’!as!an!‘analytic!tool’!this!thesis!follows!these!





Instead,! it! explores! them! as! spaces! constructed! and! given! meaning! by! both!
military! and! civic! participants.! The! first! part,! therefore,! is! a! tale! of! the!
urbanisation!(or!the!suburbinisation)!of!military!space,!whereas!the!second!part!
is! the! militarisation! of! city! space.! The! aim! is! to! explore! the! potential! of!







34!Simon!Gunn,! ‘The! spatial! turn:! changing!histories! of! space! and!place’! in!Gunn! and!Morris!
(eds.),! Identities( in( Space:( Contested( Terrains( in( the(Western(City( since( 1850! (Aldershot:!Ashgate,!
2001),!pp.1T13.!
35 !Jay! Winter! and! Jean! Louis! Robert! (eds.),! Capital( Cities( at( War:( Paris,( London,( Berlin( 1919=
1919,Volume(2:(A(Cultural(History!(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!2007).!Stefan!Geoebl!















of! military! force,! this! last! section! concerns! veterans.! Their! participation! in!
military! life! had! an! enormous! ideational! significance! for!military! groups! and!
contributed!in!important!ways!to!their!cultural!renewal.!Building!a!community!
that! included! veterans! mattered,! and! in! tracing! the! channels! that! connected!
urban!veterans!to!military!units,!and!how!these!amassed!within!the!city,!this!has,!




constituted.! The! politics! of! this! is! outlined! in! Chapter! 3,! which! concerns! the!
constituency!of!councils! in!Glasgow!and!Newcastle!and!how!changes! in!these!
(particularly! the! rise!of!Labour)! impacted!on!how!corporations!dealt!with! the!
military! in! their! midst.! This! account! contributes! further! analysis! of! two!
underappreciated! locales! to! the!historical! record:!Glasgow’s! interwar!political!
history!is!overwhelmingly!LabourTcentric!and!Newcastle!has!no!such!history!at!
all.! Moreover,! it! supports! the! revisionist! historiography! of! interTwar!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





CivicTmilitary! relations,! however,! were! not! confined! within! council!
chambers! or! epitomised! by! a! council! ruling! or! vote.! Civic! identity,! and! the!
integration!of!the!military!within!it,!constituted!a!feeling!of!local!belonging.!The!
second! section! of! Chapter! 3,! therefore,! addresses! the! construction! of! spaces!
where!military!and!civic!met,!asking!what!forces!brought!the!military!out!into!
local! life.! It! continues! the!political!analysis! to! include!how!political!notions!of!
citizenship! were! extended! through! city! space,! and! then! highlights! the! ‘extra!
conciliar’! partnerships! that! also! shaped! these! spaces.! If! this! discussion! has!
benefitted!from!the!recent!‘interTwar!turn’!in!the!historiography!of!public!civic!
culture,! it! has! also! contributed! to! it.39 !The! examination! of! space! through! the!




























space! for! military! communities,! this! time! imaginary:! the! public! sphere.! The!
history! of! the! provincial! press! has! also! been!written! in! terms! of! decline! and,!
although!there!have!been!calls!for!focused!study,!it!remains!underappreciated.41!
In! the! ‘civic! public! spheres’! of! Glasgow! and! Newcastle! we! have! two! much!
needed!case!studies,!which!affirm!the!strength!of!locality!in!the!context!of!a!fast!
nationalising!newspaper!culture.42!Their!role!as!arbiters!in!civil!and!civic!society!
is! outlined! in! the! second! section,! providing! the! context! for! the! third,! which!






newspapers! to! military! units! and! military! identity,! one! emanating! from! the!
cultural!and!economic!forces!shaping!the!production!of!news!during!this!time.!























including! embarrassment! and! discomfort.! Their! performance,! however,!
provided!a!focal!point!for!the!representation!of!civicTmilitary!relations!and!their!






partly! because! the! civic! elite! and! press,! as! well! as! working! for! the! military,!
benefitted!from!the!association.!The!impulses!that!fed!these!rituals!and!kept!the!
civicTmilitary! relationship! alive! were! infused! with! the! wider! political! and!
ideational!concerns!of!these!civic!players.!As!well!as!informing!us!of!the!health,!















of! Great! War! commemoration! in! its! examination! of! the! Armistice! Day!
observance.47!This!discussion!asks!new!questions!of!the!ritual!in!its!investigation!
of! how! civicTmilitary! relations! both! structured! the! ceremonials! and! became!
central!to!it.!It!finds!a!continuing!local!significance!in!the!ritual!throughout!the!
period,! diverging! from! Gregory’s! assertion! of! an! overwhelmingly! national!
character!by!the!Thirties.!Furthermore,!in!considering!the!observance!as!a!visual!
event,!rather!than!a!linguistic!one,!far!greater!emphasis!has!been!placed!on!the!
ritual! as! a! conveyance! of! civic! power! and! identity! than! has! hitherto! been!
admitted.!
Performance! of! civicTmilitary! relations,! however,! was! not! simply!
exemplified! by! parading! and! the! military! looked! to! other! sites! to! articulate!
notions! of! belonging.! In! an! age! of! mass! leisure,! it! is! not! surprising! that! the!
military! articulated! their! integration! within! local,! modern! societies! through!
organised! entertainment! and! sociability. 48 !Like! other! groups,! the! military!
controlled!notions!of! community!and!belonging! through!such!performances.49!
Chapter!6!uncovers!the!history!of!the!construction!of!recreational!spaces!within!
each! city,! and! observes! these! performances! within! them.! Practices! of! urban!













There! is!an! important!public!element! to! this!activity! that! is!easy!to!miss.!
Hotels!and!restaurants!were!spaces!with!political!and!class!meanings!attached!to!
them.! By! gathering! for! reunions!within! these! sites! of! hospitality! the!military!
community!was!doing!more!than!engaging!with!itself;!it!was!claiming!public!–!
and! civic! T! recognition,! which! it! largely! received.! In! these! performances! of!
military! sociability! we! can! see! the! political! overtones! of! these! projects.!
‘Comradeship’!was!more!than!a!valueTneutral!evocation!of!the!emotional!bonds!
of! service,! as! some! historians! have! suggested: 50 !it! was! a! distinctly! military,!
conservative!reaction!to!the!democratising!forces!that!infused!British!society!in!
the!post!1918!Reform!Act!world.!These!performances!reiterated!hierarchy!and!










remembering! spaces.51!This! discussion,! therefore,! considers! what! they! tell! us!
about!the!public!remembrance!of!the!Great!War!in!the!interTwar!years.!
In! the!most! recent! scholarly!work!on!Britain!and! the!Great!War,!Adrian!
Gregory! asserted! that! it! has! become! ‘increasingly! clear! that! in! order! to!
understand! how!war!was! remembered! it! is! imperative! to! get! as! close! to! the!
ground! as! possible,! to! look! at! memory! in! the! locality! and! examine! how! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!








this! enterprise:! in! these! examples,! parades! become! powerful! mnemonics! for!
remembrance.!This!borders!on!the!question!of!how!the!‘locus’!of!urban!space!(its!







Geoffrey!Moorhouse’s! empathetic! account! of! the! memory! of! Gallipoli! in! the!




agents,!played!a!huge!part! in! these! enterprises.!These!public!memories! could!
stifle! individual! memories,! as! Moorhouse! and! other! writers! on! war!
commemoration!have!observed,!but!they!were!obviously!also!places!where!some!
individuals!found!a!context!to!give!meaning!to!their!experiences.57!What!is!more,!
unlike! Moorhouse’s! study,! it! demonstrates! how! the! Great! War’s! memory,!
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54 !Helen! McCartney! noticed! the! parading! of! the! Liverpool! Scottish! for! ‘Hooge! Day’,! Citizen(
Soldiers,(pp.252T3.!Mark!Connelly! refers! to! the! 1st! City! of! London!Regiment’s!marking! of! the!
Battles!of!Festubert!and!Loos!in!Great(War,(Memory(and(Ritual,(p.103,!p.253.!
55!Geoffrey!Moorhouse,!Hell’s( Foundations:( a( town,( its(myths,( and(Gallipoli! (London:!Hodder!&!
Stoughton,!1992).!
56!Maurice!Halbwachs,!On(Collective(Memory!(Chicago:!University!of!Chicago,!1992),!p.51.!





through! urban! space,! interrelated! with! more! archaic! narratives! of! martial!
tradition,!providing!another!cultural!arena!that!promoted!a!muchTneeded!sense!
of!continuity!in!the!wake!of!war.!
Part! IV,!and!Chapter!8,!unites! the! threads!of! the! thesis! in!a! study!of! the!




the! behaviour! required! of! new! forms! of! warfare! that! targeted! civilians!
specifically.58!Whilst!detailed!studies!of!defence!administration!on!a!local!level!
have! rescued! local! authorities! from! the! accusation! of! provincial! apathy! and!
lethargy!with! regard! to!defence!preparation,!we!are! still!missing!a! link! in! the!
evolution! and! the! creation! of! the! proto!wartime! citizen.59!If! British! interTwar!
imaginary!of!war!to!come!was!obsessed!with!the!utter!destructive!capability!of!
aerial!bombardment,!it!was!also!fixated!on!one!place:!the!city.60!It!would!be!cities!







rendering! of! ‘remobilisation’! allows! us! to! investigate! how! these! societies!
performed!their!mobilising!tasks!and!established!protoTwartime!cities.!Civic!‘war!
culture’! (the! representations! that! facilitated! consent! for!war)!was,! like! all!war!













Shaping the Thesis: Space, Archives & Evidence 
Certain!factors!of!space!and!evidence!have!shaped!the!thesis.!First,!there!are!
local! spaces!and! ideological!currents! that! this! thesis!cannot!consider:!of! these,!
religious!space!is!the!most!important.! !Ideally,!a!thesis!addressing!the!cultural!
renewal! of! the! British!military! in!Glasgow!would! accord! significant! space! to!
Catholic!identities!and,!particularly,!Scottish!Presbyterianism.62!Rev.!Dr!Lachlan!
Maclean!Watt,!Minister!of!Glasgow!cathedral!and!Moderator!of!the!first!Glasgow!







military! relations! than! might! have! been! warranted! in! other! contexts.! The!
impoverishment!of!scholarship!on!these!20th!century!cities,!and!the!fact!that!interT
war!civic!culture!and!the!provincial!press!are!new!fields!of!enquiry,!has!meant!
that! this! history! had! to! be! written.! Moreover,! in! investigating! interactions!
between!military! and! civic! groups,! the! research! strategy! focused! on! drawing!









of! the! civic! and! the! military.! Availability! of! material! has! clearly! weighted!
discussion!towards!one!or!other!of!the!cities!at!certain!points.!
In! this,! the! research! came! up! against! questions! of! public! history! and!





IWM’s!material! unTcatalogued,! it! is! possible! that! some! fascinating! collections!
may! rise! to! the! surface! in! future! years.! It! is! equally! likely! that! the! material!
searched! for! is! buried! in! other! collections,! which! would! be! impracticable! to!
search!considering!the!numbers!involved.!But!it!is!difficult!to!predict!a!sea!change!
that!would!spur!relatives!to!archive!peacetime,!domestic!service.!
Another! fascinating! point! regarding! cultural! memory! concerns! extant!
regimental! collections.! This! thesis! has! set! out! to! mark! out! all! channels! that!




archival! trace.! With! history! still! important! within! the! regimental! structure,!
museums!and!archives,!which!foster!localised!affinities,!preserve!their!records.!





the! argument.!This! thesis!never! envisaged!a! fully! comparative!history,!which!
draws!meaning!from!points!of!difference!or!similarity,!although!some!have!been!
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noted.63!Instead,! it! envisaged! cataloguing! the! cultural! and! social! currents! that!
supported!the!military!machine.!Some!observations!have!been!made!where!one!
context!has!generated!a!particularly!rich!cultural!practice!and!another!has!not.!






























Barracks, Drill Halls and Training Ships !!
 







in" 1787," had" witnessed" rioting" and" violence" during" the" strike" of" the" Calton"
weavers,"episodic"patches"of"disorder"that"had"stretched"over"a"number"of"weeks."
The"military"base,"it"was"hoped,"would"act"both"as"deterrence"and"as"a"guarantee"
of" an" effective" and" efficient" solution" to" any" future" problems:" built" to" house"
between"700–800"men,"it"presented"a"formidable"symbol"of"military"force.2"





caused" by" artisan" radical" politics" and" intermittent" grain" shortages," worrying" Glasgow’s"















miles" away" from" the" city," the" barracks" was" close" enough" to" promise" speedy"
intervention"in"any"social"problems,"but"far"enough"away"to"hide"the"soldierly"
presence"from"the"city."
Fear," however," was" not" the" only" emotional" bedrock" of" military"
infrastructure." Its" development" relied" on" a" growing" selfHconfidence" of" local"
political"entities,"which"were"increasingly"dominated"by"middleHclass"interests."
Not" only" did" these" groups" believe" absolutely" in" their" status," as" owners" of"
property;"trade"and"commerce"depended"on"social"order,"into"which"elites"made"
a"considerable"investment"of"time"and"money"in"the"development"of"municipal"









Robert" Colls" and" Bill" Lancaster" (eds.)$ Newcastle$ upon$ Tyne:$ A$ Modern$ History$ (Chichester:"
Phillimore,"2001),"pp.1–26.""
6"Margaret"R"Hunt,"The$Middling$ Sort:$Commerce,$Gender,$ and$ the$ Family$ in$England,$ 1680–1780"






In" Glasgow," in" particular," these" representatives" of" city" interests" fought"
throughout"the"19th"century"to"bring"a"military"presence"worthy"of"their"corporate"
wealth." These" deemed" Gallowgate’s" facilities" inadequate:" its" sanitary"
infrastructure" limited" numbers" to" no"more" than" two" or" three" companies" at" a"
time.8"Civic"fathers,"not"the"state,"sensed"the"inadequacy"most"keenly."Successive"
Lord" Provosts" campaigned" for" better" barracks" from" c.1845. 9 "These" efforts"
achieved" little" before" 1866." The" state’s" bureaucratic" inertia" combined" with"
financial"wariness"(it"had"a"massive"national"barracks"system"to"modernise).10"But"
local"elements"also"proved"obstructive"when"the"state"attempted"to"put"plans"in"










214."For"a" specific"manifestation"of" this" feeling,"and" the" linkage"between"demands" for"greater"













In" 1866," James" Lumsden" (stationery" magnate" and" Lord" Provost)," and" a"
coalition" of" Justices" of" the" Peace" and" Sheriffs," succeeded" in" brokering" a"




police"burgh"of"Maryhill."This" conurbation"had"developed"on" the"bank"of" the"
river"Kelvin,"and,"even"at"the"end"of"the"19th"century,"this"drew"a"watery"border"
on"its"western"side."Once"surrounded"by"great"estates"and"their"houses,"the"burgh"
had" seen" increased" economic" activity" after" the" building" of" the" Forth"&"Clyde"
canal." By" the" time" of" the" barrack’s" construction," it" was" home" to" an" array" of"
industrial"interests"(paper,"brewing,"glass"and"textiles),"with"workers’"houses"and"
tenements" crammed" in" between" the" river" and" the" developing" high" street," a"
growing"parade"of"banks"and"small"shops.13"
The" ‘Barrack" Question’" was" intimately" involved" in" corporationHburgh"





the" additional" (soldierly)" population" demanded. 14 "On" the" other" hand," the"
barracks"also"contributed"to"Maryhill’s"fastHdeveloping"sense"of"civic"autonomy"
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14 "GCA." H" Mar" 2.2." Maryhill" Burgh" Records." Minutes" of" the" Burgh" Commissioners" and"












[Figure" 1]." Buttressed" on" its" northern" side" by" Kelvindale" road," a" largely"
residential"street,"and"the"busy"Main"Street"on"the"east,"its"western"side"dropped"
down"sharply"to"the"river"and"the"Kelvindale"Paper"Mills."Here"the"War"Office"
had" purchased" an" additional" six" acres," to" ensure" the" sanitary" survival" of" the"
complex." The" buildings," surrounded" by" a" 10Hft" wall," were" laid" out" in" a"
quadrangle,"with"a"parade"ground"in"the"centre."Faced"with"freestone"from"local"
quarries," they" took" on" a" familiar," if" austere," appearance." Substantial" officers’"
quarters" and" the"mess"were" on" the" north" side;" the" eastern" side" contained" the"
lodgings" for" married" soldiers" and" their" families," with" the" infant" school" and"
playground" to" the"back"of" another" set" of" buildings,"housing" the" school" room,"
gymnasium," and" chapel." Here," too," were" the" staffHsergeants’" quarters" and"








16"Alexander" Thomson,"Random$Notes$ and$ Rambling$ Recollections$ of$Maryhill$ (Glasgow:" Kerr"&"
Richardson,"1895),"p.186–8;"pp.208–9."





































Social" and"economic" forces"had" replanted" the"barracks" firmly"within" the"
city’s"outer"reaches."From"the"20th"century,"it"would"be"increasingly"located"and"
identified"with"its"most"northHwestern,"genteel"neighbour,"and"popularly"known"
as" ‘Fenham" Barracks’." Unlike" Maryhill," the" barracks" was" not" entirely"
reconstructed"during"this"period,"but"buildings"in"the"complex"were"modified."
During"the"1880s,"some"older"buildings"were"demolished"and"the"barracks"were"
enlarged." A" new" threeHstory" block," housing" all" dormitories" and" dining" hall,"





the" northern" side."Married" quarters" and" family" housing,"with" the" school" and"












time," regiments" were" linked" to" the" locality" through" nominal" titles" and"
administrative" positioning," to" harness" the" considerable" local" pride" within"
Victorian"society"in"the"service"of"the"military.20"To"administer"this,"the"UK"was"
divided"into"command"areas,"responsible"for"a"collection"of"regimental"districts."
Scottish" Command," which" oversaw" all" of" the" Scottish" districts," was" based" at"
Edinburgh;" the" headquarters" of" No." 2" district" (which" Glasgow," as" part" of"
Lanarkshire,"fell"into)"were"located"at"Hamilton,"10"miles"to"the"south"of"Glasgow."
Northern"Command,"with"headquarters"at"York,"administered"the"northernmost"
areas"of"Northumberland," through" the"east"Midlands" (Rutland,"Staffordshire),"
down"to"Lincolnshire.""
These"measures"had"very"different"implications"for"Maryhill"and"Fenham"
Barracks."The"Childers" reforms"of" the"1880s"had" linked"Northumberland,"and"
















anchored" no" infantry" affiliation." In"April" 1898," the"West" of" Scotland"Artillery"
moved"from"Campbeltown"to"Maryhill," forming"one"of"six"training"depots"for"
the" Artillery" in" the" U.K. 21 "Its" relatively" commodious" accommodation" and"
Glasgow’s"accessibility"by"sea"and"rail,"however,"made"the"base"an"ideal"stopping"
point" in" the" CardwellHChilders" game" of" continual" relocation." A" succession" of"
guests," battalions"whose" sojourns" at"Glasgow"would" last" a"year"or" two"at" the"
most,"enlivened"Maryhill’s"routine."The"men"of"such"regular"battalions,"whose"
stay" was" usually" both" unpredictable" and" short," would" have" remembered"





Professional" spaces" were" not" the" only" urban"military" spaces." The" social"
forces"that"bolstered"the"creation"of"barracks"provided"a"massive"impetus"for"the"
Volunteer."Originating"with"the"invasion"scares"of"the"mid"19th"century,"but"also"
building" on" established"Militia" traditions," the"Volunteer"movement" (the" partH





















society" and" hierarchies" had" proved" a" particularly" fertile" ground" for" the"
movement"from"its"origins"in"1859,"when"its"different"elements"had"combined"to"
raise"nearly"100"separate"corps"of"rifle"companies.27"These"would"be"regrouped"
into" seven" corps" soon" afterwards," units" that" filtered" through" the" Volunteer"
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23"Hugh"Cunningham,"The$Volunteer$Force:$a$social$and$political$history,$1859–1908"(London:"Croom"
































Highlanders’," the" early" volunteer" unit" had" fed" off" the" civic" and" cultural"
associations" generated" by" the" influx" of" Highlanders" into" the" city. 31 "Their"
establishment"was"based"on"Greendyke"Street,"a" long"road"of"houses"built" for"
18thHcentury" merchants," which" traced" the" northern" rim" of" Glasgow" Green’s"
eastern"corner."This"civic"park,"by"the"mid"19th"century,"was"a"focal"point"of"the"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28"The"regiment"changed"its"name"from"Scottish"Rifles"(Cameronians)"to"Cameronians""(Scottish"
Rifles)" in"1920."Although"this"would"be"an" interesting"point"of" regimental" identity" to"unravel,"
from"the"perspective"of"the"involvement"of"civic"or"religious"elites,"there"is"no"room"to"do"so"in"
this"thesis."To"avoid"confusion,"the"regiment"will"be"referred"to"as"‘Cameronians’"throughout."








civic" endeavour" to" create" a" positive" image" of" Glasgow" and" a" healthful" (and"
quiescent)"population."32"It"boasted"a"Parisian"fantasy"of"fountains"and"expansive"
boulevards,"where"Glasgow’s"citizens"could"promenade,"visit"the"‘Winter"Palace’"
(a" glass" adjunct" of" the"museum," the" People’s" Palace)" and" admire" the" vista" of"
Glasgow’s" industry:" Templeton’s" carpet" works" dominated" the" skyline," with"
Greenhead’s" Engine" Works," and" the" chimneys" of" Glasgow’s" industrial" East"
behind"it."The"men"of"the"9th"had"little"to"do"with"the"Green;"it"was"the"companies"
of" the" 7th" HLI," all" workingHclass" men" from" nearby" Bridgeton," a" famously"
Protestant"area,"who"marched"down"Main"Street"and"drilled"there."
The"original"concentration"of"units"within"Glasgow’s"fringe"industrial"areas"




and" districts" in" the" west" (Partick," Anniesland," Jordanhill," Scotstoun)" and" the"
south" (Govan," Pollokshaws).33"Units" once" on" the" city’s" outer" limits"were" now"
practically"central."The"5th"HLI,"which"had"been"preserve"of"the"skilled"artisan,"
and" had" a" drill" hall" located" in" the" affluent" island" of" Garnethill" in" the" northH
western"pocket"of" the"city,"was" fast" surrounded"by" the"urban"poor,"as"nearby"
Cowcaddens" became" increasingly" full" of" slum" dwellers" and" unskilled" Irish"
labourers"in"the"19th"century."Slightly"to"the"south,"in"Yorkhill,"the"6th"HLI’s"drill"
hall," provided" in" part" with" funds" from" Glasgow’s" grocery" entrepreneur" Sir"
Thomas"Lipton,"became"wedged"between"Anderston"and"the"skilled"workingH





Maver" (eds.),"Glasgow$ Volume$ II:$ 1830^1912$ (Manchester:" Manchester" University" Press," 1996),"
pp.8–9."
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Pollokshields" –"was" then" brought" into" the" city," the" only" infantry" unit" in" this"
newest"southern"suburb.34"
The"infantry"was"not"the"end"of"Glasgow’s"volunteers."The"city’s"specialist"
skilled" workforce" encouraged" the" foundation" of" engineer" and" artillery"
companies. 35 "Altogether," Glasgow" raised" 15" artillery" corps" in" the" earliest"
volunteer"days"from"across"the"city’s"workforce."By"1908,"this"had"consolidated"
into"one"field"artillery"brigade,"consisting"of"three"batteries"and"an"ammunition"
column. 36 "Headquarters" for" the" city’s" Royal" Field" Artillery" (RFA)" unit" were"
located"at"Taylor"Street,"nearby"Glasgow"Cathedral," in"Townhead,"which"had"
formed" the"northHeastern"corner"of" the"city’s" limits."Two"batteries"of" the"Field"
Brigade"were"located"in"Govan,"an"area"famous"for"its"shipyards"and"outside"of"
Glasgow’s" reach" in" 1908," but" which" harboured" significant" concentrations" of"
skilled"workers."Another"battery,"in"Percy"Street,"Maryhill,"benefitted"from"the"
nearby" artillery" base," as" well" as"Maryhill’s" wide" ranging" industrial" interests."
Nearby," in" Lochburn" Road" and" Jardine" Street," another" two" Engineer" units"
contributed"to"Maryhill’s"already"substantial"military"credentials.37"
Newcastle"had"less"than"a"quarter"of"Glasgow’s"population,"so"its"volunteer"
movement" was" smaller," but" it" was" still" significant." The" city" infantry" unit,"
renamed" the" 6th"Northumberland" Fusiliers" after" the" creation" of" the" Territorial"
Force" in" 1908," had" opened" a" grand" new" headquarters" in" 1883" in" central"
Newcastle."This"did"not"quite"possess"the"social"cache"that"the"5th"Cameronians"
enjoyed" in" Glasgow," but" it" was" the" unit" of" choice" for" those" who" worked" in"
commercial"offices"nearby"[Figure"3]."Sir"George"Renwick,"shipowner"and"one"of"
Newcastle’s" most" prominent" citizens" in" the" early" 20th" century," served" as" a"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34"Irene"Maver," ‘Second"City"of"Empire:" 1830s" to"1914:"Neighbourhoods’" in"The$Glasgow$Story,$
www.theglasgowstory.com/story.php?id=TGSDG."
35"Ray"Westlake,"Royal$Engineers$(Volunteers)$1859–1908$(Wembley:"R"A"Westlake,"1983);"Norman"







the" city)," and" opposite" St" Thomas’" Church" (the" city’s" second" church)" and" its"
extensive"churchyard,"the"large"red"brick"edifice"took"up"18,525"square"feet"of"the"
small"St"Mary’s"Place."Newcastle’s"largest"drill"hall,"easily"accommodating"10,000"





of" the"Tyne."Once" a" quiet" village,"Walker’s" position" on" top" of" three" seams" of"
Newcastle’s"buried"coalfield"transformed"the"area"into"an"industrial"hub"by"the"
end"of"the"19th"century."The"sinking"of"three"pits"at"Walker"colliery,"producing"the"
High"Main" coal" so" prized" in" London" domestic"markets,"was" followed" by" the"
foundation"of"iron"works."It"was"for"shipbuilding,"however,"that"the"area"would"




from" 1868," occupied" premises" on" Church" Street" –" the" area’s" main" street."









































for" service," with" men" and" their" gun" supplied" by" the" Elswick" Ordnance"
Company.43"Nearby,"the"local"unit"of"Royal"Engineers"(RE)"was"based"in"a"drill"
hall"on"Barras"Bridge,"with"a"similarly"mature"record.44"This"added"to"the"military"
cluster"around" the"north"of" the"city."The" last"of" the"city’s"drill"halls" lay" to" the"
northHeast," sandwiched" between" Sandyford," a" respectable"workingHclass" area,"
and"Jesmond,"the"enclave"of"Newcastle’s"middle"class.45"Here"mustered"members"























division" stationed" downriver" at" North" Shields." Small" in" comparison" to" an"
infantry"battalion,"numbering"less"than"150"in"its"first"years,"the"unit"still"drew"on"
Elswick’s"largely"industrial"population:"by"the"turn"of"the"century,"the"ward"had"
become" an" archetypal" industrial" suburb," a" grid" system" of" tenement" housing"







city’s" elite." That" of" Hamilton," which" housed" the" depots" of" the" HLI" and"
Cameronians,"did"not"monopolise" civicHmilitary" relations," although" they"were"
more"frequently"seen"at"regimental"events"for"reasons"of"proximity."Glasgow’s"
city"connections"were"not"forgotten."In"1906,"the"memorial"to"the"HLI"dead"of"the"
Second" South" African" War" was" unveiled" by" the" Duke" of" Connaught" in"




















Mayors" oversaw" the" Volunteer," then" Territorial," reviews" on" the" Town"Moor,"
applauding" the"worth"of" the" local" troops;" they"presented"prizes"at" the"annual"
RNVR" regatta" and" the" occasional" Territorial" boxing" match.48 "Newcastle," too,"
awarded"its"volunteers"the"ultimate"civic"favour."After"the"Boer"War,"the"sum"of"
£4,707" was" raised," mainly" by" subscription" but" partly" by" council" funds," to"
construct"a"memorial"to"the"volunteer"effort"of"1899–1901."Winged"Victory,"sat"on"
a" column" 12ft" in" height," with"Northumbria" offering" a" palm" at" her" base," was"
unveiled"at"the"top"of"the"Haymarket"in"1908,"becoming"one"of"the"city’s"most"
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The Great War and the Urban–Military Relationship 
Such" were" the" connections" between" the" city" and" military" before" 1914." The"




locality" in" the" military" machine," expanding" existing" institutional" links" to" the"
military,"and"creating"new"ones."In"order"to"accommodate"a"focus"on"the"postH
war" period," and" to" understand" how" public" memory" related" to" wartime"
experience," this" thesis" offers" what" is" necessarily" a" general" history" of" these"
wartime"changes.""
That" the" social," infrastructural," and" ideational" links"between" locality"and"
manpower"during"the"1914–18"are"worthy"and"vast"investigations"in"their"own"
right"is"demonstrated"by"the"studies"of"Richard"Grayson"and"Helen"McCartney.51"


















works" and"primary" sources."Derek"Rutherford"Young’s" research" into" Scottish"
recruitment" patterns" in" the" volunteer" phase" offers" much" information" about"
Glasgow"during"that"time.53"The"civic"perspective"on"the"wartime"effort"can"also"
be" accessed" through" the" corporation’s" scrapbooks" and" recruitment" files.54"For"
Newcastle,"there"is"no"such"doctoral"research"or"archival"trace,"although"there"is"
a"great"deal"written"about"the"service"battalions,"as"well"as"unit"histories.55"Here"
newspaper" research" has" filled" some" gaps." 56To" analyse" manpower" links," the"
database"Soldiers$Died$in$the$Great$War"has"also"been"consulted:"this"gives"us"some"
idea,"albeit"a"limited"one,"of"the"links"between"regiments"and"locality"throughout"





to" the" colours’." The" announcement" of" war" heralded" a" shortHterm" downturn,"









a$history$of$ the$Tyneside$ Irish$Brigade$raised$ in$ the$North$East$ in$World$War$One" (Barnsley,"Pen"&"
Sword," 1998);" Graham" Stewart" &" John" Sheen," Tyneside$ Scottish:$ 20th,$ 21st,$ 22nd$ &$ 23rd$ (Service)$
Battalions$of$the$Northumberland$Fusiliers:$a$history$of$the$Tyneside$Scottish$Brigade$raised$in$the$North$
East$in$World$War$One$(Barnsley:"Pen"&"Sword,"2014)."














and" dispersed" to" various" depots" around" the" country." Territorial" embodiment"
























62"Peter" Simkins,"Kitcheners$ Army:$ the$ raising$ of$ the$ new$ armies,$ 1914^1916." Elite" administration"
could"be" long" term:"Glasgow’s" fortress" company," for" instance," did"not" transfer" to"War"Office"
control"until"September"1915."
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Tramways"Department," famously" raised" in"under" 16"hours" by" their"manager,"
James" Dalrymple;" 63 "the" 16th" was" raised" from" former" members" of" the" Boys"
Brigade,"the"GlasgowHbased"youth"organisation,"with"a"military"bent;"Glasgow’s"






































As"Young’s" research" into" recruitment" in"Scotland" in"1914–15"has" shown,"
Glasgow’s" industrial" skill" sets" provided" a" huge" resource" for" support" units."
Between" January" and" October" 1915," only" 60%" of" its" manpower" went" to" the"
infantry. 69 "Although" Young" has" argued" that" this" demonstrates" economic"











If" Glasgow" established" other" links" with" other" territorial" regiments,"
Newcastle"deepened"its"existing"ties"to"the"Northumberland"Fusiliers."Some"51"
units"served"in"the"war"under"the"auspices"of"the"regiment,"a"number"second"only"









72"C"H"Cooke,"Historical$ Records$ of$ the$ 9th$ Service$ Battalion$Northumberland$ Fusiliers" (Newcastle,"





coal" dealer" and" Unionist," spearheaded" the" efforts" of" a" coalition" of" Irish"
Nationalist,"and"religious"figures,"in"the"city"to"raise"a"brigade"that"aimed"to"rise"




Considering" the" similarities" in" occupational" structure" between" the" two"
cities,"we"must"assume"that"Newcastle’s"skilled"workforce"flowed"also"into"the"
army’s"support"units,"at" least" in" the"earliest"volunteer"phase."With" the"greater"
regulation"of" the"workforce,"and" the"opportunity" that"could"be"gleaned" to" the"
skilled" worker" from" employment" in" the" war"machine," those" numbers" would"
dwindle.75 In" this" it" is" also" important" to" note" how," in" both" cities," the" RNVR"
infrastructure"provided"a"gateway"to"service"in"the"new"naval"identities"of"the"
Great"War"during"that"time."In"August"1914,"Churchill"located"the"formation"of"
the" new" naval" brigades," and" specifically" the" Royal" Naval" Division" (RND),"
designed"as"a" land"force"for"the"capture"or"protection"of"naval"bases"overseas,"
within"the"administrative"infrastructure"of"the"RNVR.""


















































Derby" Scheme," those" who" had" demonstrated" their" willingness" to" serve" the"
previous"year"–"known"as"the"‘armleteers’"–"dealing"with"some"150–200"men"per"






seen" as" a" nationalising" measure" within" the" infantry’s" regimental" system," its"


















2/1st." Ian"Beckett," ‘The" territorial" force’" in" Ian"FW"Beckett"&"Keith"Simpson" (eds.),"A$Nation$ in$
Arms:$The$British$army$in$the$First$World$War"(Barnsley,"Pen"&"Sword,"2014),"p.150."






manpower.88"The" results" evoke"McCartney’s"picture"of" recruitment,"postH1917."













number" of" battalions" raised" that" saw" action.89"Existing" ties"with" the" DLI" and"
Coldstream" Guards" remained" small," but" strong," during" the" war." Again," the"
pronounced"rise"in"the"numbers"of"other"Northern"Command"regiments"suggests"
that"a"regionalisation,"rather"than"nationalisation,"occurred"in"the"British"army"
towards" the" end" of" the" war." In" both" cases," the" numbers" of" dead" in" English"
regiments,"which"would"probably"indicate"a"nationalised"system"in"play,"rise,"but"
never"to"significant"levels."
The" data" thus" recalls" local" affinities" encouraged" by" the" regional"
infrastructure" of" recruitment" described" by" McCartney" and" highlighted" by"






hide." They" are" the" ‘tip" of" the" iceberg’," but" the" links" fostered" during" the" war"
through"drafting"and"disbandment"can"only"be"penetrated"by"further"research."
If" manpower" links" deepened" within" the" locality," the" state" relied" on" the"
networks"of"local"government,"and"a"broader"coalition"of"local"elites,"to"manage"
wartime" societies," as" the" industrial"war"machine" encroached" further" into" civil"
society."The"stabilising"role"of"local"elites,"and"the"importance"of"urban"societies"
to"the"war"effort,"has"recently"been"highlighted"by"Pierre"Purseigle’s"research"into"
Beziers" and" Northampton," itself" a" subject" that" is" inspiring" greater" historical"




Scottish"historiography," a" broader"history" of"power" and" authority" in"wartime"
Glasgow"would"make" a" fascinating" study"and"would"help"us" appreciate"how"
Glasgow" was" at" once" ‘Red’" and" ‘Blue’. 91 "If" the" local" authority" failed" in" its"
brokering" role"between" the"Red"Clydesiders,"Scottish"Office"and" the" state," the"
vision"of"Glasgow"that"Thomas"Dunlop"iterated"during"wartime"(internationalist,"
commercial,"Imperialist)"probably"helped"avoid"the"major"antiHalien"disturbances"
witnessed" in" nearby" Scottish" towns. 92 "With" Glasgow’s" and" Newcastle’s"
















machine" to" an" unprecedented" degree" is" a"wellHknown" part" of" the" Great"War"
narrative" thanks" to" local" and" military" historians. 94 "Their" story" is" rarely" told"
beyond"the"opening"phase"of"war."Adrian"Gregory"reminds"us"of"the"‘continual"
activity’" of" mobilisation" throughout" 1914–15," one" that" would" have" been"
conducted"with"renewed"vigour"in"the"realization"of"the"Derby"Scheme.95"We"can"
also" assume" that" the" work" of" fostering" the" connections" with" local" units"
throughout"the"war,"which"Helen"McCartney"has"demonstrated"was"valuable"on"
many"levels,"continued."Defence"measures"also"brought"the"locality"into"contact"
with" the" military" on" the" ground," particularly" in" Newcastle," where" the" local"
authority" worked" closely" with" the" commander" of" the" Tyne" Garrison" in" this"
respect,"rewarding"his"work"with"an"honorary"freedom"after"the"war."96"
Few" historians" have" acknowledged" their" continued" role" in" military"
mobilisation"post–conscription,"although"the"importance"of"local"Military"Service"
Tribunals" is" being" increasingly" noted. 97Compulsion," a" significant" ideological"













97"Gregory,"The$ Last$ Great$War," pp.101–8." James"McDermott,"British$Military$ Service$ Tribunals,$
1916–1918$(Manchester:"Manchester"University"Press,"2011)."





local" military" effort:" hundreds" of" uniformed" troops," ‘entirely" a" catalogue" of"
bravery’,"lined"up"to"have"medals"pinned"to"their"chests"by"Lord"French.100"It"also"




Military Spaces 1919–c.1935 
A" series" of" personnel" directives" transitioned" the" army" from" war" to" peace,"
enabling" it" to" deal" with" shortHterm" needs" (demobilisation," the" Army" of"
Occupation,"war" in"Russia," problems"of"Empire)"whilst" laying" the"manpower"
foundations"of"the"peacetime"force."British"military"requirements"in"the"postwar"
order"had"changed"by"degrees"only."The"Empire"had"emerged"stronger,"or"at"least"
more" expansive," from" the"Versailles" settlement." Britain" still" needed" a"mobile,"
flexible"army"to"respond"to"a"variety"of"overseas"commitments.102"It"had"neither"
the" financial"resources,"nor" the"political"will," to"seek"to"enlarge" it.103"The"claim"
that"conscription"had"been"a"temporary"expediency"in"exceptional"circumstances"


















ShortHterm"service,"and"high"financial" incentives" for" the"reHenlistment"of" those"
men"who"had"served"for"the"duration,"temporarily"inflated"numbers,"allowing"
both"for"the"demobilisation"of"men"in"the"Army"of"Occupation"and"for"the"accrual"
of" normal" engagements." Between" April" and" September" 1919," 126,693" men"








notional" connections" by" moving" its" depot" from" Hamilton" to"Maryhill.107 "The"
major" transformation," however," came" with" a" national" overhaul" of" depot"
operations,"which"was"trialled"by"Northern"Command"in"1921,"and"implemented"
elsewhere" the" following" year." Instead" of" facilitating" the" manpower" of" its"
regiment," the" depots" would" take" a" much"more" active" role" in" the" creation" of"
soldiers."Whereas"the"home"battalion"had"served"as"the"school"for"soldiery,"new"
recruits"would"now"complete"24"weeks"of"training"before"being"prioritised"for"the"
overseas" battalion." This" required" a" significant" sea" change" in" depot" life" and"














cadres" to" the" railway" station" to" join"battalions"overseas."The" substance"of" this"
training" changed" gradually" over" the" years," as" new" technologies" of" war"
demanded," although" physical" drill" and" discipline" remained" central" to" the"








manufacture" esprit" de" corps" within" a" disparate" body" of" men." It" was" often"
communicated"in"mundane"form"in"the"historical"pamphlets"of"regimental"deeds,"
lectures" or" other" educative" tools." It" also" had" extraordinary" manifestations:"




achievements," past" and" present." Nearly" seven"months" later," on" 5" November,"
Fenham"was"again"enlivened"with"parades"in"the"observance"of"Inkerman"Day,"
in"recognition"of"their"part"in"the"Crimean"battle,"one"of"the"1st"DLI’s"(as"the"68th"
Light" Infantry)" proudest" engagements." At" Maryhill," the" HLI" marked" the"
anniversary" of" Assaye" each" September" with" similar" parades," but" visiting"
regiments"brought"with"them"their"regimental"traditions."From"the"instigation,"
all"military"establishments"took"the"ritual"of"Armistice"Day"as"a"national"day"of"





always" fitted" the" wider" public" mood," in" its" emphasis" on" solemnity" and" its"
adherence" to" the" silence," Armistice" Day" did" present" another" opportunity" to"
rehearse"regimental"achievement"and"outline"soldierly"values."
It"was"the"news"of"these"routines,"and"a"good"deal"of"Sports,"that"shone"out"
of"public" regimental"discourse"within" the" regiments’" journals."Parsimony"was"
referred" to" in" the" occasional" wearied" acknowledgement" to" the" culls" to" the"







unabashed" assault" on" regimental" identity," and" the" careless" treatment" of"
regimental"officers,"obviously"had"an"unnerving"effect"on"the"depot’s"scribe.111"
Parsimony"could"not"be"completely"avoided,"however."In"July"1923,"Army"Order"
99" reduced" the" numbers" of" depot" personnel." It" was" a" ‘bolt" from" the"
blue…[which]…disturbed"our"serenity"somewhat’"but"it"was"a"fact"of"life"in"the"
new"postHwar"public"order.112""
Many"other" factors"affected" the"ebb"and" flow"of" life" in" the"barracks."The"
influx" of" recruits" was" irregular." Wider" establishment" figures" influenced"






110"The" infantry" fared"much" better" than" the" regular" cavalry" during" this" period." See" Strachan,"
Politics$of$the$British$Army,"p.209."
111"StGG,"30/12/1922,"p.196."




patterns" of" Northern" and" Scottish" Command," filtered" by" the" needs" of" the"
battalions,"produced"men"at"the"depots.""

















Reservist" annual" training" and"mobilisation" also" contributed" to" changing"
population."In"early"April"1921,"a"fortnight"after"moving"base,"the"HLI"depot"was"















The" same" call" out" would" not" be" issued" in" 1926" for" the" General" Strike," but"











reflected" the"place"of" the"army"as"an"employer" in"a" far"more"complicated"and"

















mark" that" hung" over" this" volunteer" component" in" 1919," and" the" fractious"
negotiations"over"purpose"and" terms"of"service,"Churchill"did"reconstitute" the"
Territorial"Force,"in"practically"the"same"form,"as"the"‘Territorial"Army’"(TA)"in"
the" early" part" of" 1920.122"The" breathing" of" life" back" into" the" drill" halls" of" the"
volunteer" infrastructure" was" not" without" upheaval," or" cost" to" strength" and"
integrity." An" immediate" sharp" fall" in" establishment" came" from" the"
demobilisation"of"the"General"Hospital"units,"which"had"still"been"required"in"the"
immediate"aftermath"of"war:"these"were"dissolved"in"1922."
The" rebirth" of" the" TA" occurred" in" the" context" of" economy" in" public"
expenditure" that" would" affect" all" armed" forces," and" other" areas" of" national"
expenditure.123"Glasgow,"which"had"an" exceptionally"high"number"of" infantry"
units,"was"particularly"vulnerable"to"cuts."The"8th"HLI"did"not"make"it"through"
reconstitution" at" all." In" 1922," the" 8th" Cameronians" also" fell" in" the" service" of"
frugality," merging" with" the" 5th" to" found" a" new" unit" nominated" the" 5th/8th."
Although"bearing"the"legacy"of"units"in"its"name,"it"preserved"more"the"traditions"





any"of" the"Army"Cyclist"battalions" removing" the" ‘Northern"Cyclists’" from" the"
city’s"military"scene."
Examining" establishment" figures" for" Glasgow" and" Newcastle" over" the"
period"demonstrates"the"major,"and"minor,"adjustments"that"were"made"to"each"





124"David"Martin" (ed),"The$ Fifth$ Battalion,$ the$ Cameronians,$ Scottish$ Rifles,$ 1914–1918$ (Glasgow:"
Jackson,"Son"&"Co,"1936)."
125 "Appendix" C." Establishment" Figures," Territorial" Army," 1920H1937." Glasgow" TAA" and"
Newcastle"based"units"of"the"Northumberland"TAA."
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Glasgow’s" establishment" story" is," for" instance," remarkably" coincident" with"
national"cuts,"as"can"be"seen"from"the"comparison"of"the"two"graphs."Newcastle,"
a"large"component"of"the"Northumberland"Territorial"Army"Association"(TAA),"
experienced" more" gradual" and" slight" erosions." This" may" have" been" in" part"




















for" its" scientific" expertise" (to" marry" scientific" research" to" the" solution" of" the"
technical" problems"of" the"Air"Ministry)," and"partly" to" link"up" air" service" and"
industry" in" the" service" of" manpower," to" meet" its" specialist" and" technical"





Air" Council," wartime" munitions" director" in" Scotland" and" Glasgow" resident)"
played"a"part"–"the"city"offered"both"a"pool"of"potential"officers"and"influential"
patrons."The"size"and"efficiency"of"its"Territorial"administration"may"also"have"
been" significant:" Glasgow’s" Association" would" now" administer" the" new"
establishment"of"23"officers"and"177"airmen,"of"whom"152"would"be"Territorial."
Glasgow’s" new" auxiliary" air" unit" (No." 602" Bomber" Squadron)" had" new"
headquarters"near"the"7th"Cameronians"on"Coplaw"Street."
Considering" the" great" changes" going" on" around" these" military"
establishments,"the"urban"landscape"around"them"did"not"transform"as"much"as"
it"might"have"done."These"were"tumultuous"years"of"change"for"Glasgow."The"
city’s"boundaries"heaved"16" square"miles"outwards" in"1926,"absorbing" further"
districts" to" the" west" (Scotstoun," Yoker)," southHwest" (Cardonald," Crookston,"
Hurlet," Nitshill," Mansewood)" and" southHeast" (Toryglen)," and" the" north"





















albeit" commensurate" to" its" population" size" and" driven" by" less" acute" slum"
problems."Some"11,000"municipal"houses"had"been"built"by"1936."By"this"time"the"







Nestled" into" areas" of" relative"urban"vitality," the" city’s"military"was" little"
touched,"either"by"upheaval"or"poverty."Maryhill"was"without"the"deprivation"of"
Gorbals"or"Calton,"although"in"1931,"nearly"55%"of"its"population"lived"in"houses"























Fenham" Barracks" had" never" been" as" integrated" into" residential" areas" as"
Maryhill."After"the"initial"burst"of"housing"development"in"the"mid"to"late"19th"
century," there" was" little" that" changed" in" its" immediate" surroundings." Leazes"
Park,"and"the"greenery"of"Nuns"Moor,"both"notionally"part"of"the"Town"Moor,"
presented" green" borders" to" the" south" and" northHwest." An" increased" traffic,"









19thHcentury" elite." They" would" feel" the" changes" of" these" years" the" least." In"
Glasgow," social" geography" continued" to" texture" the" hierarchies" of" the" city’s"
Territorial"units"in"some"important"ways."Command"was"oriented"towards"the"
immediate" western" parts" of" the" city," in" the" prestigious" areas" of" Park" and"
Kelvingrove."The"headquarters"of"the"52nd"Lowland"Division,"which"governed"all"
Glasgow’s" units," was" based" at" Park" Circus," in" one" of" the" grand" terraces"
overlooking"Kelvingrove"Park."Dropping"less"than"a"mile"southHwest"from"this"
point," over" the" park" and" the" city’s" major" civic" museum" (the" Kelvingrove"
Museum)" stood" the" headquarters" for" two" infantry" brigades" –" the" 156th" (West"










(RE," RA," RAMC)." At" the" end" of" this," stood" the" headquarters" of" the" 6th" HLI."
Yorkhill," was" not" quite" Kelvingrove," but," nestled" into" the" side" of" the" Royal"







‘Merchant" City’" could" find" themselves" the" better" side" of" Glasgow’s" complex"
neighbourhoods."Nearby"Cowcaddens"felt"the"force"of"the"earliest"slum"clearance"
initiatives" in" the" Twenties" and" remained" one" of" Glasgow’s" worst" areas" for"
poverty"throughout"the"period,"but"Garnethill"remained"an"enclave"of"prestigious"
housing"and"public"buildings."Glasgow’s"School"of"Art," the"Jesuit"renaissanceH
style" St" Aloysius" Church," and" the" central" Synagogue" of" Glasgow’s" Jewish"
community" –" all" on" the" same" stretch" of" road" as" the" Drill" Hall" –" remained"
landmarks" in" the" small"grid"of" substantial"houses," characterised"by" their"high"
ceilings,"spacious"entrance"halls"and"ornate"staircases."In"the"southern"suburb"of"












administration," as" well" as" that" of" the" military" command" that" controlled"
Northumberland’s"units"(149th"Infantry"Brigade),"were"positioned"in"a"series"of"
drill"halls,"similar"to"Yorkhill"Parade,"in"Hutton"Terrace,"just"to"the"northHeast"of"
the" city" centre." This" quiet" street," with" respectable" terraces" on" one" side" but"






thriving" retail" and" commercial" centre," even" in" the" depression" years.140"The" 6th"




Bainbridge’s" in" the" 1930s. 141 "The" two" support" units" clustered" around" Barras"
Bridge" (RE" and" RA)" were" next" to" a" thriving" hospitality" centre," of" which" the"
County"Hotel"was"probably"the"most"significant.142"At"the"same"time,"there"was"
no" worse" vantage" point" to" assess" the" city’s" fortunes" than" HMS"Helicon," still"
moored"outside"Elswick"Ordnance"Co."works."The" contraction" in"world" trade"










142"Brian" Bennison," ‘Drink" in"Newcastle’" in" Robert" Colls" (ed),"Newcastle$ upon$ Tyne:$ A$Modern$
History,"pp.176–93."
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reunion" (the" iron" forge" had" disappeared" before" the" end" of" the" 19th" century)."
Walker’s"Naval" yard" remained" open" until" the" economic" downturn" caused" its"














Urban Soldiers and Veterans !!
"
"
On"5"November"1922," an"old"man,"dressed" in"a"plain"black"overcoat" and"hat,"
walking"with" the" aid" of" a" stick," accompanied"Colonel"Matthews" of" the"DLI’s"
depot"as"he"inspected"the"troops"at"the"annual"Inkerman"parade."Shrouded"in"a"
black"overcoat,"he"stood"next"to"the"commanding"officer"as"they"perused"lines"of"






"As" Colonel"Matthews" explained" to" the" troops," this"was" a"man" of" great"
regimental" importance."David"Sheehan," an" 85HyearHold"veteran,"had" fought" at"
Inkerman"with" the" 68th" Light" Infantry."Having" participated" in" a" foundational"















as" exemplifying" these," they" also" projected" the" future" of" a" military" career."


























allowing" units" to" endure" the" maelstrom" of" total" war.4 "Yet" David" French" has"
argued" that" the"British"army" failed" to"make"a" reality"of" localised"recruiting" in"
peace"and"war,"with"interHwar"recruiting"zones"serving"an"average"of"28%"of"their"
recruits"to"the"territorial"(Regular)"regiment"–"statistics"sourced"from"the"annual"
Army" reports. 5 "This," he" argues," drove" military" authorities" to" be" far" more"
draconian" and" didactic" in" the" way" they" imposed" a" regimental" culture" ‘from"
above’:" it" typified" the" real" divisions" between" army" and" society" and" made"
regimental"identity"a"necessary"art.6"
The" argument" made" here" is" that" locality" remained" integral" to" the"
recruitment" system" in" these" two" decades" –" a" fact" which" had" important"
implications" for" the" creation"of" regimental" identity." It" is"worth" examining" the"
developments"within"the"recruiting"system"in"detail,"to"consider"the"very"specific"
ways" in" which" the" locality" was" drawn" in" during" this" period." The" army"
constructed"its"recruitment"system"to"enable"it"to"absorb"manpower"from"various"
social"and"economic"contexts,"by"building"recruitment"structures"deep"into"local"
societies." At" the" same" time," even" if" it" sideHstepped" a" directly" territorialised"
regimental"identity,"recruitment"still"aimed"to"produce"a"distinct"regional"identity"









The" Army" itself" never" established" a" consistent" correlation" between"
recruitment" figures" and" an" area’s" economic" activity" –" the" interweaving" of"
















1921," commanding" officers" of" each" regimental" depot" were" relieved" of" their"
autonomous" and" largely" independent" role" in" the" system:" they" could"not" now"
decide"on"the"destination"of"each"recruit."This"was"supposed"to"aid"the"efficiency"





Newcastle" as" its" headquarters." In" addition," eight" cities," including" Glasgow,"







areas" of" the" Territorial" Army," a" feature" extended" to" Scotland" in" 1934." These"
measures"generated" the" creation"of" the"Northumbrian"Zone"and" the"Lowland"
Division"Area."
These" changes" placed" emphasis" on"military" spaces" outside" the" barracks."
Recruitment" staffs" (usually" retired" officers" supported" by" NCOs)" managed"
recruitment" offices" designed" to" appeal" to"men" in" an" increasingly" competitive"




reliance" on" electrical" trades" to" staff" its" communications.10 "In" 1926," the" Royal"
Artillery" abolished" the" rank" of" Horse" Driver," reflecting" the" increasing"
mechanisation" of" the" force.11"Moreover,"with" an" increasingly" generous" (as" the"
Army"saw"it)"social"security"system,"and"incentives"to"colonial"emigration,"even"
the"unskilled"worker"had"greater"choice"than"ever"before."
The" interHwar"period," therefore,"marked" the" first" time" the"Army"became"
aware"that"it"needed"to"enter"the"market"place"in"a"more"active"way,"although"it"
would" need" to" develop" that" further" in" later" times. 12 "An" increasing"
professionalism," therefore," was" brought" to" recruitment." Glasgow’s" and"
Newcastle’s"Army"recruitment"offices,"both"centrally"located"in"the"thriving"retail"
hearts"of"the"centres,"witnessed"these"changes."In"1920,"the"effort"to"win"Glasgow"
men" for" the"HLI"had" largely" consisted"of" a"display"of"old"photographs"of" the"
regiment"and"its"band,"outside"the"recruiting"office"at"139"Bath"Street,"organised"
into" a" lively" display" by" the" recruiting" officer" Captain" Findlay. 13 "Such" basic"



















or" provided" a" personal" touch" to" the" business" of"manpower." " " It" brought" the"
messages"of" the"British"army"precisely" to" the"places"where" they"needed" to"be"
heard:"to"the"billiards"halls,"football"matches,"clubs,"or"street"corners"where"the"
city’s"youth"amassed"and"socialised."In"this,"recruitment"drew"more"and"more"on"
urban"patterns"of" leisure"and" sociability" that"were"deepening" in" the" interHwar"
period."We"can"cite"Sergeant"Charles"‘Robbie’"Robinson,"who"recruited"for"the"
Coldstream"Guards" in"Newcastle,"as"a"good"example"of" this"kind"of" recruiter."





were" drawn" into" these" endeavours." A" far"more" reliable" source" of"manpower"
probably" came" from" the" labour" or" ‘employment" exchange’," which" the"
recruitment"system"did"meet"at"a"local"level."Economic"incentive"might"provide"
the" ground" for" enlistment," but" it" was" as"much" about" how," and"where," these"






Report’s" view" of" social" security," it" placed" unemployed" men" firmly" within" a"
bureaucracy"where"they"could"be"sought."Each"of"the"committees"of"Glasgow’s"








deepen"the" local" ties"between"recruitment"staff"and"civil"society,"so" ‘recruiting"
officers"and"recruiters"learn"by"experience"where"to"look"for"recruits"and"how"to"
obtain" them’"and"so" that" ‘potential" recruits"know"better"whom"to"approach’.17"





be" better" handled.18"The" changes" in" organisation" in" 1928" and" in" 1934"were" a"
reconfiguration" only," aligning" recruitment" boundaries" with" the" divisional"





case"of" the" infantry."The"biggest"push"towards"a" localised"regimental" identity,"
came"from"the"way"these"zones"interacted"with"each"other,"which,"after"1"April"




required" the" creation" of" functioning" squads" of" 30," with" numbers" of" squads"
decided"according" to" regimental" requirements."The" flow"of" recruits," therefore,"
needed"to"be"adjusted"from"turning"up"in"‘driblets’"to"more"periodic,"but"more"










enlistment"books" recorded" the"place"of"attestation"of"all" recruits,"along"with"a"
wealth" of" other" personal" information" including" trade" on" enlistment," place" of"
birth,"as"well"as"patterns"of"transfer,"discharge"or"reHengagements."In"1931,"the"
Army"introduced"Army"Book"358"Register"of"Soldier."This"did"not"record"any"
personal"or"other"particulars," relating" to" trade,"age"or"place.21"From"this"point,"









21 "See" the" catalogue" description" of" the" DLI’s" enlistment" books" at:"
http://www.durhamrecordoffice.org.uk/Pages/AdvancedSearchCatalogueDetail.aspx?SearchTy
pe=Param&SearchID=0cda6e0bHd4b8H483eH8c57Hbdea17b34936&ItemID=165136""




































































common" with" the" numbers" manifested" on" the" ground." Regiments" recruited"
according"to"need"and"the"numbers"supplied"would"have"been"greater"than"that"
needed"to"sustain"any"individual"regiment"in"one"year."What"mattered,"in"terms"
of" localisation,"was"how" the" recruits"were" shared." In" some"cases," the" statistics"









by" recruits" drawn" from" the" recruitment" zones" of" Northern" Command,"
particularly" from" the" large" cities" and" towns" of" County" Durham," such" as"
Middlesbrough," Sunderland," Bishop" Auckland" and" the" county" capital." These"













1923–7," recruits" from" Whitehall" dominated" the" intake," although" Glasgow’s"
contribution" is"obviously" far"more" than" the"data" in" the"Report"would" indicate."
Even" in" 1923," the" year" of" the" most" significant" Scottish" contribution," a" larger"
regional" identity" accounted" for" just" under" 40%" of" the" total," although" the"
recruitment"system"does"seem"to"have"enlisted"the"help"of"nearby"regional"centres"
to"plug"the"gaps,"to"a"certain"degree:"that"the"HLI"was"routinely"drawing"men"
from" the" Northern" Command" and" Northern" Ireland," aside" from" London,"
suggests"some"design."Low"recruitment"figures"in"Scottish"Command,"from"a"far"
lower" population," were" obviously" responsible" for" this" difference." Whilst" the"
Northumberland"Fusiliers"drew"from"a"large"recruitment"pool,"and"had"relatively"
few" competitors," the"HLI"were"one"of" 14" Scottish" regiments" in" line" to" receive"
succour"from"Scottish"Command,"which"had"less"of"a"manpower"pool"to"draw"
from"in"the"first"place."







knack"of"being"able" to"understand"every"dialect" from"North"Uist" to"Brighton’"
thought" he" should" receive" pay" commensurate" with" that" of" an" ‘interpreter" in"
Chinese’.24"The"official"HLI"interHwar"history’s"suggestion"that"from"1923"‘about"
two"hundred"rank"and"file"in"the"Regiment"were"Englishmen"or"natives"of"other"














detail" total" employment" levels," it" gives" a" good" indication" of" patterns" of"
unemployment."Moreover,"it"is"data"that"is"almost"directly"comparable"with"those"
of" Army" command" areas." As" in" Scottish" Command," Scotland" was" treated"
separately"and,"until"1936,"when"various"parts"of"the"NorthHEastern"and"NorthH
Western"Divisions"merged"to"form"the"Northern"Division,"that"of"the"northHeast"











































































































wages" low" and" working" conditions" poor. 30 "It" lends" some" weight" to" local"
mythology"that,"for"these"men,"the"Army"presented"a"route"out"of"poverty.31"It"
may" also" be" possible" to" see" behind" the" small" section" of" retailers" and" shop"
assistants"(accounting"for"6%"in"1927),"the"insecurity"of"the"small"businessman"as"
the"high"street"became"dominated"by"multiple"shop"retailing,"the"growth"of"the"
CWS" and" the" department" store:" a" pattern" particularly" noticeable" in"
Northumberland.32Social" and" economic" forces" configured" in"different"ways" to"
support" the" production" of"manpower" for" another" section" of" the"British" army,"
which"had"always"been"intimately"related"to"the"locality:"the"Territorial"Army."
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The Urban Volunteer: Manpower and Local Society, 1919–c.1939 




location" for" its" membership:" the" nearby" administrative" centres" of" various"
commercial,"and"industrial"enterprises"would"have"all"been"familiar"to"those"on"
the"Association’s"lists."Like"all"Associations,"Glasgow’s"TAA"designated"places"
for" ‘Military" Members’" (commanding" officers" of" local" units)," Corporation"
Members"(there"were"seven"in"Glasgow’s"case,"nominated"by"the"Council"every"
three" years)" and" ‘CoHopted’" members," those" who" received" their" places" by"
invitation"from"the"TAA.33"Glasgow’s"Association"never"obtained"perfection"in"
Haldane’s"ideal"of"the"nationHinHarms:"unsurprisingly,"perhaps,"it"contained"no"
working" men’s" or" Trade" Union" representation" amongst" this" latter" set." The"
Association" was," however," an" exemplar" of" near" perfect" civicHmilitary" coH
operation."Headed"by"the"Lord"Provost,"who"stood"as"President"in"his"capacity"
as" Lord" Lieutenant," all" association" meetings" were" conducted" in" the" City"
Chambers,"a"brisk"tenHminute"walk"from"its"offices.""
Generations" of" late" 19thHcentury" volunteers" continued" to" be" prominent"
within" the" Association" well" into" the" interHwar" years." In" 1922," the" Territorial"
Association’s"chairman"(Col"Sir"Robert"C"Mackenzie,"chartered"accountant)"and"








[http://www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U224044," accessed" 25" Nov"
2013]" ‘MACKENZIE," Col" Sir" Robert" Campbell’,"Who"Was"Who," A"&"C" Black," an" imprint" of"
Bloomsbury"Publishing"plc," 1920–2008;" online" edn,"Oxford"University"Press,"Dec" 2012;" online"
edn,"Oct"2012."
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General" Patrick" William" Hendry" (chairman" of" Hendry" Brothers," Engineers"
Agents)"had"begun"his"Volunteer"career"as"a"2nd"Lieutenant"in"the"same"regiment"
in" 1883. 35 "Sir" Archibald" M’Innes" Shaw," who" ran" a" successful" iron" foundry"
business"and"had"been"Lord"Provost"of"the"City"from"1908–11,"had"been"an"officer"
with" the" 1st" Lanarkshire" RGA. 36 "This" section," in" their" 60s" or" 70s" when"






"The" Victorian" Volunteer," however," remained" an" important" part" of"
Association"membership"in"1938."The"thenHchairman,"Colonel"J"R"S"Leslie,"a"coal"
trade" shipper" and" contractor," had" been" a" ranker" in" the" 3rd" Lanarkshire" Rifles"
Volunteers,"gaining"his"commission"in"1901;"he"claimed"the"multiple"civic"offices"
that"had"characterised"most"19thHcentury"elite" in"Glasgow,"being"a"chairman"of"
the"Coal" Trade" Benevolent" Society" (1925)," the"Deacon" of" the" Incorporation" of"




These" stalwarts" were" joined" by"men" who" had" risen" within" the" preHwar"
Territorial"movement"and"who"had"served"in"the"Great"War."These"made"up"the"
majority"of"membership"in"1938."Nearly"half"of"this"section"had"also"established"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
[http://www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U228595," accessed" 25" Nov"
2013]"
35"‘HENDRY,"BrigadierHGeneral"Patrick"William’,"Who"Was"Who,"A"&"C"Black," an" imprint" of"
Bloomsbury"Publishing"plc,"1920–2007;"online"edn,"Oxford"University"Press,"Dec"2012" ;"online"








They" were" also" men" of" prominence" and" weight" in" the" city’s" commercial,"
professional"or"manufacturing"spheres;"there"was"a"particular"concentration"in"
banking," with" just" under" a" half" in" occupations" associated" with" finance" or"
commerce," although" the" careers" of" some" have" been" difficult" to" identify" with"
certainty."ViceHchairman"in"1938,"Lieutenant"Colonel"William"Watson,"who"ran"a"
meatpacking" firm," had" joined" the" Territorial" Force" on" its" formation" and" had"








opted"membership."This" type"of" role"had"been" intended" for" local"elites,"Trade"
Union"representatives,"and"employers"of"labour"whose"influence,"and"advice,"the"
Association"might" find"useful.40"In"Glasgow’s"case," there" is"no"evidence" in" the"
minutes" that" any" approach" to"organised" labour"was" ever" considered"over" the"




























the"Territorials,"particularly"with" regard" to" the"granting"of" leave" for" camp,"he"





the" Tramways" was" the" paean" of" Glasgow’s" municipal" identity," but" after" his"
resignation"in"1926"he"had"no"direct"influence"over"a"workforce."
Three"of"the"13"coHopted"members"in"1938"were"surviving"postHwar"Lord"
Provosts." Three" coHopted" places" were" also" allocated" to" members" who" might"
otherwise"have"been"military"members,"but"who"now"lacked"formal"connection"
with" the" military" units" they" once" served." Prominent" amongst" these" was"
Archibald"Douglas"M’Innes"Shaw,"the"son"of"the"former"Lord"Provost,"who"had"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42"‘COOPER,"David’,"Who"Was"Who,"A"&"C"Black," an" imprint"of"Bloomsbury"Publishing"plc,"
1920–2007;" online" edn," Oxford" University" Press," Dec" 2007"
[http://www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U207861," accessed" 29" Nov"
2013]"
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commanded" the" 5/8th" Cameronians" during" the" Twenties," and" who" was" an"





exHservice" movement," in" which" he" was" both" a" prominent" national" and" local"
leader."
Newcastle’s" Territorial" organisation" lacked" Glasgow’s" autonomy. 45 "Its"
interests" were" vested" in" the" Northumberland" Territorial" Association," which"
operated" units" at" county" level." The" 4th" and" 7th" battalions" Northumberland"





based," but" the" unit" was" integrated" within" the" hunt" culture" of" the" county"
gentleman."The"membership"of"the"association,"therefore,"reflected"this"county"
interest."This"partly"followed"from"Lieutenancy"appointments."The"8th"Duke"of"
Northumberland," Alan" Ian" Percy," stood" as" President" of" the" TAA" as" Lord"
Lieutenant"until" his"death" in" 1930." Sir"Charles"Phillip"Trevelyan" inherited" the"
same"position"when"he" received" the" same"appointment" in" succession,"making"
him"a"rather"unusual"office"holder"as"a"Landowner–Socialist.""
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43 "‘SHAW," Sir" (Archibald)" Douglas"MacHInnes’,"Who"Was"Who," A" &" C" Black," an" imprint" of"
Bloomsbury"Publishing"plc," 1920–2008;" online" edn,"Oxford"University"Press,"Dec" 2012;" online"
edn," Nov" 2012" [http://www.ukwhoswho.com/view/article/oupww/whowaswho/U242863,"
accessed"25"Nov"2013]"
44"‘MACLEOD," LieutHCol"Norman’,"Who"Was"Who,"A"&"C" Black," an" imprint" of" Bloomsbury"
Publishing"plc,"1920–2008;"online"edn,"Oxford"University"Press,"Dec"2012";"online"edn,"Nov"2012"






two" decades," reinforced" through" both" military" and" coHopted" membership."




vacated" on" his" death," held" the" representative" membership" allocated" to"
Northumberland"County"Council" in" 1938."Other" interests" of" county" life"were"
represented"through"the"coHopted,"and"via"the"military"membership:"Bt."Col,"and"
Conservative"MP"for"Hexham,"Douglas"Clifton"Brown;"the"commanding"officer"
of" the" 7th" battalion,"Northumberland" Fusiliers," Lt"Col"G"E" FenwickeHClennell,"
another"scion"of"a"landed"family."




Brigade" Artillery" unit" and" the" Electrical" Engineers" units" ensured" another"
subsection"from"this"eastern"area."In"1938,"for"instance,"Newcastle"men"included"
Colonel" William" Edmund" Walker," who" sat" on" the" Association" as" a" military"
member"during"his"nearHdecadeHlong"tenure"as"commanding"officer"of"the"local"
artillery"unit" and" retained"his"place" after" it,"managed" the" shell"department"of"
Vickers"Armstrong’s"Elswick"Ordnance"Works."Major"Robert"Mould"Graham,"













Coast" Exhibition" (1929)," which" brought" the" city" and" the" region" significant"
national"(and"international)"focus."




specific" economic" and" workHbased" constituencies" of" certain" areas," and" had"
developed"with"them:"units"whose"recruitment"ground"had"dried"up"could"not"
survive."Even" in" the"years"after" reconstitution,"units"worked"within" their"own"
designated"recruitment"areas."Most"histories"of"the"Territorial"Force"have"focused"
on"the"efforts"of"the"Territorials"to"get"employers"on"board,"particularly"to"grant"




Paucity" of" evidence," and" almost" insurmountable" methodological" issues,"
deter" historians" from" asking" these" questions." It" is" incredibly" difficult" to" link"
Territorials"to"specific"work"places."When"the"enlistment"books"do"list"occupation"
(Territorials"of"the"regiment"were"recorded"under"the"same"system"as"Regulars),"
they" present" general" information" that" could" apply" to" a" number" of" different"
contexts."A"‘fitter’," for"instance,"could"be"a"man"who"dealt"with"machinery"for"
metalwork,"but"also"electrical"equipment;"an"‘engineer’"could"refer"to"a"skilled"













various" units:" we," therefore," have" clear" affiliations" for" the" 6th" (recorded" at"
Newcastle"or"Gosforth)"and"for"the"5th"Northumberland"Fusiliers"(where"Walker,"
Byker,"or"Wallsend"are"listed)."Newcastle"also"only"had"one"artillery"unit,"at"this"
point" called" the" 72nd" (Northumbrian)" Brigade." Two" samples" of" battalion"











tangible" relationship" between" some" local" industry" and" battalion" affiliation."
Without"more"specific"data"regarding"Walker’s"occupational"profile"during"this"










employer" over" these" two" years. 49 "There" were" probably" more" of" Armstrong’s"
workers" in" the" battalion:" a" good" proportion" of" blacksmiths" and" other" skilled"
metalworkers," the" woodworkers" (particularly" carpenters)," and" many" of" the"
labourers," may" also" have" earned" their" wage" from" this" source." Aside" from"
shipyard"workers"and"labourers,"collieries"still"provided"the"third"largest"single"
manpower"source.""




skilled" workers," probably" most" of" them" metalworkers." Some" 75" entries" can"
definitely"be"linked"with"shipyards."As"before,"the"figure"was"probably"far"higher.""
Miners" also" featured" strongly" in" the" results," although" these" could" have" been"
drawn" from" the" variety" of" collieries" at" Elswick," Benwell," Heaton," or" Spital"






Newcastle’s" artillery" unit," as" a" specialist" unit," had" an" understandable"
emphasis"on"skilled"workers" [Figure"10]."Most"of" its"membership"consisted"of"
metalworkers," a" good"deal" of"whom"probably"were" also" represented" in" those"
counted"as"unidentified."It"also"had"less"emphasis"on"shipyard"occupations"(the""!!
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Serving" officers" in" Newcastle’s" volunteer" movement" were" intimately"
involved" with" this" organisation." Colonel" W" E"Walker," manager" of" the" Brass"














the" immediate"aftermath"of"war;53"his" second" in"command" in"1927,"Lieutenant"
Commander" Samuel" George" Homfray," had" also" worked" in" the" gun" repair"
workshop.54"There"is"no"way"of"assessing"the"association"between"management"

























56"Sylvia" Price," ‘Riveters’" Earnings" in" Clyde" Shipbuilding," 1889H1913’" in" Scottish$ Economic$ and$
Social$History,"Vol."1"No."1,"pp.42H65.""
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If" the" importance" of" the" workplace" is" visible" through" the" data" during"
reconstitution," how" the" battalions" fared" in" the" years" afterwards," particularly"
during"times"of"economic"downturn,"is"harder"to"establish."Economic"downturn"
could"severely"disrupt"the"life"of"Territorials,"with"men"focusing"their"energies"
on" finding" work." The" 5th," for" instance," which" certainly" relied" on" a" few" key"
employment" contexts" should," in" theory," have" suffered" from" the" closure" of"
Armstrong"&"Whitworth’s"Naval"Yard"at"the"end"of"1927."We"have"no"enlistment"
book"statistics"that"cover"that"period"after"this"closure,"although"the"battalion’s"
annual" statistics" remain" relatively" stable" throughout" the" period. 57 "The" 5th’s"
recruitment"in"Walker,"for"1927,"was"small"(at"only"26):"half"were"labourers,"four"




Perhaps" the" battalion" reconfigured" its" social" make" up," and"managed" to"
draw" from" different" sections" of" local" society." It" could" be" that" the" reliance" on"
labourers,"men"who"managed"to"eke"out"an"existence"on"piecemeal"work"and"for"














In"Walker’s" case," although" there" were" references" to" unemployment," the"
observation"would"not"be"repeated,"despite"the"certain"downturn"felt"in"Walker"
at"the"end"of"the"Twenties"and"in"the"early"Thirties."It"is"possible"that,"in"this"case,"
the"depth"and"extent"of" the"depression"kept" the"shipyard"workers"where" they"
were."With"the"shipyards"of"Tyneside"and"Teeside,"as"well"as"those"of"the"Clyde,"
all"paralysed,"there"was"little"incentive"to"relocate.60The"development"of"a"more"
advanced" social" security" system," also"may"have"disinclined"men" further" from"
making" the"upheaval" towards" the" south,"as"broader" studies"of" the"patterns"of"
interHwar" internal" migration" suggest.61Here," social" security" may" have" helped"
recruitment." It" is" possible" in" this" context," that" the" stability" that" the"Territorial"




As" David" French" has" elucidated," Executive" Committees" of" Regimental"
Associations"drove"the"construction"of"regimental"identity."Consisting"mainly"of"
colonels"and"commanding"officers,"these"sought"to"invent"and"inculcate"collective"





the" coalHreliant" town.."See:"http://haltwhistleburn.org/page510.html" [Accessed"20"March"2014]."
Many"miners"relocated"to"Ashington,"where"the"collieries"still"offered"opportunity,"but"would"









"1." To" cement" the" true" friendship" of" all" ranks" which" existed" when"
serving"with"the"Colours,"and"to"uphold"the"glory"and"high"traditions"
of" the" Regiment." 2." To" help" destitute" comrades" and" dependents" of"
deceased" comrades." 3." To" assist" in" finding" employment." 4." To"
encourage"recruiting"and"ensure"that"young"men"joining"the"Colours"











[my" italics]" by" showing" that" the" interests" of" men" who" have" served" in" the"
Regiment" are" not" forgotten"when" they" return" to" civilian" life’.64"As" Lieutenant"
General" Sir" A" Cameron," GOC" Scottish" Command," put" it" at" the" annual" Black"
Watch"dinner" in"Glasgow" in"1934:" ‘soldiers"will"work"all" the"harder"and"with"
more"zeal"and"energy"if"they"feel"they"have"the"support"and"enthusiasm"of"exH














These" aims," and" the" importance" of" veteran" involvement" to" battalion"
commanders," had" particular" repercussions" for" urban" communities." David"
French,"who"detailed"the"history"of"Regimental"Associations"from"the"perspective"
of" the" top"of"military"hierarchy,"had" little" room"to"explore" their"manifestation"
within" particular" localities." Regimental" associations" also" encouraged" the"
foundation"of"branchHlevel"associations,"affiliated"to"the"executive,"which"would"




In" general," these" branches" arose" from" below," usually" on" application" for"
recognition"by"a"group"of"interested"veterans:"all"that"was"needed"was"a"group"of"
individuals"willing" to"manage" the" life"of" the"branch,"which"would"need" to"be"
sustained"by"the"promise"of"a"large"pool"of"potential"members."Branch"location,"
therefore," reflected" real" ties" with" military" units." These" were" not" necessarily"
CardwellHChilders"based."Other" recruitment"patterns" came" into"play." In"April"
1929," the" RASC" Association" boasted" 30" branches," with" the" Midland" branch"
trumpeting" its" entrance" onto" the" local" scene" with" a" dinner" for" 400" founder"
members" in"Birmingham.68"In" 1930," the"Grenadier"Guards,"whose" recruitment"
policies"centred"on"Wales"and"the"Midlands,"boasted"branches"in"10"UK"towns"
and"cities:"London,"Bristol,"Worcester,"Cardiff,"Birmingham,"Ipswich,"Reading,"
Northampton," Shrewsbury," Stockton" on" Tees. 69 "The" Queen’s" Own" Cameron"
Highlanders"Association" (QOCHA)" regularly" reported" from"nine"branches" by"







period. 70 "As" the" geography" of" branch" location" suggests," large" populations,"
guaranteeing" a" certain" concentration" of" exHservicemen," made" urban"
constituencies"particularly"significant."
The"examples"of"Glasgow"and"Newcastle"allow"us"to"see"how"the"decisions"
and" strategies" of" nationalHlevel" regimental" societies" converged"within" specific"
areas,"intermingling"with"social"and"cultural"currents"to"produce"a"distinct"set"of"
veterans’" networks. 71 "Utilising" the" Association" News" sections" of" regimental"
journals," as"well" as" local"newspaper" research," it"has"been"possible" to"quantify"
such" branches" within" these" urban" constituencies." The" results" are" startling,"
particularly"in"Glasgow,"which"was"home"to"over"20"branchHlevel"associations"by"
the" midH1930s." The" city" contained," of" course," the" headquarters" of" the" HLI’s"
Association,"as"well"as"its"own"local"branch"of"it."But"other"Scottish"infantry"and"
cavalry" had" all" established" branches" in" the" city" by" 1931," when" their"
communications" traffic" had" increased" enough" to" warrant" their" own" ‘Old"
Comrades"Association’"column"amongst"the"circular"pages"of"the"Daily$Record."
All" these" branches" were" operational" by" the" midHTwenties" and" had" a" lively"
existence"through"the"period"with"two"exceptions."It"is"difficult"to"ascertain"much"
about"the"Royal"Tank"Regimental"Association"branch"in"the"city"and"the"Glasgow"
branch" of" the"London" Scottish," founded" in" the" early"Twenties," had" obviously"
ceased" to" function" for"much" of" that" time."An" absence" of" branch"notes" for" the"
period"was"followed"by"the"news"that"the"branch"was"being"revived"in"1936.72"
Newcastle" was" not" as" notable" for" its" branches" as" Glasgow," but" it" still"
mustered"more"associations"than"its"CardwellHChilders"affiliate,"demonstrating"
the" blurred" boundaries" between" branches" and" other" military" structures."
Newcastle’s"branch"of"the"Northumberland"Fusiliers’"Old"Comrades"Association"
was" founded" in" 1928" and" possessed" a" strong" regimental" affiliation," if" not" an"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70"79th$News,"April"1935,"p."189;"September"1939,"p.352."In"April"1939"it"listed"59"branches"nationH










Newcastle’s" streets.74"The" city’s" branch"of" the"Royal"Artillery"Association"was"





Commanding" officers" of" Territorial" battalions," or" volunteer" units,"might"
also"found"additional"comrades"associations,"largely"for"the"same"purpose"as"the"
overarching"regimental"ones."It"is"likely,"from"the"different"nomenclature"and"the"
coincidence" of" address" at" headquarters," that" the" exHRNVR" (Clyde" Division)"
Association,"advertising"in"the"circulars"of"the"Daily$Record,"actually"belonged"to"
the" unit," rather" than" being" a" branch" of" the" nationalHlevel" RNVR" Association"


















its"members.78"Most" held"more" regular" ‘reunions’," like" the"Tyneside" Irish"Old"
Comrades"Association"who"at"the"end"of"the"Twenties"and"early"Thirties"were"







significance" for" regimental" associations" and" military" figures." Regimental"
communities"treated"them"as"if"they"were"their"own,"proudly"reporting"on"their"
social"and"cultural"events"as"evidence"of"the"regimental"spirit."In"January"1925,"
for" instance," the" HLIC" published" reports" on" the" 17th" HLI’s" Old" Comrades"
Association"annual"dinner,"as"well"as"the"16th"HLI’s"service"around"the"cenotaph"
in"November"the"previous"year.81"It"also"covered"news"of"the"life"and"health"of"




regular" ‘Service" Battalions" of" the" DLI’" section," next" to" its" Depot" notes" and"
Territorial"News."This"transmitted"the"news"of"all"association"gatherings,"not"just"












serviceHbased" associations:" the" Old" Contemptibles" Association" and" the" South"








had" little" connection" to" the" BEF" of" 1914." Lord" Methuen" served" as" the" first"
president"of"SAWVA."On"the"ground,"Brigadier"General"Sir"Charles"Loftus"Bates"
(former" CO" of" the" Northumberland" Hussars)" and" Major" General" A" Kerr"
Montgomery,"who"had"commanded"Newcastle’s"garrison"during"the"war,"served"






1937," as" an"offshoot"of" the"Clydeside"branch," and"who"did"not" regularly"post"
notes"to"the"journal.86"
Military" structures" created," or" encouraged," a" host" of" locally" peculiar"
veterans’"groups."The"‘Tyneside"Reunion"of"ExHNaval"Men’"was"founded"by"an"
exHCPO,"but" it" received"great"patronage" from"Newcastle’s"naval"communities."










African" War" Volunteers" Association" prefigured" the" similarly" titled" national"
organisation"by"some"years."It"existed"for"exHservicemen"of"the"Fusiliers,"although"
it" was" notionally" independent." The" Northumberland" Veterans" Association"
interacted"with"the"Fusiliers"in"society"and"its"cultural"life.89"Also"in"Newcastle,"
officers" of" the" Elswick" Battery" of" the" 1st"Northumberland"Volunteer"Artillery,"
who"served"in"South"Africa," first"met" for" the"purposes"of"reunion" in"1919"and"
were" still" meeting" in" 1936," their" activities" often" merging" with" the" Territorial"
Artillery"unit"at"Barrack"Road.90"Retired"Territorial"officers"(former"Volunteers)"
also"ran"an"informal"‘3rd"Lanarkshire"Volunteers"Association’"the"news"of"whose"
meetings" can" be" regularly" found" in" the" columns" of" the" Daily$ Record." They"
maintained" close" links" with" their" successors," the" 7th" Cameronians," but" were"
separate"from"them."
In" total," therefore," it" is"possible" to"point" to"upward"of"32"and"26"serviceH
based"associations"operating" in"Glasgow"and"Newcastle" respectively."But" it" is"
incredibly" difficult" to" speak" about" the" membership" levels" of" this" genus" of"
association"as"a"whole."Niall"Barr" relied"on"affiliation" fees" to"glean"an" idea"of"
numbers"in"the"British"Legion.91"Such"overarching"records"do"not"exist"for"diverse"
associations," without" centralised" administration," that" left" little" archival" trace."
Even"for"those"branches"tied"to"a"regimental"executive,"it"is"impossible"to"unpick"
subscription" returns" from" that" of" other" branches" when" it" is" listed" in" annual"
reports," although" at" least" branch" secretaries" had" the" impetus" to" occasionally"













affiliated" unit," the" Highland" Light" Infantry," consistently" reported" high"
membership" figures" and" a" keen," involved" community." In" 1926" the" HLIC"
association’s" noted" club" membership" at" over" 500," which" implied" a" branch"
membership" far"higher,"although" it" is"difficult" to" tell"how"many"were" serving"
personnel.92"The" service"battalions"of" the" regiment" also"did"well."The"15th"HLI"





is" suggestive"of" a"higher" total"membership.94"The" 6th"HLI" exHmembers" club," a"
Territorial"OCA,"generated"200"members"on"its"foundation"in"1935.95 ⁠ ""




Twenties," recorded" a" rise" in"membership" from" c.150" in" 1927" to" 247" in" 1928.98"
Membership" also" accrued" over" time," as" members" left" and" others" joined." The"












In" Newcastle," where" the" majority" of" associations" were" not" linked" to"
regimental" infrastructure," figures" are" harder" to" determine." The" Old"
Coldstreamers’"Association"had"started"with"a"membership"of"45"in"1922,"but"this"
had"risen"to"356"by"1939.101"Newcastle’s"branch"of"the"RE"OCA"was"nearly"400"





gathering" for" the" inaugural" meeting" of" the" Northumberland" Fusiliers’" Old"





























branch" that" membership" is" ‘not" what" it" should" be" in" a" city" like" Glasgow’.110"








ServiceHbased" associations" appear" to" be" mapped" onto" areas" that" were"
notoriously"poor"recruitment"areas"for"the"Legion,"which"is"suggestive."That"this"
genus"of"association"might"be"sapping"Legion"strength"is"also"hinted"at"by"the"






108 "Niall" Barr" has" estimated" a" membership" rate" as" low" as" 2%" of" total" veteran" population" in"
Scotland."See"Barr,"‘The"Most"Happy"and"Cordial"Relations"Continue"to"Exist’:"The"Scottish"ExH
Service"Movement"in"the"InterHWar"Years’,"in"War$&$Society,"29"(2010),"pp.47–70."








the" Legion"was" not"military" enough" for" some" veterans.115"Certainly," the"major"
difference"between"the"Legion"and"those"described"in"this"chapter"came"down"to"











force," which" eschewed" its" patriotic" adherence" to" social" order. 116 As" well" as"
addressing" how" the" legacy" of" the" Great" War’s" recruitment" practices" played"
themselves" out" through" serviceHbased" associations," therefore," we" must" also"
examine" social" constituency" if" we" are" to" understand" the" differences" between"
these" two" types" of" association." Social" constituency" of" branch" committees" and"


























were" able" to" vote." Servicemen" had" to" be" registered" within" their" residential"
district." The$ Return" relied" on" the" information" produced" by" the" Registration"
Officers"‘of"the"several"parliamentary"boroughs"and"counties’,"delivered"via"the"
Local" Government" Board. 117 "The" report" listed" voters" in" two" categories:" as"
parliamentary"voters,"and"as"naval"and"military"voters."We"thus"have"a"statistical"











Forces" than" their" high" population" warranted," but" participation" was" still"
impressive" for"cities"whose"civilian"populations"were"so" important" to" the"war"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
117"Return$showing,$with$regard$to$each$Parliamentary$Constituency$in$the$United$Kingdom$the$Numbers$
of$Parliamentary$and$Local$Government$Electors$on$the$First$Register$compiled$under$the$Representation$














formed" the" basis" of" regimental" association" branchHlevel" membership" can" be"
interpolated" in" two" ways" through" membership" rolls." From" 1925," the" QOCH"
provided"battalion"affiliation"of"members,"which"reveals"whether" their"service"
was" in" a" regular," territorial" or" service" battalion." The" resulting" data" from" 529"





members," of"which" it" is" possible" to" identify" 232"men"with" Service" or"Pension"
Records"(77"men),"or"an"entry"in"the"Medal"Card"index"rolls.120"Together,"these"
cannot" uncover" the" proportion" of" men" who" saw" service" in" the" Great" War" –"





120"That" this"was" a" success" rate" lower" than" that" suggested"by" the"TNA"and" found"by"Richard"
Grayson"is"due"to"the"relative"complexity"of"the"research"task"in"finding"specific"individuals,"and"




before" the" war’s" meaning" was" complicated" by" the" prolonged," attritional,"
campaign"and"loss"of"life,"seem"to"be"the"ones"more"likely"to"associate"through"
their"military" service" and" integrate" it"within" their" lives." Those"who" had" been"
civilians" at" the" war’s" outbreak" significantly" outnumber" those" who" were"




entered" the"war" in" the"voluntary"phase,"but" this"applied" to"preHwar"Regulars."
Even"those"recorded"in"service"battalions"during"this"period"were"not"necessarily"
civilians,"although" it" is"more" likely" that" they"were."Moreover," the" information"
recorded" on" the" medal" cards" of" service" battalion" members" suggest" it" was"
specifically" those" who" rode" the" earliest" volunteer" wave" formed" the" core" of"
membership." There" are" 45" medal" card" entries" identified" for" men" of" the" 5th"
battalion;" 26" of" these," as" shown" by" the" ‘date" of" entry" into" the"war’" recorded,"
landed"in"France"with"the"battalion"on"10"May"1915."Numbers"are"smaller"for"the"
other" battalions" but" the" trend" is" even"more" pronounced:" out" of" 17" identified"
medal"index"cards"from"the"members"of"the"7th,"11"arrived"in"Boulogne"with"the"
battalion"on"9"July"1915.""


































war" records" themselves," but" it" is" not" a" bias" found"by"Richard"Grayson" in"his"
exhaustive" study" of" Belfast’s" serving"men."We"would" need" comparative" data"
from"others,"where"it"could"be"found,"but"it"is"possible"that"these"associations"did"
perpetuate"and"convey"the"Augusterlebnis$–$the"‘Spirit"of"1914’"–"in"their"own"way.$
It" is" also" possible" that" committees," consisting" of" officers" connected" with" this"










in" the" Labour" Corps" by" the" end" of" the" war." SelfHeducated," motivated" and"
energetic," Erett"was" exactly" the" kind" of"NCO"who"was" invaluable" to" officers"
during" the"war."His" former" company" commander,"Captain"Arnold,"described"
him"thus:"
"I"was"blessed"with"a"very"good"sergeant"major,"Jack"Erett,"from"whom"




the" new" armies" he"made" an" ideal" sergeant"major," keen," intelligent,"
even"tempered"and"strictly"temperate."I"liked"him"from"the"beginning"






In" the" case" of" the" QOCHA," whose" branchHlevel" administration" was"







officers" and" one" exHsergeant)" who" together" had" secured" 25" members" for" the"
branch.123"Of" course," committee"members"were" likely" to" approach" the" task" of"
manpower" with" more" zeal" than" others," but" it" is" equally" possible" that" their"
leadership"during"the"war"provided"advantages"when"it"came"to"the"knowledge"
of"local"men,"and"gave"their"missives"more"clout."
The" forces" of"Glasgow’s" transport" infrastructure" helped" to" cement" these"
bonds."Glasgow’s" 866"QOCHA"members" included" 244"who" lived" beyond" the"
city’s"limits"and"who"could"pursue"an"active"membership"due"to"the"city’s"place"
as"a"transport"hub."27%"of"this"section"came"from"within"a"10Hmile"radius,"with"
another" 67%" residing" in" districts" within" a" 25Hmile" radius." There" are" clear"
membership" clusters" along" the" Helensburgh" line" (Greenock," Port" Glasgow,"
Paisley,"Renfrew,"Dalmuir,"Clydebank),"the"Perth"line"(Stirling,"Bridge"of"Allan,"
Bonnybridge,"Dunblane)"and"the"Edinburgh"line"(Kirkintilloch,"Kilsyth,"Lenzie),"
which" suggests" that" transport" facilitated" participation." Hidden" behind" these"









committee" level" within" both" the" Scots" Guards" and" the" Seaforth" Highlanders"
branches" –" hardly" surprising" considering" the" wellHknown" links" between" the"
armed"forces"and"police.)"Analysis"of"occupations"of"members"is"tentative:"until"





class"membership" to"dominate" the"association" if" the"anecdotal" reports"of" their"
recruiting" base" are" true." The" association," however," seems" to" have" captured" a"
broad" social" spectrum."WorkingHclass" representation," although" far" lower" than"
Glasgow’s" population" warranted," was" roughly" equal" to" professional"













































and! threat! to! social! order,!which! is! a!well'known! part! of! the! history! of! each!
region.!On!the!other!hand,!each!city!witnessed,!alongside!the!stagnation!of!heavy!
industry,!vibrant!areas!of!growth,!particularly!in!retail!and!hospitality!sectors.!
The!depression!years!presented! challenges! to! civic! government,!which! a!new!
generation!of!largely!middle'class!politicians!met!with!vigour,!creativity!and!a!








 Town Halls and City Chambers: Civic–
Military Relations !!






the$ City$ Fathers$ hung$ as$ testaments$ to$ civic$ legacy,$ power$ and$ patriarchy.$
Referencing$ these,$ Stewart$ reflected$ on$ the$ progressive$ changes$ in$ the$ social$
constituency$ of$ the$ office,$ visible$ in$ the$ long$ line$ of$ images.$ First,$ the$ landed$
interest,$ then$ the$ ‘merchant$ prince’$ whose$ tobacco$ wealth$ had$ laid$ the$
foundations$ of$ industrial$ growth$ in$ the$ 19th$ century.$ After$ them$ came$ the$
‘modern$business$man’$of$the$20th$century$whose$wealth$came$from$commerce$
and$ hard$ graft.$ “I$ am,”$ added$ Sir$ John,$ “the$ first$ Proletarian$ Provost.”$ The$
hushed$chamber$erupted$into$laughter.$
The$irony$behind$his$words,$one$recognised$by$the$audience$response,$was$













Newcastle.$ National$ party$ divisions$ were$ increasingly$ played$ out$ in$ the$










These$ political$ configurations$ and$ developments$ mattered$ to$ military$
communities$because$they$plotted$the$course$of$civic–military$relations.$They$did$

















aspects$ are$ approached$ from$ different$ perspectives$ in$ the$ second$ and$ third$
sections:$the$second$looks$at$the$construction$of$spaces$where$civic$and$military$
could$ meet;$ the$ third$ examines$ the$ considerable$ role$ and$ influence$ of$ civic$
leadership$ in$ shaping$ civic$ identity$ and$ determining$ civic–military$ relations.$
These$ sections$ will$ argue$ that$ these$ currents$ combined$ to$ create$ a$ generally$
favourable$ period$ for$military$ units.$ The$discussion$ is$ confined$ to$ the$ period$
1919–35.$ These$ years$witnessed$ the$ beginnings$ of$ reWmobilisation$ for$ another$
war,$ as$well$ the$ height$ of$ Labour$ ascendancy,$ and$ the$ full$ story$ of$ Labour’s$
impact$on$notions$of$civic$identity$must$be$placed$in$that$context.$
Municipal Elections and Changes in Council Politics, c.1919–35 
Like$ most$ electors$ across$ the$ UK,$ Glasgow$ and$ Newcastle’s$ postWwar$ voters$
encountered$candidate$lists$in$municipal$elections$that$recalled$national$political$
divisions.2$In$Newcastle,$the$Labour$Party$developed$as$a$political$force$at$the$
end$ of$ the$ 19th$ century,$ organising$ both$ its$ Trade$Union$ and$ Trades$ Council$
nominees$ through$ a$ Labour$ Representation$ Committee$ from$ 1901.$ Its$ first$
Labour$candidate$was$elected$next$year.3$This$was$David$Adams,$a$NewcastleW
educated$engineer$who$would$be$the$party’s$nominal$head$in$the$interWwar$years.$
After$ 1918,$ Labour$ faced$ an$ antiWsocialist$ ‘Business$ Group’,$ which$ fielded$
candidates$who$embodied$a$commercial$and$conservative$worldWview.4$This$had$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






expanded$its$appeal$ to$become$the$ ‘Moderates’$by$the$end$of$ the$1920s,$but$ it$
could$ not$ stay$Labour’s$ gradual$ growth.$ The$party$ had$ entered$ the$ postWwar$
council$with$19$seats$in$1919.$In$the$1930$election$the$party$amassed$29$out$of$57$
seats,$counting$the$majority$of$councillors,$but$not$dominating$the$council.$As$in$
other$ localities,$ the$ Aldermanic$ system$ (an$ additional$ 19$ seats$ awarded$ to$
nominated$councillors,$who$then$held$office$for$6$years)$remained$a$barrier$to$
Labour$advance.5It$would$take$time$before$Labour’s$victories$could$translate$into$




national$ trend$ in$municipality$ voting$ against$ the$ second$Labour$ government,$
and$would$not$be$revived$until$1934’s$election.6$






Scottish$ Protestant$ League$ caused$ its$ voting$ base,$ and$ organisation,$ to$
disintegrate.9$Before$that,$even$with$substantial$progress,$Labour$found$it$hard$








8$Maver$ (Glasgow,) p.235)$ suggested$ this$ was$ due$ to$ the$ difference$ between$ the$ national$ and$
municipal$ franchise.$Exclusions$ in$ the$ latter$did$bias$municipal$ elections$against$ the$working$
class$(as$in$Liverpool$–$see$Davies,$pp.112W13).$That$these$remained$the$same$throughout$makes$
it$hard$to$account$for$Labour$ascendancy$in$1933$on$that$basis$alone.$
9$BMS$ 17,$ p.$ 32.$GH$ 3/11/1922.$ Smyth,$Labour) in)Glasgow$ pp.101–6,$ pp.192–8.$Maver,$Glasgow,$
pp.234–41.$
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members$ on$ the$Magistrate$ bench$ (as$ compared$ to$ 14$Moderates).$ That$ year,$
when$ three$ candidates$ of$ that$ party$were$ promoted$ to$ vacant$ convenorships$





18$of$ the$Education$ (Scotland)$Act$1918,$and$ its$brief$emergence$as$a$political$
force.$ This$ would$ survive$ only$ three$ years,$ but$ it$ was$ enough$ to$ split$ the$
Moderate$ vote$ in$ some$ important$ wards,$ preparing$ the$ ground$ for$ the$
impressive$15Wseat$Labour$gain$ in$1933.12$But$ the$SPL’s$contribution$combined$




–$hardly$playing$ to$ its$political$ audience.$Labour$ strength,$ too,$ should$not$be$
denied:$it$had$become$synonymous$with$issues$of$housing$and$distress,$due$to$
the$ energies$ of$ committed$ councillors$ such$ as$ Jean$Roberts;14$Patrick$Dollan’s$
organisational$talents$ameliorated$somewhat$the$break$with$the$ILP$in$1932.$All$
this$ contributed$ to$ great$ Labour$ influence$ after$ 1933.$ After$ the$ November$






12$Smyth$ and$Gallagher$ credits$ the$ SPL$with$Moderate$decline$ see:)Smyth,$Labour) in)Glasgow,$

















markedly$ more$ middle$ class$ in$ the$ period$ 1931–40,$ constituting$ 41.5%$ its$
membership,$rather$than$32.9%.16Although$Gordon$found$that$levels$of$workingW
class$membership$stayed$roughly$level$(15%)$throughout$the$interWwar$period,$
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Thirties$probably$explain$their$decline.$The$city$council$remained$largely$middle$
class.$ Like$ Glasgow,$ the$ retail$ element$ remained$ important$ throughout$ the$
period,$if$not$as$substantial$as$it$had$appeared$at$the$turn$of$the$century$or$the$
Twenties.$ The$ professional$ element,$ smaller$ but$ proportionally$ of$ greater$
significance$ within$ fewer$ council$ seats,$ became$ slightly$ more$ pronounced.$
Shipowners$and$construction$magnates$also$made$appearances.$$
That$both$Newcastle’s$and$Glasgow’s$councils$were$sustained$largely$by$a$
mix$ of$ commercial,$ retail$ and$ professional$ representation$ testifies$ to$ the$
economic$vitality$of$some$sectors,$even$ in$ the$depression$years.$No$councillor$
who$ struggled$ in$ his$ business$ could$ voluntarily$ commit$ himself$ to$ public$
matters,$ which$ were$ unpaid.$ Neither$ the$ retail$ nor$ any$ other$ occupational$
element$were$any$less$publicWminded,$or$took$civic$matters$less$seriously,$than$
their$19thWcentury$forebears,$whose$withdrawal$from$civic$matters$ in$the$1870s$
has$ been$ seen$ as$ so$ critical.18$Indeed,$ as$ in$ other$ ‘shopocracy’$ councils,$many$
wielded$as$much$power$and$prestige$as$the$industrialist.19$William$Adams$Allan,$
who$had$been$manager$for$Bainbridges$for$40$years$in$1928,$retained$his$seat$on$
























importance$ of$ public$ office.$ The$ great$majority$ of$ Newcastle’s$ Labour$ group$
were,$ for$ instance,$ Justices$of$ the$Peace.$ If$we$consider$ length$of$service$as$an$
indicator$of$civic$commitment$within$the$body$of$the$council,$there$is$very$little$
indication$that$the$changing$social$or$political$constituency$of$the$council$led$to$
a$ higher$ turnover$ of$ seats.$ Glasgow’s$ published$ ‘Town$Council$ Lists’,$which$
detailed$ the$ period$ served$ by$ each$ councillor$ listed,$ allow$us$ to$ compare$ the$
length$of$service$of$those$in$the$council$of$1938$with$that$of$1900.$Nearly$20%$of$




Council$ politics$ decided$matters$ of$money$ and$men$with$ regard$ to$ the$
corporations$they$controlled:$where$they$allocated$finances$and$the$conditions$of$
service$of$their$men$were$necessarily$political$issues.$Here,$the$military$was$more$
likely$ to$ be$disappointed$ as$ the$political$ constituency$ of$ the$ council$ turned$ a$
brighter$ shade$ of$ red.$ Glasgow’s$ corporation$ threw$ civic$ receptions$ for$ its$
Territorial$ Association$ twice$ in$ the$ early$ Twenties:$ one$ for$ the$ recruitment$










over$ the$ sanction$ of$ the$ military$ as$ well$ as$ concerns$ over$ public$
spending. 24 Twelve$ years$ later,$ in$ a$ LabourWdominated$ council$ and$ with$
expenditure$at$the$forefront$of$all$political$concern,$these$costly$tokens$of$civic$
patronage$would$not$have$been$mooted.$
Military$ manpower,$ too,$ and$ the$ status$ of$ the$ corporation$ as$ employer$
concerned$ the$ council$ as$a$whole,$which$could$cause$political$ excitement$and$




reserve$ mechanical$ transport$ company$ and$ a$ mechanical$ repair$ unit$ for$ the$






from$which$most$hands$were$being$held$up$ in$ favour$of$ closing$ the$
debate,$ Mr$ Lee 26 $shouted:W$ “You$ are$ simply$ afraid;$ you$ have$ sent$


















did$ not$ even$ attempt$ to$ agitate$ for$ a$ change$ in$ policy$ until$ 1938$ probably$
demonstrates$the$strong$Moderate$political$sympathies$amongst$its$membership.$
Newcastle$ did$ not$ witness$ these$ open$ flashpoints$ of$ conflict$ between$ the$
military’s$ needs$ and$ political$ ideologies.$ This$was$ largely$ due$ to$ its$ political$
culture,$which$remained$outwardly$‘above$politics’$during$these$years$(probably$
deterring$ political$ sponsorship$ of$ the$ issue),$ but$ also$ because,$ with$ one$





The Construction of Civic–Military Spaces: Governance, Politics and Civic 
Identity, 1919–c.1935 






behaviour$ but$ to$ produce$ the$ desired$ citizen. 30 $Neither$ city’s$ politics$ were$
Liberal,$but$these$techniques$of$power$were$very$much$alive$in$the$1920s$or$30s,$







spaces$ in$which$ civic–military$ relations$were$ expressed,$ this$ research$has$ not$
tried$to$encompass$the$totality$of$civic$space$or$this$effort.$This$section$identifies$
only$those$civic$spaces$in$which$the$military$thrived.$This$does,$however,$tell$us$
something$ about$ the$ forces$ shaping$ the$ interWwar$ city:$ the$ persistence$ of$ the$
liberal$city,$even$if$these$intermingled$with$more$progressive$currents,$and$the$
importance$of$Imperialism$in$times$of$difficulty.31$
The$ first$ area$ to$ examine$ is$ commemorative$ space:$ the$ refashioning$ of$
urban$civic$ceremonial$space$as$a$response$to$the$Great$War.$This$is$a$missing$
link$ in$ the$ nascent$ historiography$ of$ interWwar$ civic$ life.$ But,$ as$ Alex$ King$
originally$ argued$ nearly$ two$ decades$ ago,$ war$ memorials$ were$ ‘composite’$
productions,$ as$ much$ to$ do$ with$ the$ identity$ of$ the$ makers$ as$ anything$
else.32What$Stefan$Goebel$has$called$the$‘grief$school’$of$historians$(those$who$
follow$ David$ Cannadine$ and$ Jay$ Winter$ in$ viewing$ the$ hermetic,$ grieving$
elements$as$foremost$in$their$construction)$has$come$to$dominate$approaches$to$
the$war$ in$much$ recent$historiography:$ a$ reaction$against$ earlier$ functionalist$
approaches$that$have$largely$been$seen$as$inadequate,$particularly$in$the$British$
case.33 $Whilst$ studies,$ like$ Goebel’s,$ that$ consciously$ seek$ to$ understand$ the$





Yet,$ the$ memorials,$ raised$ by$ civic$ groups$ for$ each$ city,$ built$ on$ and$
contributed$to$an$established$memorialising$culture,$visible$on$the$streets,$which$




















the$midWTwenties:$ a$period$of$Moderate$ strength,$ and$when$ the$memory$and$
meaning$of$war$was$far$less$subject$to$doubt$and$questioning$in$national$public$
discourse$and$literature$than$in$later$times.37$But$it$is$also$important$to$note$that$
civic$ commemorative$ spaces$ were$ ‘extraWconciliar’:$ the$ war$ memorial$
committees,$ realised$ by$ civic$ groups,$ invited$ other$ elements$ in$ order$ to$
encompass$notions$of$community.$Councils$might$have$rejected$the$decision$of$
war$memorial$committees$(they$had$to$confirm$the$allocation$of$specific$sites,$for$
instance),$ but$ they$did$ little$ to$ alter$ the$ commemorative$design$and$ intention$
authored$by$these$outside$bodies.$There$was$enough$political$sympathy$between$
the$two$to$ease$the$process$of$construction.$
Newcastle’s$ city$memorial,$ raised$ in$ 1923,$was$paid$ for$ by$ the$ “Shilling$
Fund”$inaugurated$the$postWwar$Mayor$and$shipping$magnateWphilanthropist,$
Arthur$Munro$ Sutherland.$ Its$ committee$was$ fairly$ catholic,$ containing$ some$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34$Paul$Pickering$and$Alex$Tyrell,$‘Public$memorial$of$reform:$Commemoration$and$Contestation’$




36 $JM$ Roberts,$ ‘Spatial$ governance$ and$ working$ class$ public$ sphere:$ the$ case$ of$ a$ Chartist$
demonstration’,$Journal)of)Historical)Sociology$14$(2001),$pp.308–36.$







memory:$ St$ George$ (patron$ saint$ of$ the$ Northumberland$ Fusiliers)$ stood$ in$
bronze,$ victorious$ on$ horseback,$ his$ sword$ raised$ high$ in$ the$ air.$ With$ the$
majority$ of$ city$ battalions$ raised$ under$ the$Northumberland$ Fusiliers,$ it$was$










colours’$ entitled$ ‘The$ Response’,$ was$ gifted$ by$ Sir$ George$ Renwick$ (another$






















workingWclass$ representation. 42 $It$ is$ unsurprising,$ therefore,$ that$ the$ group$
preferred$an$ambitious$monumental$realisation$(there$was$a$small$philanthropic$
element)$ placed$ within$ the$ city’s$ premier$ civic$ site,$ George$ Square,$ already$
crammed$with$Glasgow’s$19thWcentury$idols.$The$resulting$cenotaph,$positioned$
directly$opposite$City$Chambers$on$its$western$side,$recorded$the$city’s$claims$to$
national$ and$ Imperial$ importance,$ as$ evidenced$ through$ its$ war$ record.$ The$
granite$obelisk$towering$from$a$sarcophagus,$set$in$between$two$couchant$lions,$
was$emblazoned$with$Glasgow’s$motto$(‘Let$Glasgow$Flourish’)$and$its$coat$of$




If$ extraWconciliar$ elements$ formulated$ the$ military$ within$ city$
commemorative$space,$ the$ timing$of$council$politics$eased$ the$construction$of$
other$ tokens$ of$ civic–military$ relations.$ The$ 1920W1$ Parks$ Committees$ that$












HLI’s$Celtic$cross$ (destined$ for$ its$drilling$ground$on$Glasgow$Green)$passed$
without$ comment.43The$ Cameronians’$ memorial$ (Figure$ 3$ W$ an$ unapologetic$
vision$ of$ martial$ identity)$ did$ create$ division,$ although$ the$ language$ of$ the$
minutes$obscures$the$issue.$Buchanan$put$forward$a$motion$not$to$sanction$the$
memorial$in$March$1921$–$he$was$voted$down$5W19$against.$Labour$opposition$
then$ focused$ on$ disputing$ the$ proposed$ site$ of$ the$ memorial,$ outside$




Newcastle’s$ Town$ Moor$ and$ Parks$ Committee,$ with$ an$ even$ stronger$
conservative$ bent,$ faced$ the$ same$ considerations$ in$ the$ early$ Twenties.$
Conservative$interests$dominated,$including$Arthur$Lambert,$who$had$been$an$
officer$ in$ the$ Fusiliers$ during$ the$war,$ but$ there$were$ two$ Labour$members:$
William$ Taylor$ and$William$ Locke.$ In$ general,$ the$ committee’s$ interventions$
tended$to$the$audacious$in$the$celebration$of$civic$effort$and$sacrifice:$in$1924,$it$




















































notions$ of$ performance$ were$ embedded$ by$ decisions$ made$ during$ these$












dynamics,$ for$ instance,$ easily$ provided$ for$ considerable$ moments$ of$




ritual$ practices$ that$would$ assert$ civic–military$ ties$ throughout$ the$ interWwar$
years$and$integrate$the$Great$War$into$a$historic$martial$tradition.$
Crucially,$war$memorial$ spaces$were$ different$ from$ the$ city’s$ streets$ or$
other$ ceremonial$ sites$ in$ the$Twenties$ and$Thirties.$ They$were$ regulated$ and$










applications$ to$ use$ these$ sites$ at$ all. 48 $Simon$ Gunn$ has$ suggested$ that$ the$
increasing$ politicisation$ of$ urban$ streets$ in$ the$ Twenties$ and$ Thirties,$











of$ political$ viewpoints.$ Glasgow’s$ use$ of$ byeWlaw$ 20$ (a$ wartime$ measure$
restricting$ free$ assembly),$ for$ instance,$ to$ clear$ a$ number$ of$ postWwar$
















3,$ were$ not$ authorised$ through$ the$ usual$ committee$ channels$ that$ governed$
urban$space.$The$various$byeWlaws$that$governed$streets$are$difficult$to$ascertain,$
but$ military$ units,$ such$ as$ the$ Northumberland$ Fusiliers,$ did$ not$ have$ any$
special$ status$with$ regard$ to$martial$ freedoms$during$ this$ time.$Parades$were$
facilitated,$through$the$active$cooperation$of$the$civic$office,$transport$and$police,$
which$itself$betokened$corporation$support.52$But$no$council$or$committee$ever$
considered$ whether$ the$ St$ George’s$ Parade$ (Newcastle)$ or$ Territorial$ Army$
parade$(Glasgow)$should$ take$place.$Whether$ this$came$from$the$power$of$ the$
military,$or$ the$ infrastructural$roots$of$civic–military$relations$ (outlined$ in$ the$
next$section),$is$unknown.$That$councils$were$generally$inclusive,$when$it$came$
to$ street$ space,$ hid$ this$ fact$ somewhat:$ the$military$were$ one$ of$many$ other$
paraders$on$city$streets.$






population$ and$ acute$ slum$problem,$ had$ focused$ great$ resources$ on$ creating$
healthful$and$uplifting$recreational$spaces$for$its$citizenry$within$exhibition$sites$
and$its$parks.54The$Moderate$council$of$the$1920s$would$continue$doing$so,$in$the$
process$ levying$ a$ great$ deal$ of$ prized$ patronage$ towards$ local$ and$ national$








54 $Irene$ Maver,$ ‘Glasgow’s$ public$ parks$ and$ the$ community,$ 1850–1914:$ Scottish$ civic$
interventionism’$in$Urban)History,$25$(1998),$pp.323–47.$
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also$ raised$ in$ council.$ More$ research$ would$ be$ needed$ to$ clarify$ whether$
Glasgow$under$Labour,$in$the$context$of$budgetary$constraints$and$mass$leisure,$
still$ allocated$ significant$ resources$ to$ parks$ and$ whether$ the$ withdrawal$ of$
military$bands$was$part$of$a$more$general$one.$Certainly,$ the$corporation$still$
employed$ some$ military$ bands:$ it$ received$ another$ letter$ of$ protest$ from$ the$
Musicians$Union$regarding$the$military$bands$engaged.56$
Corporation$museums$and$art$galleries,$which$also$belonged$to$the$mission$
to$ enliven$ and$ inspire$municipal$populations,$ had$ a$ crucial$ role$ in$ creating$ a$




evidence.$ The$press$ cuttings$ books$ of$ the$GMRC$provided$ a$ rich$ resource$ of$















experience$at$ a$very$ local$ level.$This$ curator$of$ the$People’s$Palace$ from$1922$
(later$ the$ curator$ of$ all$ Glasgow’s$ museums$ and$ art$ galleries)$ was$ a$ former$
artilleryman$who$had$served$ in$ the$Great$War$with$ the$7th$HLI.$His$personal$
experience$of$military$life$combined$with$a$keen$interest$and$sound$knowledge:$
he$was$ a$member$ of$ the$ Society$ of$ Antiquaries$ of$ Scotland$ and$ the$Military$
Antiquaries$Society.59$In$1921,$he$oversaw$a$special$exhibition$of$military$badges$
(with$a$Scottish$and$Great$War$focus)$which$‘should$appeal$to$all$those$who$have$
served$ in$ the$ forces’.60$In$1925,$he$gave$a$public$ lecture$on$ the$uniform$of$ the$




to$Glasgow’s$museum$environment$ in$ the$ 1930s.$Durand’s$ career$ lasted$until$
1946$and,$with$little$financial$incentive$to$remake$museums,$there$seems$little$to$
suggest$that$much$changed.$
Other$ spaces,$ however,$ were$ far$ more$ modern,$ and$ ambitious$ in$ their$
realisation$of$‘the$civic’$towards$the$end$of$the$1920s.$Civic$and$business$elites$
partnered$ in$ the$ spectacular$ creations$ of$ civic$ identity$ to$ boost$ industry$ and$
morale$in$the$wake$of$the$slump.$In$contrast$to$Manchester’s$civic$weeks,$which$











Coast$ Exhibition$ (NECE),$ held$ May–October$ 1929$ in$ the$ purposeWbuilt$




offices$ and$works$ of$ public$ and$ private$ industry$were$ thrown$ open$ to$ local,$
national$and$international$visitors;$a$programme$of$entertainments,$designed$to$
promote$the$city,$were$held$in$tandem.$
The$ cutting$ edge$ of$ civic$ creativity$ for$ their$ time,$ they$were$ thoroughly$
modern$ but$ not$ fundamentally$ progressive.$ Both$ the$ result$ of$ partnerships$
between$ civic,$ industry$ and$ business,$ and$ both$ foregrounded$heavy$ industry$
above$ other$ sectors$ in$ the$ hope$ this$ would$ stimulate$ revival. 63 $In$ one$ case,$
however,$ military$ elements$ could$ count$ in$ the$ reckoning$ of$ progressive$
technological$advancement.$In$Glasgow,$No.$602$Bomber$Squadron,$because$of$
their$close$ ties$ to$ the$ local$air$ industry,$was$part$of$ the$programme,$ throwing$
Coplaw$Street$open$to$the$public$and$holding$an$official$‘At$Home’$at$Renfrew$
aerodrome$ (one$ of$ the$ few$ sites$ the$ Lord$ Provost$ patronised).64$In$ the$main,$
however,$ military$ units$ fitted$ nicely$ into$ the$ patriotic$ evocation$ of$ the$ 19thW
century$ industrial$ spirit,$which$was$ visibly$ affirmed$ in$ both.$A$ great$ deal$ of$
military$ ceremonial$ underscored$ claims$ to$ greatness$ and$ Imperial$ reckoning$





63$Michael$ Barker,$ ‘The$ North$ East$ Coast$ Exhibition$ of$ 1929:$ Entrenchment$ or$modernity’$ in$
Northern)History,$51$(2014),$pp.153–76.$
64 $GCA.$ G1/3/25.$ Lord$ Provost’s$ Papers:$ Civic$ and$ Empire$ Week,$ 1931.$ Lord$ Provost’s$
Engagements.$






















Civic Leadership: Space and Civic Identity, 1919–c.1935 
One$man$had$incredible$influence$on$notions$of$‘the$civic’$during$this$time:$the$
civic$leader.$John$Garrard$has$argued$that$civic$leadership$suffered$a$decline$after$




in$ this$ thesis.$ The$ evidence$ presented$ in$ this$ section$ suggests$ that$ unique$
challenges$ of$ the$ interWwar$ years,$ and$ the$ context$ of$ depression,$ boosted$ the$
status$of$ the$ civic$ leader,$giving$ them$an$ increased$national$and$ international$
profile.$Moreover,$ they$possessed$considerable$power$ to$ fashion$civic$ identity$
and$notions$ of$ belonging$ on$ an$ almost$ daily$ basis.$ This$would$ be$ crucial$ for$
military$communities.$$
The$ political,$ and$ social,$ backgrounds$ of$ civic$ leadership$ need$ iteration$
because$ these$ factors$ could$ influence$ civic–military$ relations.$ Parties$ fielded$
candidates,$but$it$was$overall$council$politics$that$decided$the$matter$by$a$vote.$
In$Newcastle,$where$there$was$greater$opportunity$in$a$threeWpronged$office$of$




Group’.$ His$ career$ digest$ offered$ on$ nomination$ by$ Walter$ Lee$ hardly$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
66$Proceedings)1928F9,$p.lviv.$







part$of$ the$ furniture,$he$ looked$much$ like$ the$other$ furnishings,$promising$ to$
uphold$‘the$great$heritage’$of$the$Mayoralty$and$the$‘prestige$and$the$dignity$of$






had$ threatened$ to$ contest$ David$ Adams’$ mayoral$ appointment.$ This$ was$




Labour’s$ impact$ on$ social$ constituency$ of$ leadership$ was$ tangible,$
therefore,$but$small.$If$we$consider$the$60$offices$available$over$the$period$1919–
39,$ half$ were$ drawn$ from$ retail$ areas$ of$ the$ city,$ with$ a$ strong$ showing$ of$
shipping,$professional$and$construction$elements.$Only$a$tenth$came$from$what$
we$would$consider$as$workingWclass$membership:$metalworkers$and$trade$union$
representatives. 71 $A$ strong$ strand$ of$ upper$ middleWclass$ representation$
dominated$ political$ life.$ The$ Twenties$ were$ particularly$ associated$ with$ the$
ascendancy$ of$ Stephen$ Easten,$ construction$ magnate,$ and$ Arthur$ Lambert,$
whose$family$glass$retailing$business$(Townshend$&$Co)$would$make$his$fortune$


















































notices. 79 $William$ Walker$ Montgomery$ worked$ to$ contain$ Glasgow’s$
municipalisation$and$was$‘opposed$to$municipal$effort$which$was$competitive$
in$character’$and$which$stymied$private$industry.$David$Mason$derided$further$








These$men$were$ stepping$ into$ an$ office$ that$was$ becoming$ increasingly$
demanding$and$ they$ recognised$a$ sea$ change$ in$ the$business$of$ office.$When$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
77$George$Eyre$Todd,$Who’s)Who)in)Glasgow,$entry$for$Thomas$Paxton.$
78 $‘MONTGOMERY,$ Sir$ Matthew$ Walker’,$ Who$ Was$ Who,$ A$ &$ C$ Black,$ an$ imprint$ of$
Bloomsbury$Publishing$plc,$1920–2014;$online$edn,$Oxford$University$Press,$2014$;$online$edn,$





Robert$ Dalgleish$ stepped$ into$Newcastle’s$Mayoral$ seat$ in$ 1935$ he$ declared,$
somewhat$sombrely,$that$the$office$was:$
an$onerous$position;$it$is$becoming$more$onerous$year$by$year,$and$it$













life$ than$ ever$before.$ In$ this,$ like$Manchester,$ the$provision$of$ state$ subsidies$
could$ provide$ great$ opportunity$ for$ development,$ and$ civic$ leaders$ played$
important$roles$in$crystallising$these$projects.83$The$Mayoralty$of$Stephen$Easten,$
for$instance,$was$particularly$associated$with$the$development$of$the$new$bridge$







82$Barry$Doyle,$ ‘Changing$ functions$ of$ urban$ government:$ Councillors,$ officials$ and$ pressure$












had$a$ foot$ in$every$pageant$ that$ the$Exhibition$offered.$He$stood$side$by$side$
with$the$Prince$of$Wales$during$the$high$ceremonial$engaged$for$the$Exhibition’s$
opening.$ His$ face$ peered$ out$ of$ most$ newspaper$ coverage,$ greeting$ various$
dignitaries$ from$ the$ UK$ and$ around$ the$ globe.$ Although$ offered$ far$ less$
opportunity$in$terms$of$promotion,$the$Lord$Provost$still$provided$the$focal$point$
of$coverage.$It$was$his$interpretation$of$the$the$exhibition,$which$was$related$in$
reports$ of$ the$ opening$ display$ of$ massed$ bands;$ his$ calendar$ of$ public$
engagements$provided$narrative$coverage$for$the$week.87$













Work’$ conferences,$ collaborations$ between$ the$ various$ local$ authorities$ and$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
86$Arthur$Lambert,$Northumbria’s)Spacious)Year$(Newcastle:$Andrew$Reid,$1930).$
87$GCA$G1/3/25$ Lord$ Provost’s$ Papers.$Glasgow$Civic$ and$ Empire$Week$ file.$ Lord$ Provost’s$
Engagements.$
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business$ in$ the$Tyneside$region.$These$would$ lead$to$ the$establishment$of$ the$
North$ Eastern$Development$ Board$ in$ 1935.88$This$ only$ had$ time$ to$ publish$ a$
survey$ of$ Tyneside’s$ industrial$ capabilities$ (designed$ to$ attract$ investment)$
before$ rearmament$brought$prosperity$back$ to$ the$ region,$and$ its$ influence$ is$
hard$ to$ gage.$ It$ certainly$ added$ to$ the$ status$ of$Newcastle’s$ leadership,$ also$







in$ front$ of$ national$ and$ international$ audiences.$ These$ policies$were$ roundly$
supported$by$Labour.$Glasgow’s$Unionist$Lord$Provost$Alexander$Swan$was$
celebrated$on$his$retirement$as$the$‘Ambassador$of$Glasgow’$by$Patrick$Dollan$




September$ 1931,$ a$ report$ of$ the$ Tyne$ Advisory$ Council,$ signed$ by$ local$




These$men,$who$ brought$ dynamism$ to$ the$ role$ of$ civic$ office,$ also$ had$
considerable$ autonomy$ in$ the$dispensing$of$patronage.$ Indeed,$ in$Newcastle,$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

























‘The$ chief$ problem$ before$ the$ Lord$Mayor$ right$ through$ the$ twelve$




character$ to$ justify$ his$ personal$ attendance,$ which$ may$ establish$ a$
precedent$for$his$successors$in$office.’94$
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that$ the$ ‘civic$ public$ sphere’$ meted$ out$ to$ local$ military$ units$ and$ groups$
depended,$to$a$great$degree,$on$the$economic$and$cultural$influences$shaping$the$
press$during$this$time,$this$must$necessarily$begin$with$a$discussion$of$the$history$
of$ these$ markets$ before$ examining$ the$ ‘civic–military$ public$ spheres’$ they$
produced.1$
Local/National Markets: Newcastle and Glasgow’s Newspapers 
In$ 1938,$ the$ Political$ and$ Economic$ Planning$ Committee$ (PEPC),$ a$ loose$
collective$ of$ intellectual,$ political$ and$ industrial$ leaders$ bent$ on$ regenerating$
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access$ to$ the$ internal$ operations$ of$ the$ newsroom$ and$ print$ house,$ lending$
insights$in$what$it$termed$the$‘processing$of$news’.$The$report$offered$was,$ in$
effect,$ a$ contemporary$ history$ of$ journalistic$ and$ editorial$ practices,$ the$
newspaper$ industry,$ and$ the$ place$ of$ the$ broadsheet$ and$ tabloid$ in$ British$
society.3$
Particularly$ concerned$with$ the$ role$ and$ fortunes$ of$ the$ British$ national$
newspaper,$the$report$laid$bare$the$intensely$nationalising$elements$within$the$




marvelled$ at$ this$ spectacular$ rise,$ its$ findings$ did$ not$ support$ the$ idea$ of$ a$
monolithic$or$nationalised$newspaper$culture.$Using$data$from$the$1935$survey$
of$ readership$ undertaken$ by$ the$ Incorporated$ Society$ of$ British$ Advertisers$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2$Political$and$Economic$Planning$Committee$ (PEPC),$Report)on) the)British)Press:)a) survey)of) its)
current)operations)and)problems)with)special)reference)to)national)newspaper)and)their)part)in)public)affairs)
(hereafter$Report)on)the)British)Press)$(London:$PEP,$1938).$Estimated$number$of$reports$found$in$

















east. 6 $Northumbrians$ were$ the$ least$ likely$ English$ regional$ population$ to$
purchase$a$national$paper.$In$Scotland,$families$preferred$Scottish$newspapers$








Glasgow,$ were$ still$ considered$ powerhouses$ of$ newspaper$ production$ and$
Scottish$journalism$well$into$the$second$half$of$the$20th$century.9$Its$regionalism$
was$protected$by$distance$from$the$centrality$of$London$in$an$industry,$which$































Behind$ these$ facades$ lay$ an$ impressive$ grouping$ of$ regional$ economic$
interests.$By$the$Twenties,$Outram$was$not$the$family$business$it$was$in$the$19th$
century.$However,$it$still$possessed$a$strong$grounding$in$local$hierarchies.$Its$
lists$ of$ directors$ and$ shareholders$ included,$ amongst$ others:$ Sir$ David$
McCowan,$who$had$fingers$in$several$marineWinsurance$enterprises,$as$well$as$
Burmah$Oil,$ and$who$ held$ the$ position$ of$ President$ of$ the$ Scottish$Unionist$
Association$ during$ this$ time;$ Laurence$ MacBrayne,$ a$ partner$ in$ his$ father’s$
shipping$company,$the$GlasgowWbased$Caledonian$MacBrayne;$interWwar$Lord$












elements,$ Glasgow$ provided$ a$ springboard$ for$ other$ publications.$ The$ city’s$
most$successful$daily,$ the$Daily)Record,$ represented$ the$Glaswegian$answer$ to$
popular$ tabloid$ journalism.$Once$ an$ organ$ of$ radical$ politics,$ by$ 1922$ it$ had$
developed$a$more$conservative$hue$with$the$purchase$by$Allied$Newspapers$Ltd$
–$a$newspaper$chain$founded$by$the$Berry$brothers.13$By$1928,$the$Record$locked$
in$ perpetual$ sparring$ with$ the$ Scottish) Daily) Express,$ a$ Lord$ Beaverbrook$










column$ on$ ‘Clerical$ Cameos’$ or$ ‘Church$Men$ and$Matters’,$ as$ it$ was$ in$ the$






would$ see$ to$ that$ –$ and$ it$ veered$ between$ interventions$ on$ behalf$ of$
Moderate/Progressive$ and$ Labour$ candidates$ during$ elections$ over$ the$ two$
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decades.16$This$ left$ the$ voice$ of$ the$ politicised$working$ class$ to$Forward.$ This$
paper,$in$weekly$editions,$articulated$a$range$of$leftist$expression.$CoWfounded$
by$Tom$ Johnston,$ a$universityWeducated$ socialist$MP$associated$with$ the$Red$
Clydesiders,$Forward’s)pages$presented$a$tranche$of$international$socialist$news$
and$opinion$pieces,$ accompanied$by$ local$ or$ regional$ developments,$ chiming$
with,$but$challenging,$the$views$and$politics$of$its$readership.$
This$market,$which$contained$newspapers$with$such$claims$upon$Scottish$
identity,$ also$ offered$ smaller$ enterprises$ closely$ linked$ to$ the$ persistence$ of$






Despite$ grounding$ in$ an$ area$ famous$ for$ abour$ activism,$ this$ appealed$
specifically$ to$ middleWclass$ interests$ in$ Govan$ and$ beyond.18$By$ 1934,$ it$ also$
circulated$ within$ Govan’s$ neighbouring$ suburbs:$ Kinning$ Park,$ Craigton,$
Plantation$ and$ Linthouse.$ It$ covered$ bowlers’$ associations,$ fundraisers$ and$
sports,$ as$ well$ as$ pieces$ on$ women’s$ fashion.$ Its$ politics$ preferred$ Unionist$
associations,$polite$meetings$of$tenants’$associations,$with$a$steadfast$backing$of$
economic$ hierarchies$ through$ the$ celebratory$ coverage$ of$ ship$ launches$ from$
yards.$ Other$ papers,$ the$ Pollokshaws) News$ and$ the$ Southern) Press,$ likewise$








18 $Calum$ Campbell,$ The) Making) of) a) Clydeside) Working) Class:) Shipbuilding) &) working) class)
organisation)in)Govan)(London:$CP$History$Group,$1986).$
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can$ be$ seen$ in$ the$ convergence$ between$ Glasgow’s$ press$ and$ the$ interWwar$
‘Scottish$ renaissance’$ in$ national$ culture.19 $Sir$ Robert$ Bruce,$ President$ of$ the$





included$ F.$ Marian$ McNeil,$ Scottish$ folklorist,$ and$ Sir$ Robert$ Sangster$ Rait,$
Professor$of$Scottish$History$and$Literature$at$Glasgow$University.22$This$was$a$











Scottish$ staff$ and$ the$ ‘outward$ appearance$ of$ being$ Scottish’$ during$ the$
























both$ the$ incursion$ of$ national$ speculators$ and$ the$ pressures$ that$ were$ then$
nationalising$the$market.30$The$historic$Newcastle)Daily)Journal,$a$2d$broadsheet$
founded$in$the$late$18th$century,$merged$with$the$DarlingtonWbased$North)Star$in$




the$ paper$ was$ too$ costly$ to$ run$ independently,$ and$ it$ fell$ victim$ to$ Allied$
Newspapers$in$September$1939.32$$
By$ that$ time,$Allied$ had$ achieved$ an$ effective$monopoly$ of$Newcastle’s$
newspapers.$The$Newcastle)Daily)Chronicle,$which$bore$the$legacy$of$its$late$19thW
century$ radical$ founder$ Joseph$Cowen,$ had$ been$ taken$ over$ by$ the$ group$ in$
1924. 33 $Like$ Glasgow’s$ Daily) Record,$ its$ formerly$ radical$ politics$ became$
increasingly$ tinged$ with$ a$ conservative$ outlook$ from$ that$ point,$ although$ it$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27$Randall$Henson,$‘Donald$Carswell’$in$ODNB.)
28$See$William$Power,$Should)Auld)Acquaintance)(London:$GG$Harrap$&$Co.,$1937),$p.$130$and$pp.$











North) Mail,$ credited$ with$ the$ success$ of$ the$ party$ in$ the$ 1910$ elections$ in$
Newcastle$ and$ Northumberland,$ had$ fallen$ by$ the$ early$ Twenties. 34 $It$
amalgamated$ with$ the$ Chronicle) in$ 1922$ and$ entered$ Allied’s$ fold$ soon$





Newcastle)Weekly)Chronicle)differentiated$ itself$as$a$ ‘first$class$ family$paper’$by$
providing$an$array$of$features,$opinion$pieces$and$serialisations$to$entertain$and$
inform$ the$ weekly$ reader. 35 $All$ of$ these,$ through$ an$ increased$ emphasis$ on$
photography,$filled$the$vacuum$left$by$the$Illustrated)Chronicle.$
Newcastle’s$ readership$ base$ was$ too$ small$ to$ sustain$ the$ number$ of$
sectional$enterprises$seen$in$Glasgow.$Lord$Rothermere’s$failed$attempt$to$draw$
from$ its$pockets$ famously$ failed,$with$ the$Evening)World$ only$ surviving$ three$
years$before$folding$in$1929.36$The$significant$Catholic$population$in$the$city$and$
surrounding$areas$generated$another$Diamond$production,$the$Tyneside)Catholic)
News,$which$ advocated$ ‘Irish$National$ independence$ and$ the$ cause$ of$ labour$
generally’.37$Unlike$ Glasgow’s$ organ$ of$ Catholic$ news,$ this$ could$ not$ remain$




havens$ for$ the$ Left$ within$ its$ public$ sphere.$ The$ Sunday) Sun$ (a$ child$ of$ the$
Chronicle)$targeted$the$‘working$man’$but$offered$him$sports$and$sensationalist$


















which$ Joseph$ Cowen’s$ 19thWcentury$ press$ can$ be$ identified$ with$ –$ are$ more$
pronounced$ in$ Newcastle’s$ press$ than$ in$ Glasgow’s,$ even$ those$ owned$ by$
Allied. 40 $This$ was$ particularly$ true$ of$ the$Newcastle) Weekly) Chronicle,$ whose$




Technology$was$changing$ the$ character$of$ the$press$ content,$ as$with$ the$
national$ dailies.$ With$ photography$ cheaper$ to$ produce$ and$ disseminate,$ the$
visual$elements$of$local$life$was$removed$from$the$hands$of$the$specialist$papers:$
all$newspaper$became$more$ focused$on$ the$ image.$This$was$a$national$ trend,$
connected$with$the$popularity$of$the$image$(as$seen$in$cinema’s$success)$and$the$
popular$ news,$ but$ it$ transformed$ the$ pages$ of$ the$ Thirties$ paper. 42 $The$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38$TWA.$Acc.$608.$City$Labour$Party.$Annual$Report,$1932.$












stories$ via$ the$ photographic$ image$ and$ captioning:$ ‘the$ right$ pictures$ could$
eliminate$the$need$for$a$news$story’.44$
For$ both$ Glasgow$ and$ Newcastle,$ these$ strategies$ kept$ the$ civic$ public$







750,000.45$When$ the$ company$ purchased$ the$Newcastle) Journal$ (as$ it$was$ then$
called)$ in$ 1939,$ the$ paper$ had$ entered$ figures$ with$ the$ Audit$ Bureau$ of$
Circulations$(the$closest$Britain$had$to$a$national$accounting$system,$but$wholly$
voluntary)$of$between$25,000W26,000$for$the$past$ three$years.46$This$was$not$an$
insignificant$proportion$of$ the$ local,$ social$ constituency$ to$which$ it$ appealed.$
More$ independent$publications$also$found$the$years$profitable,$particularly$ in$
Glasgow.$ The$ Evening) Times$ consistently$ reported$ circulation$ figures$ over$












As$well$ as$ appealing$ to$ notions$ of$ local$ identity,$ each$ public$ sphere$ actively$
intervened$ in$ the$project$ of$ civic$ identity$ and$ cultivated$ a$ very$visible$public$
place$in$local$life,$setting$themselves$up$as$guardians$of$civic$identity.$Garrard$
and$Croll$have$both$identified$the$provincial$press$as$major$civic$participants$in$




of$ strength.$Catriona$Macdonald$ and$Pierre$ Purseigle$ have$ demonstrated$ the$
importance$ of$ press$ discourse$ and$ representation$ in$ ‘mediating’ 50 $or$





The$ civic$ status$ of$ the$ local$ newspaper$ rose$ to$ greater$ heights$ in$ the$
immediate$ postWwar$ period,$ as$ it$ assumed$ a$ central$ role$ in$ the$ vibrant$
commemorative$ culture$ of$ these$ years.$ Press$ representatives$were$ considered$
vital$to$the$success$of$the$civic$memorial$movement$in$both$cities:$they$could$fan$
fundraising$ fever,$ and$ were$ considered$ repositories$ of$ public$ feeling$ and$

















role$ to$ play.$ The$ executive$ committee’s$ desire$ to$ access$ and$ represent$ public$
opinion$manifested$ itself$ in$ the$ press$ cuttings$ books,$ in$which$were$ inserted$
relevant$ articles,$ various$ letters$ to$ the$ editors,$ features$ and$ editorials,$ on$ the$
matter$of$the$city$memorial.54$This$affirmed$the$Glasgow)Herald$as$the$arbiter$of$
responsible$citizenship$and$civic$taste,$with$cuttings$from$its$pages.$
Press$ intervention$also$kept$ fundraising$fervour$alive.$Not$only$did$ they$
found$their$own$initiatives,$they$were$integral$to$civic$efforts.$The$Herald’s$civic$
clout$may$also$have$helped$it$to$garner$funds$from$businesses$and$institutions.$




be$ inferred$ from$one$ letter,$written$ by$ a$ representative$ of$ a$ leading$Glasgow$
tobacco$merchant$and$manufacturer$to$the$Lord$Provost’s$secretary.$Responding$
to$the$news$that$their$recent$donation$would$be$swiftly$acknowledged,$he$noted$
‘with$ pleasure$ that$ the$ 5th$ list$ of$ subscribers,$ embodying$ our$ donation,$ will$
appear$in$tomorrow’s$edition$of$the$‘Glasgow$Herald’,$and$I$have$to$thank$you$
for$so$kindly$arranging$the$insertion$in$the$manner$desired$by$myself’.55$
Press$ intervention$ in$ civic$ matters$ did$ not$ stop$ at$ the$ cessation$ of$
commemorative$ fundraising$ and$ the$ evidence$ from$ Newcastle$ and$ Glasgow$
confirms$Hayes$and$Bromley’s$portrayal$of$active$engagements$in$matters$civic.$
This$was,$in$part,$because$of$a$general$acceptance$of$civic$elites$in$the$importance$





55 $GCA.$ G1/3$ Subscribers$ War$ Memorial$ File.$ Letter$ from$ the$ Secretary$ of$ Glasgow$ District$
Committee$of$F$&$J$Smith$to$Sir$John$S$Samuel,$dated$16$April$1920.$
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activity$when$ it$ came$ to$ bolstering$ civic$ pride,$ underlining$ achievement$ and$
relaying$a$positive$civic$message.$But$they$were$also$assets$in$these$performances$




of$ the$ story$ of$ Glasgow’s$ development,$ affirming$ her$ spirit$ of$ technical$
innovation$and$bolstering$claims$to$both$national$and$Imperial$importance.$
In$Newcastle,$the$North$East$Coast$Exhibition$of$1929$displayed$the$local$
news$ industry$prominently,$with$ the$Evening)World$ introduced$ to$ the$reading$
public$through$its$own$pavilion$opposite$that$of$the$Evening)Chronicle.)This$also$
contributed$ to$ the$ narrative$ of$ technological$ innovation$ relayed$ through$ the$
Industrial$Pavilion,$the$largest$in$Exhibition$Park.$Here,$with$equipment$on$show$
and$ in$motion,$ the$Chronicle)affirmed$ its$ status$as$ ‘the$ first$newspaper$ in$ this$







parts$ of$ Northumberland$ and$ Durham’.58 $Newcastle,$ and$ the$ county,$ so$ the$
example$of$the$paper$said,$had$always$been$home$to$innovators.$
Claims$to$a$prestigious$place$in$the$civic$public$arguably$mattered$more$to$
those$ productions$ whose$ identities$ had$ been$ reconfigured,$ who$ were$ not$ so$
blessed$with$the$kind$of$shared$history$as$the$Herald$or$the$Citizen.$The$restyled$
North)Mail)&)Chronicle,$as$it$was$known$after$the$merger,$carved$out$a$niche$for$
itself$ in$ the$ project$ of$ civic$ identity$ well$ after$ Allied’s$ takeover$ in$ the$ early$
Twenties.$ Each$ year$ it$ spoke$ the$ language$ of$ publicWspiritedness$ and$ civicW
mindedness$in$the$sponsorship$of$the$‘North$Mail$Home$Exhibition’,$held$in$St$

































in$ this$ later$ period,$ these$ could$ not$ live$ with$ the$ daily$ changes$ and$ minute$
goingsWon$of$the$Exhibitions$in$the$same$way$that$a$newspaper$could.$In$1931,$
the$ Herald,$ in$ an$ editorial$ eulogistic$ of$ press$ contribution$ to$ civic$ week$ in$























Although$newspapers$ did$much$ to$ underpin$ and$ confirm$ the$ position$ of$ the$
highest$ civic$ office,$ city$ politics$ was$ never$ outside$ their$ reach.$ They$ might$
embrace$the$overall$civic$mission$to$regenerate$communities,$but$they$were$not$





from$ the$ preceding$ chapter,$ although$ they$ were$ habitually$ critical$ of$ the$
handling$of$the$city’s$finances.$That$Newcastle’s$press$could$still$punch$upwards$
would$be$demonstrated$by$its$attacks$over$civil$defence$in$the$later$part$of$the$
Thirties.$ The$ unity$ of$ civic$ government$ and$ press$was$ never$ absolute,$ but$ in$
general$they$played$for$the$same$team$in$the$interWwar$years.$

















As$well$ as$offering$ the$most$ consistency$and$support$ in$ the$ coverage$of$ their$
various$activities,$driving$a$regular$stream$of$news$and$features$ into$ the$civic$




They$were$not$ the$only$papers$doing$ so.$Newcastle’s$Chronicle,$ later$ the$





and$ advertised$ forthcoming$ ritual$ and$ social$ events.$ By$ 1930,$ the$Citizen$ had$
replaced$ this$ by$ ‘The$ Services’$ column,$ which$ reported$ on$ all$ of$ Glasgow’s$
military$and$naval$communities,$mainly$at$home$but$also$abroad.$A$large$part$of$






treatment$ of$ military$ life$ beyond$ that$ of$ the$ recruitment$ march.$ As$ will$ be$
illustrated$ in$ forthcoming$ chapters,$ they$ afforded$ significant$ coverage$ to$
ceremonial$and$social$rituals$and$also$provided$features$on$regimental$histories$
and$traditions,$descriptions$and$ illustrations$of$changes$ in$uniform,$and$other$
items$ of$ local$ military$ interest.$ In$ November$ 1931,$ for$ instance,$ the$ Citizen$





war,$ Brigadier$ General$ A$ H$ Leggett,$ these$ presented$ a$ fullWblown$ military$
account$of$the$Battle$of$Gaza,$replete$with$timings$of$manoeuvres,$diagrams$and$
maps.$ Its$ subWheadline$ hinted$ at$ an$ act$ of$ remembrance,$ separate$ to$ the$
forthcoming$sombre$observances$of$the$11th,$which$was$far$more$celebratory$of$
military$ effort$ than$ involved$ in$ the$ existential$ point$ of$ the$war’s$meaning.$ It$
marked$the$‘NOV$2:$ANNIVERSARY$OF$GALLANT$DEEDS’.67$A$week$later,$it$
published$another$ collection$of$narratives$describing$ the$ involvement$of$ local$









although$ this$ paper$ has$ been$mined$ for$ precisely$ the$ forms$ of$ contestation$ it$
might$have$provided,$ little$ has$ been$ found.$Analysing$ all$ editions$ of$Forward$
before$major$military$events$in$the$city$has$yielded$only$one$instance$(the$Victory$
Parade$ of$ 1919)$when$ its$ journalists$ or$ editors$ reacted$ against$ the$military$ or$
naval$power$of$the$state$in$their$reporting$of$local$units.$Forward$never$challenged$
the$civic$claims$of$any$service$unit$–$it$simply$did$not$report$on$them.$Its$weekly$
editions$ had$ more$ pressing$ battles$ to$ fight,$ in$ grander$ spheres$ of$ existence.$
Military$ units,$ and$ their$ cultural$ operations,$ fell$ well$ below$ that$ radar;$ local$
armaments$ and$ shipbuilding$ firms$ did$ not.$ Forward’s$ silence$ is$ worth$












Former$ Lord$ Provost,$Archibald$M’Innes$ Shaw,$ did$ the$ rounds$ of$Glasgow’s$
newspaper$editors’$offices$when$in$charge$of$the$massive$recruitment$drives$in$
the$early$Twenties,$garnering$staggering$press$support$for$the$1921$effort.69$The$
serialisations$ of$ the$ histories$ of$ all$ Territorial$ units$ by$ the$ Citizen) between$
September$ and$ December$ 1930,$ all$ appended$ with$ special$ appeals$ for$ ‘men$



























from$ a$ series$ of$ largely$ unconscious$ and$ unquestioning$ operations,$ which$
filtered$through$all$levels$of$news$processing$from$the$journalist,$via$all$editorial$
elements,$ and$ onto$ the$page.$ In$ only$ a$ very$ few$ cases$would$ editors$ have$ to$
confront$the$fact$of$their$coverage$head$on,$or$be$forced$to$defend$their$motives$
for$ inclusion.$The$relative$controversy$over$ the$Northern$Command$Tattoo$ in$
1934$was$probably$one$of$ those$ times$ that$newspaper$staff$became$more$selfW
conscious,$ but,$ in$general,$ the$debate$ focused$mainly$on$ the$ suitability$ of$ the$





purpose$ of$ the$ armed$ forces;$ an$ adherence$ to$ a$ stratified$ social$ worldview$
envisaged$by$military$hierarchies;$a$belief$that$military$spectacle$entertained$and$
exhilarated$ the$ local$populous.75$These$ assumptions$ lay$on$a$ cultural$ bedrock$
formed$by$the$historic$interconnections$between$martial$effort$and$local$identity$
that$ the$Great$War$had$ furthered,$ rather$ than$destroyed.$When$Lord$Provost,$





74John$M$Mackenzie,$ ‘Empire$and$National$Identities:$ the$Case$of$Scotland’,$Transactions)of) the)
Royal)Historical)Society,$8$(1998),$pp.215–31.$
75$David$Enrico$Omissi,$ ‘The$Hendon$Air$Pageant,$ 1920–1937’$ in$ JM$Mackenzie$ (ed.),$Popular)
Imperialism)and)the)Military)(Manchester:$Manchester$University$Press,$1992).$Helen$McCarthy$has$




Command)$ pen$ a$ ‘private$ note’$ to$ the$ editor$ of$ the$Herald,$ Sir$ Robert$ Bruce,$




‘military$ memory’$ was$ constructed,$ irrespective$ of$ nudges$ provided$ by$ the$
activity$of$units$or$associations$and$the$appeals$of$commanders.$Coverage$of$each$
city’s$military$communities,$their$rituals$and$remembrances,$all$of$which$will$be$
examined$ in$ the$ third$part$of$ this$ thesis,$ found$ itself$alongside$other$ features,$
serialisations$and$other$editorials,$which$evoked$a$local$experience$of$war$and$
martial$ effort,$ undergone$before,$ as$well$ as$during,$ the$war$ of$ 1914–18.$Until$









provide$some$examples$of$ the$many$ways$ local$ identity$and$war$mythologies$
intersected.$The$paper$published$lengthy$features$for$its$Saturday$audience,$the$
kind$estimated$by$ the$PEPC$report$as$ read$by$70%$of$ its$ readership.78$In$ June$
1930,$ the$ paper$ foregrounded$ a$ piece$ by$ a$ local$ journalist$ on$ Admiral$
Collingwood$–$ ‘our$own$naval$hero,$our$beloved$Northumbrian’$–$apparently$
inspired$ by$ nothing$ more$ than$ ‘standing$ one$ bright$ Summer’s$ day’$ on$
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76$GCA.$G1/1/87.$Lord$Provost$Letter$Books.$19/4/1926W4/11/1926,$p.445.$
77 $All$ major$ digitisation$ projects$ have$ focused$ on$ 18thW$ or$ 19thWcentury$ newspapers.$ Adrian$




Tynemouth’s$headland$next$ to$ the$statue$of$ the$great$man$and$ looking$out$ to$
sea.79$Naval$heroes$did$not$have$to$be$so$grand$to$merit$biographical$treatment.$
Later$ that$ year,$ in$ the$ Armistice$ edition,$ the$NWC$ included$ a$ ‘Record$ of$ a$




War$ stories$ also$ unfolded$ through$ landscape,$ a$ popular$ focal$ point$ of$
interest$in$the$paper$that$suited$the$middlebrow$content$of$the$features$page.$In$
1934,$ for$ instance,$ the$ NWC$ published$ a$ piece$ by$ local$ journalist$ Margaret$
Hilman$ recording$ her$ visit$ to$ ‘Historic$ Scremerston’$ in$ the$ borders$ area$ of$
Northumberland.$Ostensibly$a$travel$piece,$it$was$also$a$record$of$the$ways$the$
populations$had$encountered$war$over$the$generations,$from$wars$and$border$
skirmishes$ with$ the$ Scots$ to$ the$ Great$ War;$ it$ was$ titled$ ‘In$ Path$ of$ Scots$
Raiders’.81$It$would$be$interesting,$in$this$respect,$to$examine$the$journalistic$and$
editorial$ contribution$ of$ Theodore$ Brotchie$ to$ the$ Citizen$ and$ Evening) Times$
during$ the$Twenties,$ if$ that$ is$ possible.$He$would$ later$publish$histories$ (The)
Battlefields)of)Scotland)$and$guides$ for$ the$growing$hiking$market,$all$of$which$
teased$ out$ war$ narratives$ of$ the$ past$ from$ local$ sites. 82 $The$ Daily) Record’s$




and$ the$ journalistic$ discourse$ could$ collide$ in$ ways$ that$ were$ favourable$ to$









of$ all$ of$ the$ city’s$ papers.$Occasionally,$ however,$ the$ regiment$ could$ become$





LOVER’. 84 $This$ article$ included$ not$ only$ a$ recounting$ of$ the$ story$ of$ this$
legendary$female$veteran$of$the$5th,$it$also$expounded$on$regimental$traditions,$
and$the$shared$history$between$the$locality$and$regiment$in$1914–18.$In$February$
the$ next$ year,$ the$ Sun$ dedicated$ its$ front$ page$ to$ a$ news$ story$ bearing$ the$
headline$ ‘LOVE$ TRAIN$ TO$ MEET$ FUSILIERS’.$ This$ reported$ on$ what$ was$
actually$a$sober$service$organised$by$the$corporation$to$unit$members$of$the$2nd$
battalion$with$their$relatives$during$the$unit’s$brief$stop$over$at$Southampton.85$$
The$ effect$ of$ this$ material,$ in$ shaping$ the$ associations$ that$ local$




offered$ a$ far$ more$ confident$ assertion$ of$ the$ achievements$ of$ military$
performance$and$soldierly$effort:$it$marked$the$‘ANNIVERSARY$OF$GALLANT$
DEEDS’.86$The$Daily)Record’s$articles$penned$by$the$Earl$of$Mar$had$reached$their$












source$ material$ that$ demonstrates$ how$ military$ communities$ responded$ to,$
valued$ and$ absorbed$ their$ representations$ within$ the$ civic$ press.$ That$ the$
manufacturers$ relied$on$ the$civic$press$ to$encapsulate$a$vision$of$ the$military$
group,$one$infused$with$belonging$and$purpose,$can$be$seen$in$the$way$they$coW
opted$ these$ articles.$ Editors$ of$ regimental$ journals$ –$ the$ drivers$ of$ military$
identities,$ as$ David$ French$ has$ described$ –$ most$ often$ turned$ to$ the$ local$
newspaper$ to$ detail$ and$ celebrate$ the$ achievement$ of$ the$ regiment$ and$ its$
associated$ communities,$ rather$ than$ relying$ on$ its$ officers$ to$ pen$ reports$ for$




often$ encapsulated$ by$ the$ insertion$ of$ items$ from$ the$ local$ provincial,$ drawn$
from$an$array$of$productions$that$covered$the$various$areas$associated$with$the$
regiment:$the$Manchester)Evening)Chronicle,$Glasgow)Herald,$The)Bulletin,$Evening)
News,$ Inverness) Courier,$ Arbroath) Gazette.$ The$ St) George’s) Gazette$ likewise$
presented$various$ local$news$ relating$ to$ its$ various$districts$ in$ addition$ to$ its$
Newcastle$ organs:$ Morpeth) Herald,$ Hexham) Advertiser,$ Berwick) &) District)
Advertiser,$Alnwick)County)Gazette.$As$the$editor$of$the$5th$battalion’s$notes$put$it,$
in$ inserting$ the$ paper’s$ laudatory$ description$ of$ its$ soldiery’s$ performance$
during$the$unveiling$of$the$Renwick$Memorial$in$1923,$‘we$can$do$no$better$than$
quote$from$the$Newcastle)Chronicle’.88$
News$ items$ from$ the$ civic$ press$ also$ formed$ the$ backbone$ of$ a$ less$
systematised,$ but$ perhaps$ more$ important,$ project$ of$ military$ identity,$ one$
conducted$at$the$corporate$level$as$well$as$individual.$Servicemen,$veterans$and$
commanding$ officers$ alike$ engaged$ with$ the$ project$ of$ scrapbooking$ to$




achievements$ through$ rafts$ of$ ephemera$ (dinner$menus,$ concert$ programmes$
etc.),$including$a$great$deal$of$material$excised$from$the$pages$of$the$civic$press.$
The$extent$of$this$partWtime,$leisure$occupation$cannot$be$known.$As$scrapbooks$

















[Figure$ 19]$ as$ an$ example,$ over$ 40$ pages$ are$ covered$ with$ articles$ and$
photographs$ from$ various$ organs$ of$ the$ civic$ press$ detailing$ the$ massive$
recruitment$drive$of$February$1921,$which$effectively$marked$reconstitution$for$
Glasgow’s$ Territorials.$ That$ these$ do$ not$ simply$ provide$ a$ record$ of$ what$
happened,$rather$should$be$considered$as$memorials$to$civic$recognition,$can$be$
seen$in$the$inclusion$of$multiple$articles,$from$different$publications,$all$reporting$























well$ be$ a$ project$ that$ was$ passed$ over$ to$ successive$ officers$ of$ the$ battalion$










Some$ of$ this$ archival$ material$ suggests$ a$ similar$ purpose:$ these$ were$ the$
productions$of$officers,$those$in$charge$of$steering$military$identity$in$important$
ways.$ It$ is$ difficult$ to$ think$ they$ were$ unconnected$ from$ the$ politics$ of$ the$
regiment,$although$has$proved$hard$to$uncover$their$use$in$this$respect.$Even$if$
the$aim$was$to$simply$frame$existence$for$the$purpose$of$future$‘memory$work’$
(whether$ by$ the$ group,$ the$ individual$ or$ the$ relative)$ it$ is$worth$ noting$ that$


































were! not,! however,! the! only! spaces! in! which! the! military! wrote!
notions! of! belonging.! Leisure! and! recreational! spaces,! increasingly!
important! in! urban! life,! became! spaces! to! articulate! bonds! of!
comradeship! and!belonging.!Much! of! this! activity! appealed! to! the!
memory! of!martial! action! in! the!Great!War.! The! construction! of! a!
public!‘military!memory’!of!war!was!a!sectional!enterprise,!but!it!was!
! 200!
not$ insular.$Outside$of$ the$Armistice$calendar,$where$ ‘never$again’$
provided$the$central$meaning$of$war,$local$citizens$encountered$other$
mythologies$in$their$public$spaces.$These$uttered$a$more$confident,$






Ceremonial Spaces: Streets, Squares 
and War Memorials !!




historical$ climates.$ Like$ generations$ of$ local$ groups$ before$ them,$
military$communities$ looked$ to$ local$ ceremonial$ spaces$ (the$ street,$








war$ memorials$ intertwined$ the$ dead$ of$ the$ regiment$ and$ city$ in$








city’s$ forces,$ numbering$ between$ 2,500D4,000$ depending$ on$
establishment$ and$ strength$ (and$ attendance),$ joined$ together$ for$
public$and$civic$ recognition$of$ their$place$and$purpose.$Held$ in$St$
Andrew’s$ Halls,$ the$ corporation’s$ main$ public$ functions$ hall,$ the$
setting$bestowed$an$ indelible$civic$character$on$ the$event,$whether$
intentionally$ or$ not:$ Glasgow’s$ cathedral$ was$ not$ big$ enough$ to$
accommodate$all$troops.$The$civic$element$was$furthered$by$the$postD
service$ parade.$ Troops$ marched$ through$ the$ city’s$ streets$ on$ a$








cenotaph$ on$ Armistice$ Day.$ There$ were$ no$ magistrates$ and$ few$
corporation$ officials$ in$ attendance:$ in$ 1924,$ for$ instance,$ the$ only$
office$holder$noted$beside$the$Lord$Provost$on$the$saluting$platform$
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was$ the$ city’s$ assessor. 515 Others$ stepped$ into$ the$ breach,$ and$
participants$who$sanctioned$Glasgow’s$military$life$included$a$line$of$






B$ Couper,$ local$ shipping$ magnate.$ A$ scattering$ of$ Unionist$ MPs,$





itself$was$ not$ a$military$ position:$ it$was$ a$ civil$ appointment,$with$





his$ capacity$ as$ Lord$ Lieutenant’. 517 $Reportage$ simplified$ both$
imagery$and$discourse$on$the$matter,$frequently$omitting$the$fact$of$














project$ it$ via$ a$photograph$ spread$ [Figure$ 22}.$ The$Glasgow&Herald$




to$ capacity,$ with$ ‘large$ crowds’$ lining$ the$ other$ streets$ of$ the$
parade;521$in$1930,$the$Bulletin$described$the$‘principal$streets$leading$
to$Blythswood$Square…thronged$with$ thousands$of$people’.522$The$
next$ year,$ the$Herald$ noticed$ ‘thousands’$ along$ Bath$ Street$ and$ a$





























demonstration$ of$ 5,000$ Communist,$ ILP,$ NUWM$ and$ other$
participants$(greeted$by$another$10,000$in$George$Square)$–$although$
this$was$during$a$time$of$particular$economic$distress.524$The$parade$




generate$ a$ feeling$ of$ loyal$ support$ on$ the$ ground,$ and$ feed$ a$























Association$ addressed$ to$ all$ officers,$NCOs$ and$men$ of$ the$ units,$
praising$ the$ smartness$of$ their$appearance$and$ the$quality$of$ their$
discipline,$ a$ message$ relayed$ through$ military$ ranks. 527 $But$ the$
judgement$ was$ also$ public,$ with$ newspapers$ reckoning$ local$
achievement:$ an$ 80%$ strength$ deserved$mention$ for$ the$Record& in$










of$ the$past$ year$ or$ two,$ is$maintaining$both$ efficiency$ and$
enthusiasm$ and$ that$ it$ had,$ moreover,$ the$ sympathy$ and$
interest$of$the$citizens.’531$
$
Photographically,$ press$ coverage$ represented$ the$ parade$ in$
scenes$ that$underlined$ the$affiliations$between$military$units,$ local$
spaces$and$hierarchies.$These$took$three$forms:$contingents$entering$











instance,$ variations$ of$ the$ image$ represented$ the$ entire$ pictorial$
representation$ of$ the$ parade$ in$ both$ the$Bulletin&and$ the$Record.532$
This$ simple$ image$ encapsulated$ service$ offered$ and$ recognised,$






















(not$ only$ Fusiliers$ but$ also$ artillery)$ and$ demobilised$men$ of$ the$
service$ battalions$ organised$ in$ contingents.533$After$ this,$ the$ depot$
retained$ a$ public$ parade$ on$ the$ anniversary.$ The$ enthusiasm$
demonstrated$here$probably$inspired$the$Territorials$to$perform$their$
own$rituals$postDreconstitution,$either$on$the$Sunday$before$or$after$











Nicholas$ cathedral.$ They$marched$ through$ the$ streets,$ headed$ by$
regimental$colours.$Each$fusilier$wore$red$and$white$roses,$a$privilege$
bestowed$ upon$ the$ regiment$ for$ the$ day$ of$ its$ patron$ saint.$ They$
honoured$the$regimental$dead$through$public$wreath$ laying$at$ the$
South$ Africa$ war$ memorial$ at$ the$ Haymarket,$ as$ well$ as$ the$ 6th$
battalion’s$war$memorial$ in$St$Thomas’s$churchyard.$The$regiment$
reserved$the$pinnacle$of$ceremonial$occasion$for$Eldon$Square,$where$




significant$ articulation$ of$ military$ identity$ within$ city$ space.$ The$
North&Mail$argued$that$it$should$be$compared$to$‘Military$Sunday’$at$
York,$a$particularly$grandiose$military$occasion.534$
Like$ the$Territorial$parade,$ the$event$ incurred$significant$civic$
meaning$ through$ the$ acts$ and$ performances$ of$ its$ elite$ and$ the$
representations$made$by$the$press$[Figures$23$and$Figure$24].$Not$one$






by$ sword$ and$macebearers.$ That$ ‘civic$ chiefs$ attend$ cathedral’535 ,$
making$ this$ ‘civic$ tribute’536$to$ the$ regiment$ and$ its$ head,$ offering$
































an$ appearance$ of$ smartness$ which$ suggested$ longer$ service$ and$
indicated$ the$ excellence$ of$ their$ training’.538$Crowd$ behaviour$ and$
attendance,$ too,$provided$a$narrative$of$hearty$public$engagement,$
although$ numbers$ were$ typically$ inexact.$ The$ three$ major$
publications$ pointed$ numbers$ into$ the$ ‘thousands’$ in$ central$
Newcastle$ for$ the$ parades$ of$ the$ regulars$ and$ the$ 6th$ battalion.539$
Territorial$ achievement$ and$ merit$ was$ further$ rewarded$ in$ the$
coverage$of$the$various$postDparade$ceremonies$held$by$the$5th$and$
6th$ battalions$ in$ the$ award$ of$ Territorial$ Efficiency$Medals$ (TEM),$
long$ service,$ or$ sports$ trophies.$ These$ appended$ the$ newspaper$
reportage,$with$ the$ recipients$ often$ receiving$ individual$ notice.$ In$





Sergeants$ Challenge$ Shield.540$Medals’$ recipients$were$ listed$ in$ all$
reports$of$the$Chronicle&from$1925$onwards.$
The$effort$of$regimental$validation$also$extended$further$than$the$
cityDbased$ units.$ The$ reports$ of$ the$ activities$ of$ the$ regulars$ also$
warranted$some$press$treatment.$From$1929–35$the$presence$of$ the$
Fusiliers$in$the$newspaper$was$further$entrenched$by$the$significant$
coverage$ offered$ to$ the$ regular$ battalions$ who$ were$ successively$






efficiency’$ –$ this$ phrase$ would$ be$ resurrected$ for$ all$ coverage$ in$
subsequent$years.541$In$1935,$the$last$year$of$the$2nd$battalion$at$York,$
the$ Mail& asserted$ the$ performance$ demonstrated$ that$ ‘the$ Army$
today$[was]$as$good$as$ever’:$$
‘Whether$in$the$march$past$or$advance$in$review$order,$the$
battalion$ kept$ a$ perfect$ alignment$ and$ what$ particularly$
impressed$ me$ was$ the$ remarkable$ line$ kept$ by$ band$ and$












were$ met$ by$ the$ civic$ elites$ [See$ Figure$ 25].$ These$ enlivened$
Newcastle’s$ public$ and$ ritual$ life$ in$ the$ early$ summer$ months,$











all,$ an$ invention$ of$ the$ interDwar$ decades$ and$ another$ example$ of$
Mayoral$autonomy:$it$was$the$civic$chief$who$ordered$the$mace$and$
sword$bearers,$and$marshalled$the$other$members$of$the$council.543$





















and$ glossy$ ephemera$ of$ the$ visit$ in$ the$ form$ of$ programmes$ and$






If$ the$ parade,$ like$ other$moments$ of$ civic–militarism,$ evoked$
notions$of$the$city’s$power$and$affirmed$the$status$of$the$Lord$Mayor,$
there$ are$ other$ political$ meanings$ within$ these$ performances$ that$
cannot$be$ignored.$Urban$historians$have$tended$to$seek$the$invisible,$
Foucauldian$aspects$of$governance$within$city$life.$Sometimes$strong$
government$ was$ displayed$ far$ less$ ambiguously.$ In$ 1921,$ for$
instance,$at$the$height$of$the$coal$crisis,$the$Lord$Mayor$$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
544$TWA.2401/30/2,$ pp.4–6.$ Luncheon$ in$Honour$ of$ the$ Visit$ to$His$ Excellency$ the$Argentine$











































past,$ but$ establishing$new$customs$and$ rituals$ suited$ for$ the$ time.$
Each$ parade,$ sometimes$ accompanied$ by$ a$ précis$ of$ events,$ was$
entered$ into$ the$ ‘City$ Record’$ each$ year$ without$ fail,$ a$ public$
acknowledgement$of$ the$ importance$of$military$and$naval$ force$ in$
public$ life,$ as$was$ the$wreath$ laying.$ The$ habitual$ press$ coverage$
signified$the$civic$import$of$the$duties,$which$had$gradually$assumed$


















Labour’s$ sanction$ of$ local$ troops,$ however,$ became$ more$
marked$when$ its$ first$ representative$ assumed$ civic$ office$ in$ 1930.$
There$ was$ no$ question$ of$ disturbance$ in$ the$ ritual$ regularity$ of$
military$ spectacle.$ He$ took$ the$ salute$ at$ Stephenson’s$ monument,$
inspected$ troops$ and$ performed$much$ like$ civic$ leaders$ had$ done$
before$him.551$His$ surviving$correspondence$ to$Viscount$Allendale,$










551$NJ,$ 27/4/1931,$p.4.$NM,$ 27/4/1931,$p.4.$The$Sheriff$ took$ the$ salute$and$ inspected$ the$RNVR$
parade,$see$NJ,$8/6/1931,$p.$5.$EC,$8/7/1931,$p.9.$
552$TWA.$MD.NC/D/3/7/9.$Lord$Mayor$Letter$Books.$98.$18/9/1931D28/12/1931,$p.114.$
553 $Helen$ McCarthy,$ The& British& People& and& the& League& of& Nations:& Democracy,& Citizenship,& and&
Internationalism$(Manchester:$Manchester$University$Press,$2011).$
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not$ incompatible$ with$ Labour$ politics. 554 $Adams,$ for$ instance,$
assumed$ the$ central$ saluting$ role$ in$ the$ annual$ Empire$ Parade$
without$difficulty:$he$coordinated$all$elements$as$expected,$writing$a$
personal$ letter$of$ thanks$ to$Lieut.$Col.$G$E$Wilkinson$ for$acting$as$
parade$ commander$ and$ for$ ‘his$ practical$ interest….which$ adds$
greatly$ to$ the$ status$ of$ the$movement’.555That$ Labour$ leaders$ also$
assumed$ the$mantle$ of$military$ involvement$when$ they$ took$ civic$
seat,$ as$ a$ matter$ of$ course,$ even$ when$ there$ was$ no$ institutional$
imperative$to$do$so,$also$says$much$about$civic$culture$and$how$the$
party$would$adapt$ to$ rule.$ It$would$be$a$Labour$Lord$Mayor$who$
would$ present$ the$ first,$ and$ only,$ challenge$ to$ civic–militarism$ in$
1936.$As$will$be$discussed$in$Part$IV,$he$would$not$budge$the$military$
from$their$place$in$the$civic$sun.$
Armistice Day, 1919–c.1935 
These$ parades$ demonstrate$ that$ performances$ within$ memorial$
spaces$ could$ be$ significant$ in$ grounding$military$ and$ naval$ units$
within$urban$life.$Armistice$Day$stands$out$as$a$particularly$crucial$
commemorative$ space$ in$ which$ the$ military$ could$ express$ and$
perform$notions$of$local$belonging,$juxtaposed$to$the$national$level$
of$ the$Cenotaph$where$military$participation$was$ subject$ to$doubt$
and$criticism.556$In$taking$this$viewpoint,$ this$research$has$placed$a$
different$ emphasis$ on$ the$ importance$ of$ the$ local$ ritual$ than$ has$
hitherto$ been$ presented$ either$ within$ the$ historiography$ of$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!











in$ the$ Twenties.$ Few$ have$ found$ otherwise.558 $Certainly,$ the$ new$
studies$of$interDwar$civic$culture$find$little$relevance$in$a$thoroughly$
‘national’$event.559$
Gregory’s$ interpretation$ is$ not$ in$ dispute:$ the$ power$ and$




a$diminution$of$ enthusiasm$ for$ the$ local$observance,$ even$ into$ the$
1930s.$ In$Glasgow,$ according$ to$ the$Herald,$ 1933’s$ observance$was$
‘one$of$ the$ largest$ that$has$been$seen$since$ the$annual$ service$was$
instituted’.560$The$ next$ year,$ the$Citizen$ estimated$ an$ attendance$ of$
20,000$ in$ George$ Square$ –$ roughly$ levels$ seen$ in$ the$ midDlate$












until$ the$ Thirties.$ Until$ 1929,$ the$ civic$ ceremony$ centred$ on$ St$
Nicholas$ cathedral,$ with$ other$ spaces$ (Exchange,$ Central$ Station,$
South$African$War$Memorial,$6th$Fusiliers$monument)$serving$as$foci$
for$different$groups.$From$1929,$crowd$action$centralised$on$the$war$
memorial$ in$ Eldon$ Square,$ and$ newspapers$ revelled$ in$ large$






not$ citizen$ apathy.$ The$ cold,$ torrential$ rain$ that$ fell$ on$Glasgow’s$
ceremony$ in$ 1926,$ for$ instance,$ was$ immediately$ assigned$ as$ the$
cause$of$that$year’s$low$turnout$(estimated$at$10,000).563$In$Newcastle,$
where$the$weather$was$probably$marginally$kinder,$it$could$equally$
be$ used$ to$ evidence$ the$ grit$ and$ determination$ of$ the$ northern$
character.$The$‘cold$rain’$did$not$put$off$ the$estimated$20,000$men,$












press$ reportage$ within$ the$ civic$ public$ sphere.$ In$ the$ Twenties,$
coverage$of$the$Cenotaph$and$the$funeral$of$the$Unknown$Warrior$
did$attract$great$attention,$but$this$element$progressively$took$a$back$
seat$ as$ the$ years$ progressed,$ the$ result$ of$ editorial$ strategies$ to$
capitalise$ on$ local$ feeling.$ Instead,$ newspapers$ focused$ on$ their$
constituencies.$Glasgow’s$news,$for$instance,$increasingly$presented$
a$distinct$ and$united$ Scottish$ culture$ of$ remembrance.$ In$ 1921$ the$
Herald$did$publish$London$news$first,$but$more$space$was$dedicated$
to$Scottish$communities:$Edinburgh,$Glasgow,$and$urban$and$rural$
communities$ deemed$ important$ in$ its$ readership. 566 $By$ the$ midD
Twenties,$national$coverage$shadowed$Scottish$coverage.$In$1930,$the$
Record$headlined$its$reportage$of$Armistice$Day$with$‘Scotland’s$Day$




The$ same$ phenomenon$ is$ also$ evident$ in$ Newcastle’s$ public$
sphere.$In$1920,$the$focus$of$the$Chronicle$and$Journal&was$on$the$burial$
in$London,$both$according$discussion$to$the$‘North’s$Two$Minutes’$
on$ a$ separate$ page. 568 $The$ next$ year,$ the$ Journal$ dedicated$ two$







Sunderland$ and$ Durham. 569 $As$ a$ broadsheet,$ the$ paper$ paid$
particular$attention$to$detail.$In$1930,$coverage$of$a$host$of$regional$
enterprises$tailed$the$headline$of$‘The$North$Remembers’:$Gateshead,$
Haltwhistle,$ Bamburgh,$ Wallsend,$ Gosforth,$ Warkworth,$ Jarrow,$
Allendale,$ Sunderland,$ Blyth,$ Berwick,$ Morpeth,$ Wooler,$ South$
Shields$and$Tyne$Dock.570$The$Chronicle,$too,$threw$a$wide$net$around$
the$North$East$ for$ its$coverage,$aiming$ to$describe$ ‘how$the$North$
Country$ held$ Remembrance$ Day:$ in$ every$ town$ and$ village’,$
narrating$the$activities$in$each$of$these.571$$
War$ remembrance$ thus$ united$ a$ host$ of$ regional$ (rural$ and$




imparted$ notions$ of$ supraDclass$ civic$ unity$ (‘Kelvinside$ rubbed$
shoulders$ with$ Camlachie’) 575 ,$ discreet$ and$ respectful$ citizen$
















new$ conception$ of$ the$ civic,$ centred$ on$ the$ civic$ head,$ and$
foregrounding$ corporation$ services,$ such$ as$ the$ tramways,$ and$
police,$who$not$only$participated,$but$also$facilitated$the$ritual.578$
How$did$the$military$fit$within$this$collection$of$local$characters?$
One$way$ of$ examining$ the$ issue$ of$ military$ belonging$ is$ through$
analysis$ of$ the$ ritual’s$ imagery.$ Gregory$ has$ argued$ that$ ‘it$ was$
Silence$which$was$ the$heart$of$ the$ ritual’,$ a$ silence$given$meaning$
through$ the$ language& of$ performers$ and$ the$ media. 579 $This$ pathD
making$approach$to$the$ritual$has$provided$a$blueprint$for$other$local$
and$ national$ studies. 580 $Perhaps$ unusually,$ the$ historiography$
diverges$only$in$matters$of$degrees$in$important$areas:$the$national$
communality$of$the$moment,$the$marginalisation$of$veterans$from$the$






flourish.581This$ spectacular$ element$ had$ to$ be$ worked$ out$ on$ the$
ground,$ as$ cities$ nationwide$ coordinated$ their$ responses.$ But,$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
577$Gunn,$The&Public&Culture&of&the&Victorian&Middle&Class,$p.163.$$
578 $Covenanter,$ July$ 1924,$ p.48.$ Notes$ thanks$ to$ the$ ‘wholehearted$ efforts$ of$ the$ Chief$
Constable…and$the$Tramways$Manager’$for$the$smooth$organisation.$
579$Gregory,$Silence&of&Memory,$p.131.$





following$ stateDperiphery$ relations$ during$ this$ period,$ if$ the$ state$
provided$the$impetus$for$the$observance,$the$locality$adapted$it$for$







space$ to$ military$ units.$ In$ this,$ civic$ leadership$ had$ a$ crucial$
organising$ role.$ There$ is$ no$ indication,$ for$ instance,$ that$ either$
committee$ in$ Newcastle$ or$ Glasgow$ responsible$ for$ the$ spaces$
around$the$war$memorial$made$any$contribution$to$the$organisation$
of$ the$ ritual,$ bar$ sanctioning$ the$ erection$ of$ various$ speakers‘$





thrashed$ out$ the$ organisation.583Letters$ in$ the$ Lord$Mayor’s$ letter$
books,$ like$ the$ 1929$ letter$ from$ his$ secretary$ to$ the$ Commanding$


















and$ performance.$ Precedent$ probably$ played$ its$ part.$ Once$ a$

















at$Maryhill.$ After$ the$ unveiling,$ military$ spectacle$ increased.587 $In$
1924,$detachments$included$the$regular$recruits$from$the$HLI,$as$well$
as$representatives$of$the$city’s$Territorial$units.588$HighDlevel$military$
officers$ stood$shoulder$ to$ shoulder$with$Glasgow’s$ civic$elites:$ the$
lines$of$magistrates,$deputy$lieutenants,$headed$by$the$Lord$Provost,$
also$included$the$GOC$Lowland$Division,$members$of$the$TAA$and$
the$ officers$ of$ the$ RNVR.$ This$ configuration$ remained$ stable$
throughout$the$interDwar$years,$with$the$Herald$commenting$in$1929$
on$ the$dominance$of$ the$ ‘men$of$ the$ services’.589$ExDservicemen,$ in$
various$ associations,$ also$ had$ formal$ recognition$ around$ cenotaph$
space,$ their$wreaths,$ forming$ the$ shapes$of$ regimental$badges$and$
slogans,$were$prominent$tokens$of$regimental$identity.$
In$ Newcastle,$ for$ the$ majority$ of$ the$ Twenties,$ the$ civic$
observance$ was$ contained$ in$ the$ cathedral,$ with$ a$ postD$ service$
procession$ to$ Eldon$ Square$ after$ the$ unveiling$ of$ the$memorial$ in$
1923.$Here$the$‘representative$of$navy,$military$and$airforce’$(RNVR$
and$Territorial$officers$as$well$as$Regulars)$followed$the$civic$fathers.$
Aldermen,$ magistrates,$ poor$ law$ guardians,$ tramwaymen$ and$
‘representatives$ of$ every$ body$ and$ organisation$ and$ of$ every$
domination’$followed$after$them.590$After$1926,$the$service$elements$






removal$ of$ the$ civic$ observance$ to$ Eldon$ Square$ in$ 1929$ set$ the$
military$tone$for$the$Thirties.$Although$that$year$the$volunteer$units$
provided$ detachments$ to$ the$ war$ memorial,$ it$ was$ the$ regular$
elements$ that$ appeared$ thereafter:$ Royal$ Artillery,$ DLI$ and$





spectacle$ was$ seen$ to$ add$ significant$ ceremonial$ weight$ to$ the$
occasion$without$diluting$its$seriousness$–$a$‘tribute$without$pomp’$–$
that$ suited$ the$ timbre$ of$ the$ occasion. 593 $But$ there$ were$ no$
interpretations$of$ the$meaning$of$ the$presence$of$ large$numbers$of$
troops.$ Like$ the$ military$ symbolism$ constructed$ within$ war$
memorials,$ it$ was$ both$ vague$ and$ specific:$ they$ evoked$ aspects$
deemed$ key$ to$war$ remembrance,$ such$ as$ reminders$ of$ the$ duty,$
service$and$ loyalty$of$ the$ fallen$themselves.594$Important,$ too,$were$
the$same$notions$of$civic$strength$and$power$of$local$government$that$
characterised$ civic–militarism$ in$ other$ contexts,$ particularly$ when$
these$ were$ under$ attack.$ In$ Glasgow,$ 1932’s$ ceremony$ witnessed$
unemployment$ demonstrations,$ where$ ‘scores$ of$ cloth$ capped$ exD







bitterly$ worded$ protests$ against$ poverty$ and$ unemployment.’ 595$
Levelling$a$ lesson$ in$civic$publicDmindedness$at$ the$protestors,$ the$
Record$gave$the$‘Communists’$a$brief$mention$before$switching$focus$
to$ Lyon$ Street,$ ‘where$ they$ are$ all$ poor$ and$ in$ front$ of$ ugly$
tenements’,$and$where$the$solemn$observance$was$a$model$‘form$of$
demonstrating’.$This$one$was$not$ ‘with$fear$or$hate$ in$their$hearts,$
but$ reverently,$ with$ sorrow,$ gratitude,$ and$ remembrance$ of$ their$
own$and$the$million$others$mingling$in$their$breast’.596$
The$military$ presence,$ however,$ at$ its$ basic$ level$ betokened$ a$
consistent$ right$ to$ be$ counted$ within$ civic$ life:$ the$ fact$ of$ space$
mattered$most.$In$some$ways,$and$only$in$Glasgow,$the$local$ritual$
shadowed$the$questioning$raised$against$military$participation$at$the$




of$ challenge$ to$military$ presence$ both$ locally$ and$ nationally.597$In$
1934,$the$News$referred$to$some$remarks$against$the$presence$of$the$
local$ troops,$ but$ without$ specification:$ ‘once$ more$ we$ heard$ the$











a$gauntlet$ thrown$down$to$ the$civic$community$on$ this$point.$The$
Trades$ Council$ records,$ whilst$ mobilising$ antiDwar$ protest,$ are$
likewise$ quiescent$ on$ the$ subject.$ It$ is$ possible,$ as$ Gregory$ has$
argued,$ that$ the$ respect$ for$ the$ sanctity$ of$ the$ dead,$ that$ kept$ the$
ritual$ relatively$ free$ from$ contestation$ and$ debate,$ sheltered$ the$
military$ in$ this$ case. 599 $There$ is$ some$ evidence$ of$ an$ alternative$
culture$ in$ both$ cities.$ It$ is$ also$ possible$ that$ the$ use$ of$ military$
symbolism$ to$ express$ civic$ power$ and$ strength$ by$ a$middleDclassD
dominated$elite$was$so$spectacularly$unsurprising$that$it$excited$little$
interest$in$Leftist$circles.$
The$ civic$ was$ not$ the$ only$ middleDclassDdominated$ public$
culture$ served$ by$ the$ military$ during$ Armistice$ Day.$ Military$
symbolism$also$helped$to$express$and$confirm$social$hierarchies$ in$
industrial$areas$of$each$city.$High$military$participation$in$Govan’s$
ceremonials$ is$ perhaps$most$ interesting,$ as$ an$ area$ famous$ for$ its$
workingDclass$agitation.600$As$in$many$other$constituencies,$Govan’s$
ritual$was$organised$by$ its$middle$ classes:$ its$ organiser$ (Samuel$T$
Wilson)$ ran$ the$ local$ Capitol$ Cinema,$ and$ participants$ included$
notables$from$Glasgow’s$civic$elites,$as$well$as$representatives$from$







police$ and$ tramways$ marched$ in$ the$ parade;$ the$ war$ memorial$
formed$the$focus$of$proceedings,$itself$built$on$the$site$of$the$ancient$
Govan$ cross;$ the$ ritual$ was$ vaunted$ in$ the$ Govan& Press,$ which$
sanitised$ its$ vision$of$ local$ ‘Govan$people’.602$It$was$perhaps$ these$
claims$ to$ importance$ that$ invited$ troops.$ From$ 1929,$ a$ significant$
number$ of$ volunteers$ and$ regulars$ took$ part$ in$ the$ parade$ and$
service.$In$1933,$for$instance,$contingents$of$RNVR,$2nd$Battalion$Black$









constituency,$Walker$on$Tyne.$From$1927$at$ least,$ the$ 5th$Battalion$
Northumberland$Fusiliers$ (TA)$ took$part$ in$Walker’s$public$ ritual,$
marching$ at$ the$ head$ of$ a$ parade$ that$ included$ the$ Society$ of$
Boilermakers,$Friendly$Societies$and$the$Salvation$Army.$In$1932,$the$
same$ year$ as$ Stephen,$ the$ Chairman$ of$ Swan$ Hunter$ &$Wigham$
Richardson$ (WallsendDbased$ shipbuilding$ firm),$ took$ his$ place$








the$ unit’s$ commanding$ officer. 605 $Swan$ Hunter’s$ shipyard$ had$
supplied$a$great$deal$of$manpower$for$the$Wallsend$contingent$of$the$





to$ interpret$ this$ involvement$ as$ a$ bulwark$ of$ defence$ against$
depression$and$disorder:$ the$mobilisation$of$concepts$of$order$and$
hierarchy$under$the$promise$of$better$times.$
The$ dynamics$ of$ all$ these$ performances$were$ refracted$ in$ the$
civic$press,$assuming$another$visual$life$in$the$photographic$record$
they$ left.$ Perhaps$ unsurprisingly,$ Armistice$ Day$ provided$ rich$
photographic$ fodder$ for$ newspapers$ that$ were$ increasingly$
foregrounding$ their$ visual$ subject$ matter$ at$ the$ expense$ of$ their$
discourse.607$Its$abundant$photography$offers$us$a$way$of$unravelling$
the$ various$ local$ meanings$ that$ emerged$ through$ the$ ritual’s$














Glasgow’s$ major$ pictorial$ paper,$ Outram’s$ Bulletin& && Scot’s&







paper$ published$ 193$ photographs$ depicting$ Armistice$ Day$ scenes$
from$the$period$1920–39.$These$included$frontDpage$images,$as$well$
as$ those$ interspersed$ in$ the$ pages$ or$ included$ in$ its$ doubleDpage$







some$ images$ larger$ than$ others$ and$ occupying$ more$ significant$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




page$depicted$ a$ solitary$highland$ scene:$ a$ shepherd$observing$ the$
silence$ among$ rural$ stillness.609$The$ next$ year,$ it$ was$ a$ gentleman$
farmer$and$a$hunting$dog.610$Both$these$strong$evocations$of$Scottish$
highland$or$rural$traditions$dominated$the$depiction$in$those$years.$
The$ tendency,$ however,$ particularly$ in$ the$ early$ Thirties,$ was$ to$
depict$ a$ national$ moment$ of$ celebration$ around$ the$ stone$ of$
remembrance$ in$Edinburgh:$ just$under$ a$ third$of$ frontDpage$ space$




in$ various$ aspects$ of$ performance$ in$ Edinburgh. 611 $Further$ royal$
scenes$marked$the$coverage$in$1934$and$1935,$with$headlines$such$as$
‘Duke$ of$Kent$ leads$ Scotland’s$Homage$ to$ the$ Fallen’$ and$ ‘Prince$
Leads$ Tributes$ to$ Scotland’s$ War$ Dead’$ acknowledging$ both$ the$
distinctive$and$separateness$of$Scottish$remembrance,$as$well$as$its$
loyalty$ and$ patriotism$ to$ the$ wider$ nation. 612 $If$ the$ Bulletin$
propounded$a$strong$Scottish$national$image,$it$also$recognised$the$
importance$of$the$civic:$Glasgow’s$observance$represented$the$frontD















































advances.$ In$ 1928,$ the$development$ of$ the$ Siemens$Halkse$ system$
had$allowed$for$the$transmission$of$photographs$by$wire.$Elsewhere$
in$ the$ civic$ press,$ and$ the$ Bulletin& particularly,$ national$ and$
international$images$had$become$important$markers$of$technological$
innovation$ and$ claims$ to$ importance.614$The$ inclusion$of$Cenotaph$
images$would$have$met$those$aims$nicely,$but$ the$photographs$do$
not$tell$a$national$story:$Scottish$urban$scenes$dominated.$GlasgowD
based$ ceremonials$ took$ up$ 42%$ of$ all$ photographic$ content,$ with$
Edinburgh$ (although$ important$ in$ the$ front$ page$ in$ the$ Thirties)$
representing$ only$ 19%$ of$ all$ coverage.$ Another$ 22%$ of$ images$
referred$ to$ other$ Scottish$ scenes,$ with$ rural$ constituencies$
represented$ through$only$5%$of$ all$photographs.$The$Cenotaph$or$
other$ English$ scenes$ counted$ in$ only$ 12.5%$ of$ the$ Bulletin’s$
photography.$ The$ Bulletin$ projected$ images$ of$ civic$ Scottishness$
through$the$solemn$ritual.$










groups$ of$ citizens:$ ‘Crowd’,$ ‘Public’,$ ‘Bereaved’.$ These$ help$ us$ to$




‘To$Daddy’;$ the$wearing$of$medals$on$ the$ left$or$ right$breast.$This$
makes$no$comment$on$the$emotional$investment$of$the$participants$
(particularly$ in$ the$ case$ of$ veterans).$ It$ merely$ follows$ the$ public$
identities$ that$ the$ ceremony$ created$ and$ allows$ us$ to$ assess$ who$
dominated$the$visual$elements$of$the$Armistice$ritual.$
Under$this$methodology$we$can$identify$197$participants$from$
the$ photographs,$ not$ counting$ sole$ images$ of$ royalty,$ which$
numbered$15.$This$deviates$slightly$from$the$number$of$photographs,$
but$not$as$much$as$might$be$expected$considering$ the$numbers$of$
participants$ in$ the$ ritual$ who$ could$ have$ been$ shown$within$ one$
photograph.$ This$ is$ probably$ because$ the$ panoramic$ scenes$ of$ the$

















photographs$ between$ 1920$ and$ 1939,$ only$ three$ of$ these$ were$
Glasgow’s$‘bereaved’.$All$representations$focus$on$the$orderly$act$of$
tribute$ (wreath$ laying)$or$ the$proud$display$of$medals,$ asserting$a$










life.$ If$Armistice$Day$was$a$ civic$ event,$ it$was$also$a$military$one.$
Nearly$25%$of$all$civic$images$depicted$military$participants.$In$total,$
28%$ of$ all$ photographs$ between$ 1920–29$ contained$ a$ military$
element;$this$rose$to$33%$in$the$next$decade.$It$was$not$simply$that$
troops$were$highly$visual$and$recognisable$participants:$sole$images$
of$ highDranking$ military$ officers$ counted$ for$ 16$ of$ these$ images,$
nearly$a$third$of$the$total.$
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This$ occupation$ of$ public$ space$ far$ outstripped$ any$ other$
business$ or$ civil$ component.$ There$ are$ only$ three$ images,$ for$
instance,$ that$ portray$ the$ representatives$ of$ the$ public$ services$
(police,$ fire$ brigade,$ tramways)$ in$ Glasgow,$ although$ these$ were$
represented$ in$ the$ ceremony$ every$ year.$ Business$ communities$
received$less$treatment,$with$only$two$images$identified$for$the$two$
decades.$Civil$ groups$ and$associations,$ like$ the$Girl$Guides$or$ the$






in$ 1925.$ If$ we$ take,$ however,$ the$ image$ content$ of$ the$Newcastle&
Journal$ we$ can$ see$ the$ same$ trends.$ Out$ of$ 39$ Armistice$ scenes$
extracted$from$its$pages$between$1926$and$1938,$31$were$NewcastleD





more$ pronounced$ bias$ towards$ military$ subjects.$ Whilst$ 32%$ of$
images$depicted$civic$subjects,$75%$foregrounded$military$troops$or$












the$men$who$ trained$ them.$ The$ reward$ being$ the$ congratulations$
issued$by$ the$depot$ commander$or,$ as$ in$1931$and$1932$at$ least,$ a$
letter$ issued$ by$ no$ less$ than$ the$ GOC$ Scottish$ Command,$ who$






For$ their$ associated$ communities,$ whatever$ their$marginality,$
the$Armistice$observance$was$an$ important$moment$ to$ realise$and$







waited$ in$ line$ to$ lay$ their$ wreaths.$ QOCHA$ also$ fielded$ another$
detachment$to$the$ceremonials$at$the$Exchange,$where$they$placed$a$
wreath$ on$ the$ memorial$ that,$ after$ all,$ was$ in$ the$ likeness$ of$ the$
Cameron$ Highlander$ in$ memory$ of$ the$ company$ raised$ there.$
Newcastle’s$ Fusiliers$ but$ also$ its$ Royal$ Engineers$ comrades$
associations$likewise$had$an$official$place$around$Eldon$Square’s$war$
memorial.$Laid$ in$an$act$of$remembrance,$out$of$duty$ to$ the$dead,$
their$wreaths$presented$confident$assertions$of$regimental$ identity,$




public$way.$ The$Cameronians’$ annual$ gathering$ around$ their$war$
memorial$ in$ Kelvingrove$ Park,$ for$ instance,$ achieved$ constituent$
notice,$ as$ well$ as$ the$ military$ component$ of$ the$ civic$ service.$
Armistice$Sunday$provided$further$opportunities$in$this$respect.$In$
Newcastle,$ this$ was$ entirely$ led$ by$ military$ groups,$ with$ local$




public$ ceremonials$ around$ the$ observance.$ The$ Cameronians$ held$
their$own$service$of$remembrance$in$Glasgow$cathedral$from$1921,$
usually$on$Armistice$Sunday;$from$1929,$the$HLI$inaugurated$their$
own$ service,$ held$ the$ first$ Sunday$ in$ November.$ Both$ of$ these$
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confronting$ soldiery$ in$wartime$ during$ times$ of$ peace.$ But$ in$ the$
ritual$laying$of$wreaths$in$the$remembrance$of$those$fallen$in$battle,$
the$public$and$ the$military$honoured$a$ solemn$compact$ that$ those$








Recreational Spaces: Clubs, 
Restaurants, Dance Halls and Pubs 
$
‘Comradeship’$and$ ‘esprit$de$corps’$provided$the$ ideological$oil$ in$
the$machinery$of$ the$military$ community.$ In$practice,$ these$bonds$
were$ realised$ in$peacetime$ through$ sociability$ that$drew$on$urban$
leisure$practices.$This$chapter$examines$the$ways$in$which$military$
communities$ looked$ to$ recreational$ spaces$ to$ actualise$ a$ sense$ of$
community$and$formulate$notions$of$group$belonging.$Other$studies$





a$ variety$ of$ men$ could$ feel$ ‘at$ home’$ within$ the$military.2$It$ also$






leisure,$and$how$military$groups$ found,$ in$ recreational$ spaces,$ the$
opportunity$to$assert$further$claims$to$belonging.$








members$ of$ the$ regiment$ to$ meet,$ thus$ inculcating$ amongst$ the$









first$object$of$ their$ club$was$ ‘the$ furtherance$of$ the$ interests$of$ the$









Founding$ clubs$ involved$ significant$ financial$ outlay,$ in$
procuring$premises$ and$ furnishings.$Military$ communities$ in$ both$
Newcastle$ and$ Glasgow$ looked$ to$ the$ large$ war$ memorial$ funds$
raised$by$civic$groups$to$aid$them$in$this$respect,$pots$that$would$not$
prove$ lucrative.$ Norman$Macleod$wrote$ to$ advance$ the$ claims$ of$
service$ clubs$ in$ the$ city$ in$ the$ formative$ stages$ of$Glasgow’s$ civic$
scheme,$which$the$committee$never$considered.7$A$later$request$for$
funds$ from$ the$ Limbless$ ExDService$ Men’s$ Association$ for$ such$
purposes$ was$ rejected:$ it$ would$ open$ the$ floodgates$ and$ invite$
requests$from$other$similar$associations$and$there$were$not$enough$
resources$ to$ share. 8 $In$ Newcastle,$ a$ deputation$ of$ local$ military$
commanders,$led$by$Lieut.$Gen.$Sir$A$Kerr$Montgomery$(commander$
of$ the$ Tyne$ Garrison$ during$ war)$ waited$ on$ the$ War$ Memorial$
Committee$ in$ 1919$ to$ argue$ for$ the$ claims$ of$ a$ service$ club.9$This$
committee,$ hardly$ unresponsive$ to$ the$ military$ in$ other$
circumstances,$ also$ rejected$ the$ request$on$grounds$of$ its$ sectional$
nature.$
If$military$ communities$were$ to$ carve$ their$ own$ niche$ on$ the$
urban$leisure$scene,$they$would$have$to$raise$the$money$internally$or$
appeal$ to$ public$ charity.$ In$ this,$ Glasgow’s$ communities$ were$ far$
more$ successful$ than$ Newcastle’s.$ The$ Seaforth$ Highlanders$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






quick$ succession.$ By$ 1928,$ the$ HLI,$ Scots$ Guards,$ Argyll$ and$
Sutherland$ Highlanders,$ KOSB,$ Gordon$ Highlanders,$ and$
Cameronians$ all$ boasted$ licensed$ regimental$ clubs. 10 $The$ Royal$
Artillery$Association$Club$won$a$licence$in$1932.11$The$QOCHA$club$
opened$ in$ 1932,$ obtaining$ a$ licence$ in$ 1934. 12 $The$ Glasgow$ and$
District$ Naval$ Association$ Club$ renewed$ a$ certificate$ in$ 1938,$
although$it$is$difficult$to$ascertain$when$they$first$registered.13$By$that$
point,$service$clubs$represented$15%$of$the$city’s$total$of$74$licensed$





One$ could$ speculate,$ from$ this$ pattern$ and$ the$ existence$ of$
similar$ clubs$ in$ Edinburgh,$ that$ Scottish$ regiments$ were$ more$
successful$as$fundraisers,$particularly$in$the$case$of$commemoration.$
In$a$very$direct$example$of$how$the$Great$War’s$myth$and$memory$
could$ revitalise$ service$ identities,$much$ of$ the$ financial$ outlay$ for$
these$ clubs$ came$ from$ regimental$ drives$ to$ finance$war$memorial$
schemes.$ Lesser$ sources$ came$ from$ the$ winding$ up$ of$ various$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 $GCA.DDTC/14/2/20/138a.$ Report$ by$ the$ Town$ Clerk$ as$ to$ Registration$ of$ Clubs$ under$ the$

















Scots$ Guards$ and$ the$ HLI$ –$ this$ sponsorship$ had$ a$ particular$
financial$element.$The$HLI$held$ two$ fundraising$bazaars:$a$garden$
fete$in$the$grounds$of$Queen$Margaret$College$in$1920$and$another$in$
the$ showrooms$of$Daly$&$Sons$on$Sauchiehall$ Street$ in$December$
1921. 17 $Sir$ Andrew$ Pettigrew,$ founder$ and$ managing$ director$ of$
Sauchiehall$Street’s$famous$department$store,$performed$the$official$
opening$at$the$HLI’s$bazaar,$donating$a$host$of$items$to$purchase$and$













cases,$ raising$ a$ total$ of$ £4,325$ for$ the$ Scots$ Guards$ and$ reserving$
funds$of$at$least$£1,800$for$the$HLI$club.20$





a$ Highlanders$ Institute,$ opened$ in$ 1925,$ as$ a$ social$ and$ cultural$
centre,$but$also$as$a$war$memorial$to$those$who$fell$ in$the$war.$Sir$
Andrew$ Pettigrew,$ prominent$ member$ of$ the$ Glasgow$
Sutherlandshire$ Association,$ became$ the$ Institute’s$ first$ president.$
Glasgow$branches$of$the$QOCHA$and$Black$Watch$had$not$been$able$
to$ raise$ the$money$ for$ independent$ premises$ during$ the$ Twenties$
















photograph$ in$ the$ Bulletin$ underlined$ ‘Glasgow’s$ Historic$
Regimental$Connections’.23$The$Lord$Provost’s$speech$at$the$HLI$club$
bazaar$ elaborated$ on$ the$ unity$ between$ city$ and$ regiment$ –$ the$
‘Glasgow$ Regiment’$ –$ praising$ its$ ‘fine$ traditions’$ in$ a$ detailed$
rendition$ of$ regimental$ achievement$ from$ Waterloo$ to$ Gallipoli.$
Moreover,$the$club$would$provide$for$the$city’s$defence$in$the$future,$




when$most$ unveilings$ took$ place.$ The$ Earl$ of$Home$ unveiled$ the$
Cameronians$War$Memorial$ club,$ for$ instance,$ in$ September$ 1928,$
speaking$ on$ the$ ‘wonderful$ spirit$ of$ comradeship’$ that$ had$
permeated$ the$ regiment$ since$ its$ raising$ ‘in$ the$ days$ of$ Richard$
Cameron’.25$Like$the$Lord$Provost$at$the$HLI$club,$he$envisaged$the$
project$ in$ terms$ of$ defence.$ It$ was:$ ‘an$ asset$ to$ the$ life$ of$
Glasgow…For,$he$said,$appeals$will$come$from$the$Rulers$of$the$City,$









of$ the$HLI$ club$ in$ 1929;27$Thomas$Kelly$ performed$ the$ same$duty$
with$regard$to$the$King’s$portrait$at$the$Cameronians$Memorial$club$
in$1931.28$$
Underneath$ these$ public$ acts$ of$ speechmaking$ and$
performances$ lay$ a$ general$ political$ goodwill$ that$ helped$ to$ keep$
many$of$ these$clubs$alive.$The$bar$was$a$key$attraction$of$club$ life$
particularly$ in$ the$ context$ of$ Glasgow’s$ exceptionally$ regulated$
hospitality$environment.$A$licensed$club$could$open$later$than$pubs$
or$ hotels.$ Even$ after$ the$ Mackay$ Commission’s$ recommendations$
extended$the$city’s$hours$by$an$hour$to$10pm$in$1932,$the$club$still$
had$an$advantage:$it$could$operate$until$11pm,$and$open$on$Sundays$
where$ elsewhere$ there$ was$ total$ closure. 29 $Bar$ takings,$ although$
never$substantial,$were$more$lucrative$than$subscription$income.$In$
May$1931,$for$instance,$the$KOSB$Club$in$Edinburgh$(larger$than$the$
regiment’s$Glasgow$premises$but$on$a$par$with$others$ in$ the$ city)$
made$approximately$£60$profit$on$its$bar$orders.30$Even$a$2s$per$year$
subscription$of$300$members$would$have$brought$in$little$over$£25.$
Obtaining$ that$ licence$ involved$ negotiating$ a$ tortuous$
bureaucracy.$ The$ club$ had$ to$ register$ with$ the$ Licensing$ court,$
evidencing$its$validity$with$rules$and$regulations.$If$passed,$the$Court$
would$then$submit$the$application$to$the$Sheriff$ for$approval.$This$




















had$ obtained$ their$ licences$ in$ a$ period$ of$ relative$ moderate$
dominance.$From$1932,$Labour$outlawed$any&vote$in$support$of$new$








31 $GCA.DDTC/14/2/20/138a.$ Report$ by$ the$ Town$ Clerk$ as$ to$ Registration$ of$ Clubs$ under$ the$
Licensing$Scotland$Acts$1913–1928$
32 $GCA.$ Labour$ Burgh$ Archives.$ Executive$ Committee$ Meeting$ 8/12/1936.$ Labour$ Public$
Representatives$&$Licensing:$Executive$Committee’s$Report.$
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The$ process$ of$ renewing$ licences,$ however,$ does$ not$ seem$ to$
have$ inspired$ a$ roll$ call$ vote,$ although$ it$ is$ difficult$ to$ know$how$
seriously$these$were$scrutinised.$Military$communities$did$not$need$
to$offer$backhanders:$ there$were$enough$patrons$ to$ recognise$both$
the$local$validity$and$the$benefit$of$the$projects.$The$names$appearing$
on$the$certificates$are$all$men$of$rightDleaning$politics$or$those$who$
blurred$ the$ boundaries$ between$ civic$ and$ military:$ Sir$ Archibald$
M’Innes$Shaw’s$name$appeared$on$licences$in$the$Twenties;$his$son,$
Col$ A$ D$ M’Innes$ Shaw,$ oneDtime$ commander$ of$ the$ 5/8th$
Cameronians,$supported$two$certificates$in$1937.33$Victor$D$Warren,$
future$ leader$ of$ the$ Progressives$ in$ the$ council,$ authorised$
applications$ from$ the$ Glasgow$ Highlanders$ and$ Scots$ Guards$ in$
1937. 34 $Bailie$ Robert$ Laing,$ who$ represented$ Kelvinside$ as$ a$
Moderate/Progressive$ from$ 1914–35,$ and$ Walter$ Nelson,$ another$
Moderate,$ also$ appear$ frequently.$ There$was$ the$ occasional$ stellar$
turn$from$Sir$Charles$Cleland$and$Sir$John$Ure$Primrose.35$$
If$the$clubs$found$sustenance$from$those$at$the$highest$points$of$
Glasgow’s$ rightDleaning$social$elite,$ this$worked$ its$way$out$ in$ the$
city’s$landscape.$By$the$Thirties,$the$area$around$Charing$Cross,$on$
the$western$rim$of$the$city’s$centre,$had$become$regimental$club$land:$
three$ clubs$ (Gordon$Highlanders,$QOCH,$Royal$Artillery)$ and$ the$
Highlanders$Institute$stood$on$Elmbank$Street,$a$terrace$of$Merchant$
Era$Glasgow,$with$ the$Scottish$Horse$ located$around$the$corner$ in$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
































them$ but$ in$ the$ Club$ there$ is$ always$ someone$ who$ had$
served$ the$ battalion$ in$ years$ gone$ by,$ and$who$ thinks$ the$
world$of$the$old$photographs.’37$
$
$The$ rest$ of$ the$ club$ décor$ came$ from$ individuals,$ usually$
officers.$The$Gordon$Highlanders$Club,$for$instance,$took$a$number$
of$donations$from$Col.$A$D$Bethune,$including:$portraits$(the$funeral$









the$ Great$ War$ sat$ easily$ within$ other$ established$ regimental$
mythologies.$
With$their$grandeur,$both$inside$and$out,$we$can$draw$parallels$
between$ these$ and$ the$Working$Men’s$Club$movement$ of$ the$ 19th$
century,$which$ then$was$ still$ firmly$ in$ the$ hands$ of$ the$ industrial$
philanthropist.$ However,$ their$ interior$ layout$ and$ facilities$would$
















to$ both$ Working$ Men’s$ Clubs$ and$ other$ leisure$ patterns$ of$ the$
working$and$lower$middle$classes.$Cinema$may$have$dominated$the$
leisure$ scene,$ but$ Glasgow$ provided$ other$ amenities,$ including$
billiards$halls$ and$dance$halls.$The$ calendar$of$ club$ life,$ the$ social$
events$organised$on$a$weekly$or$fortnightly$basis,$catered$for$all$such$
preferences,$and$more.$As$well$as$individual$use$of$billiards,$cards,$
the$ library$ and$ the$ bar,$ whist$ drives$ provided$ the$ core$ of$
entertainment.$ These,$ as$ J$ B$ Priestley$ observed,$ had$ become$ a$
particular$ craze$ amongst$ the$ ‘small$ shop$ keeping$ artisan,$ and$
working$ classes’$ in$ the$ interDwar$ decades.42$‘Smokers’,$ dances$ and$
musical$evenings$also$kept$the$club’s$social$life$busy$for$its$members.$









regiment$ in$ training$ at$ the$ depot.$ The$ Glasgow$ Highlander$ club$
would$also$be$easily$accessible$by$past$and$present$alike,$considering$
the$Territorial$connection.$For$those$regiments$not$so$close$to$military$
training$ or$ administrative$ centres,$ the$ opportunity$ for$ regulars$ to$
access$ them$would$ have$ been$ reduced,$ but$ it$was$ not$ impossible.$
Clubs$provided$accommodation$precisely$for$that$purpose.$The$men$
of$ a$ battalion$ posted$ either$ to$ Hamilton$ or$ Maryhill,$ or$ officers$
spending$ time$ in$ the$ service$ of$ Scottish$ Command,$ might$ avail$
themselves$of$the$facilities.$Casual$references$in$the$Tiger&&&Sphinx,$






There$ are$ very$ few$ sources$ that$ describe$ in$ detail$ the$ kind$ of$




the$Tiger&&&Sphinx.$ It$ is$not$without$pitfalls:$no$article$ that$did$not$
describe$itself$as$an$‘appreciation’$and$the$visit$as$a$‘privilege’$would$
have$made$it$into$the$journal.$Written$from$the$perspective$of$‘Auld$




paid$by$ these$ former$ regulars$and$evokes$ the$club$environment$ in$




The$ folk$ are$ evidently$ not$ all$ at$whist,$ for$ here$ in$ the$ bar$
room,$ all$ complete$with$handy$ tables$with$ rubber$ tops,$ sit$
groups$of$members;$ some$at$ solo,$nap$or$dominoes,$others$





the$Struma,$where$he$ refused$ the$ crown$of$Bulgaria.$What$
about$ the$ dead$ mules,$ Rab?$ Here$ also$ is$ Willie$ Pirie,$ the$







rather$ than$ generational$ predominance:$ we$ know$ nothing$ of$ the$
other$members$of$the$bar$that$he$does$not$know.$It$seems$logical$to$









of$ a$nowDdeceased$veteran$ entertaining$ a$party$of$members$ in$ the$
drawing$ room$ through$ various$musical$ turns.$ This$ seems$ to$ have$
been$standard,$with$women$seen$as$the$creators$of$ the$domesticity$
that$was$such$a$part$of$the$ethos$of$family.$Most$committees$favoured$
family$ (exDArmy)$men$ as$Club$ Superintendents,$who$ lived$ on$ the$
premises$ and$ acted$ as$ caretakers.$ Their$wives$ regularly$ appear$ in$
reports$of$club$life$in$regimental$journals,$congratulated$for$their$hard$
work$and$endeavours.$That$the$daughter$of$the$Club$Steward$of$the$
Northumberland$Hussar’s$ Club$ in$Newcastle$ customarily$ assisted$
her$ father$ in$ the$ serving$ of$ drinks$ appears$ in$ a$ newspaper$ report$
when$the$club$was$fined$£5$for$selling$drinks$to$nonDmembers.45$$
Regimental$Clubs$were$not$the$only$spaces$through$which$the$
military$ adapted$ urban$ leisure$ pursuits.$ Drill$ halls,$ barracks,$ and$
training$ ships$ could$ also$ be$ easily$ adapted$ for$ the$ purposes$ of$
recreation,$ by$ both$ old$ comrades$ associations$ and$ the$ unit$ or$











and$ cinema;$ a$ separate$ billiard$ room$and$ a$ bar,$with$ games$ of$ all$
kinds’. 47 $For$ associations,$ drillDhall$ facilities$ had$ the$ benefit$ of$
keeping$costs$low.$Glasgow$and$Newcastle’s$branches$of$the$Royal$
Engineers$Association$based$their$sociability$at$their$respective$drill$
halls.$Formal$meetings$ in$the$ latter,$at$ least,$were$conducted$in$the$
Sergeants$Mess,$reinforcing$the$links$between$NCOs$and$committee$




backbone$ of$ regular$ military$ sociability$ within$ these$ sites.$ Each$
barracks$ depot$ communities$ and$ Territorial$ units$ ran$ their$ social$





members$ to$ their$usual$Winter$socials,$ including$an$October$Whist$
Drive$and$Dance$at$ the$end$of$1929.$ It$reported$similar$ invitations,$
and$participation,$ in$all$of$ its$ socials$ in$April$1932.48$The$Sergeants$
Mess$ of$ the$ 5/8th$ sought$ the$ involvement$ of$ former$members$ in$ a$








Dining and Dancing: Reunions and Gatherings, c.1919–39 
As$ well$ as$ helping$ military$ communities$ join$ past$ and$ present$
members,$the$performances$of$sociability$were$intrinsic$to$integrating$
them$within$ local$ life.$ Both$ volunteer$ and$ regular$military$ groups$
used$ recreational$ spaces$ to$ assert$ their$ identities$within$ the$ urban$
environment$and$receive$civic$recognition.$One$of$the$most$dramatic$
examples$of$this$was$the$Northumberland$Fusiliers$Aid$Society$Ball$
(a$ celebration$ of$ county$ volunteer$ identity)$ held$ each$ year$ in$
Newcastle’s$Assembly$Rooms$to$raise$money$for$veterans.$ In$1933,$
the$Journal$declared$that,$considering$the$attendance$of$the$Duke$of$
Northumberland$ and$ his$ mother,$ it$ ‘promises$ to$ be$ the$ most$
spectacular$ [ball]$ held$ in$ Newcastle$ in$ recent$ years,$ and$ will$ be$




Cruddas,$ local$ Unionist$ MP$ and$ commanding$ officer$ of$ the$ 4th$
battalion$Northumberland$Fusiliers,$also$appears$ in$ the$ long$list$of$
names,$which$provided$much$of$the$newspaper$reportage.$
Aside$from$elite$attendance,$newspaper$coverage$focused$almost$








beautification$ of$ the$ rooms.$Ladies’$ dresses$were$described$ in$ rich$
detail$(noting$colour,$cut,$and$material)$and$judged$according$to$their$
style.$ However,$ regimental$ symbols$ and$ history$ were$ not$ out$ of$
place:$according$to$the$Journal’s$1929$report$the:$$









Oxford$ Galleries,$ received$ particular$ coverage$ in$ the$ Newcastle&





from$ Usworth,$ it$ had$ been$ renamed$ the$ ‘Services$ Ball’$ and$ had$
















Glasgow’s$ military$ communities$ did$ not$ drive$ such$
performances,$which$probably$underlines$ the$connections$between$
the$Northumberland$county$elite$and$officership.$However,$the$city$
did$ not$ exclude$ the$military$ from$ glamourous$ pursuits.$ The$ Scots$
Flying$Club$ball$was$hosted$annually$by$president$Lord$Weir,$and$his$
wife,$ usually$ in$ one$ of$ the$ city’s$ premier$ hotels$ but,$ on$ the$ odd$
occasion,$at$Eastwood$House,$their$residence$in$Giffnock.$This$gave$




interlinked.$ The$ ‘Flying$ Personalities’$ (1933)$ or$ ‘Notables’$ (1934)$
described$by$the$papers$were$ inevitably$those$of$ the$squadron:$ the$
Bulletin’s$ reporter$ ‘saw$ Air$ Commander$ and$ Mrs$ Baldwin$ and$
Squadron$Leader$and$Mrs$Fullarton$–$the$latter$wearing$a$slim$fitting$







the$ball’$was$ considered$newsworthy$ in$ 1934.57$The$RAF$and$RAF$
Comrades$ also$ projected$ their$ own$ image$ of$ nonchalant$ 1930s$
glamour$into$Glasgow’s$public$sphere.58$
The$military$would$not$ be$ completely$ outdone$outside$officer$
circles.$ With$ large$ areas$ for$ drilling$ and$ other$ armyDrelated$
enterprises,$ it$ was$ no$ surprise$ that$ drill$ halls$ and$ barracks’$
gymnasiums$presented$ideal$spaces$for$dancing$and$concerts.$All$that$
was$needed$was$a$little$decorative$inventiveness,$which$was$usually$
supplied$ by$ the$ ‘ladies’$ of$ the$ various$ officers$ and$ NCOs.$ The$

















If$ the$ relations$ between$ the$middle$ class$ and$officership$were$
underlined$ within$ space$ in$ these$ specific$ ways,$ most$ military$
communities,$whether$regimental$or$otherwise,$also$looked$to$urban$
sites$of$recreation$to$ferment$their$relationships,$assert$claims$to$local$





For$a$ few$associations$ (like$ the$6th$QOCH$Reunion$Club,$who$met$
each$ February)$ it$would$ be$ the$ only$ opportunity$ for$ congregating$
members,$ but$ for$ these$ and$ those$who$more$ regularly$gathered,$ it$



















to$ be$ done$ behind$ the$ scenes$ in$ terms$ of$ printing$ of$ ephemera$
(invitations,$souvenir$programmes,$menus)$and$the$choice$of$menus.$
The$committee$of$the$6th$QOCH$Reunion$Club$met$three$times$each$




and$give$ the$news$ time$ to$circulate$amongst$members.$We$
have$a$good$enthusiastic$committee$on$duty$all$year,$and$six$
weeks$ before$ the$ dinner$ tickets$ are$ issued$ to$ them$ for$
disposal,$ while$ the$ secretary$ postcards$ all$ members.$ The$
Committee$ can$ meet$ most$ local$ requirements,$ and$ the$
secretary$ deals$ with$ requests$ by$ posts.$ Two$ fortnightly$
returns$are$made$to$the$secretary,$and$two$weeks$beforehand$
the$ figures$are$compared$with$ last$year,$when$a$redoubled$
effort$ is$ made$ by$ the$ whole$ Committee$ for$ a$ week$ and$ a$
further$ return$ made.$ The$ final$ figures$ are$ made$ to$ the$
secretary$two$days$before,$a$small$allowance$–$5$per$cent,$or$
so,$made$for$last$minute$enthusiasts,$and$the$total$passed$to$













most$ cases.$ Numbers$ helped$ the$ community$ present$ an$ image$ of$
vitality,$but$lower$ticket$prices$also$allowed$for$the$attendance$at$the$
lower$end$of$ the$social$spectrum.$That$the$reunion$was$open$to$all$
members,$ irrespective$ of$ class,$was$ an$ important$message$ that$ the$
event$conveyed$and$an$important$part$of$the$claim$of$‘comradeship’.$
Press$notices$advertising$them$specified$either$‘no$dress$code’$or,$in$
fewer$ cases,$ ‘a$ lounge$ suit’.$ Some$ went$ further.$ The$ Comrades$
League$of$the$19th$Northumberland$Fusiliers$promised$that$‘privates$




11th$ reunion$ of$ the$ 50th$ Northumberland$Divisional$ Train$ RASC.66$
Whether$ this$ was$ common$ practice$ or$ not$ is$ unclear$ from$ the$
available$evidence.$
Reunions$ demonstrated$ the$ spirit$ of$ community$ and$
comradeship$–$like$all$other$acts$of$military$sociability.$Activity$was$
carefully$ organised,$ even$ if$ it$ allowed$ space$ for$ informal$ social$
intercourse$and$circulation.$Memory$was$not$left$to$evaporate$from$
the$ act$ of$ reminiscence;$ it$ was$ carefully$ channelled$ in$ a$ distinctly$










them$ as$ an$ aide$ de$ memoire$ of$ the$ group.$ They$ were$ handily$
available$for$personal$acts$of$memorialisation$on$the$night$of$reunion,$
as$this$description$of$a$reunion$in$1919$suggests:$‘Immediately$dinner$













most$ notable$ repute$ for$more$ than$¾$ of$ a$ century’.68$The$ Ca’doro$






intimate$ business$ lunches$ and$ large$ functions. 69Sloan’s$ promoted$
itself$as$ ‘Scotland’s$most$famous$restaurant$and$the$best$appointed$
outside$of$London’,$particularly$appealing$to$‘BUSINESS$MEN’$in$its$
fullDpage$ advertisement$ in$ the$Bulletin.70The$Grand$Hotel,$ another$
popular$choice,$in$Charing$Cross$provided$hospitality$for$a$number$
of$ city$ organisations,$ including$ Glasgow’s$ various$ Unionist$
associations.$
It$ is$much$harder$ to$ reckon$with$ the$ character$ of$Newcastle’s$
establishments.$Very$few$dining$guides,$such$as$the$Michelin$Guide,$
seem$to$have$survived$in$public$archives$for$the$interDwar$period.$The$
Caterer& && Hotel& Keeper’s& Gazette,$ which$ otherwise$ has$ been$ an$





function$ of$ the$ North$ East$ Coast$ Institute$ of$ Engineers$ and$











evening,$ remained$ ‘even$more$dictated$by$economic$gradations’$ in$
the$ interDwar$years.71$‘Comradeship’$was$a$ temporary$relaxation$of$
class$rules$and$class$boundaries,$which$underlined$the$middleDclass$












photographers,$ and$ the$ publication$ of$ their$ evening’s$ doings$ thus$
became$part$of$the$record$of$local$civil$and$business$society.$Staged$
portrait$scenes,$usually$of$the$highDranking$members$of$committees,$























the$1/5th$ to$Gallipoli$ in$1915.74$Tickets,$at$2/6,$were$half$ the$price$of$
those$ set$ in$ public$ venues,$ and$ this$ seems$ to$ have$ attracted$ high$
numbers:$160$attended$in$1934,$for$instance.75$As$well$as$generating$a$



















These$ events$mimicked$ the$ formality$ of$ others$ held$ in$ public$
sites,$ as$ well$ as$ their$ class$ connotations.$ They$ too$ beckoned$ the$
journalist$of$the$local$newspaper$and$garnered$some$attention$in$the$
civic$ press$ as$ being$ worthy$ of$ recognition$ and$ mention.$ The$
photographs$published$of$the$proceedings$depict$a$formal$scene,$with$
a$head$table$of$officers$and$adjoining$tables$for$the$men.$It$presents$a$
similar$ scene$ of$ blackDtied$ formalism$ and$ loungeDsuited$
respectability$ with$ urban$ dining$ practices$ echoed$ by$ the$ table$
preparations$:$the$neat$tablecloths$and$decorations.$The$programmes,$




businesses$ and$ civic$ figures$ used$ afterDdinner$ speeches$ for$ the$
purposes$of$publicity,$and$regimental$associations$were$no$different.$
Speeches$ by$ invited$ chairmen$ and$ regimental$ representatives$
focused$on$the$achievements$of$ the$past$year$and$the$health$of$ the$
community.$In$Glasgow,$it$was$customary$for$regimental$associations$
to$ send$ representatives$ to$ various$ functions$ –$ the$ toast$ to$ ‘our$
Kindred$Associations’$ and$ responding$ speeches$ evidencing$ a$ panD












In$ this$ sense,$ reunions$were$ important,$ public$ events$ through$
which$to$reiterate$civic–military$bonds.$Not$all$associational$reunions$
captured$the$attendance$of$a$civic$leader$or$local$politician.$But$it$was$
a$ frequent$ enough$ part$ of$ public$ life$ to$ betoken$ a$ more$ general$
sympathy$towards$military$effort.$The$annual$gathering$of$the$Scots$
Guards,$ presumably$ due$ to$ its$ aristocratic$ connections,$ was$
particularly$well$observed$by$the$civic$leader.$In$1929,$Lord$Provost$
Kelly$attended$with$the$Sheriff$substitute$of$Lanarkshire$and$Bailie,$
Thomas$ Scott$ Park,$ senior$ magistrate.$ The$ Lord$ Provost’s$ speech$
bestowed$civic$praise$on$military$service,$past$or$present:$ ‘No$man$
could$ come$ to$ an$ assembly$ of$ ExDService$ men$ without$ feeling$ an$
affection$and$love$for$those$who$had$fought$their$country.’79The$next$
year,$he$replied$to$the$toast$to$the$‘City$of$Glasgow’,$one$reinforced$








the$ appearance$ of$ a$ strong$ leadership.$ In$ 1934,$ Kelly’s$ successor$
(Alexander$Swan$–$the$first$Lord$Provost$to$preside$over$a$LabourD
dominated$ council)$ offered$ his$ assurances$ that$ the$ interests$ of$ the$
right$would$be$preserved:$‘he$said$he$had$warned$the$socialist$leader$
that$ he$ would$ be$ wrong$ to$ make$ municipal$ work$ in$ Glasgow.$
Glasgow,$ he$ had$ told$ him,$ had$ been$ built$ up$ by$ profit$ making$
industries$which$had$enabled$people$ to$expand$ their$business$and$
give$employment.’81$
Newcastle’s$ civic$ favour$was$ no$ less$ forthcoming.$ As$Mayor,$











reunions$ made$ them$ a$ particular$ genre$ of$ event$ within$ the$ civic$







witnessed$ reunions$ of$ the$ Lovat$ Scouts,$ Black$ Watch,$ Gordon$
Highlanders,$7th$HLI$Officers$and$Sergeants$Reunion,$Cameronians$
(regimental),$ and$ Scottish$ Horse$ Field$ Ambulance$ Reunion.$ In$
February,$ the$ 6th$ HLI$ Sergeants$ Reunion,$ Royal$ Artillery,$ 5th$
Cameronians$ B$ Coy$ Reunion.$ Seaforth$ Highlanders,$ 16th$ HLI$





HLI$reunion,$as$well$as$ the$KOSB.$ In$April,$ the$5th$Cameronians$C$
Coy$ met$ for$ their$ annual$ gathering,$ along$ with$ the$ 3rd$ Lowland$
Brigade$RFA$and$the$HLI$Association.$
$Summer$ was$ quiet$ –$ annual$ gatherings$ and$ picnics$
characterised$this$month,$rather$than$reunions,$and$the$column$was$
entirely$absent$for$the$month$of$September.$Activity$resumed$again$














harder$ to$ talk$ confidently$ about$ patterns$ of$ meeting$ over$ a$ large$
period$of$time.$Newspaper$research$has$identified$some$trends.$Like$
Glasgow,$ November$ was$ popular:$ the$ 12/13th$ DLI,$ 9th$ DLI,$ 8th$
Northumberland$Fusiliers,$16th$and$19th$Comrades$Leagues,$ the$RE$
Association$and$ the$Old$Contemptibles$all$held$major$ functions$ in$
that$month.$The$Old$Coldstreamers$seem$to$have$moved$to$March$by$
1935.87$April$was$another$busy$month$for$reunions$in$city$spaces:$the$




various$ events$ held$ in$ the$week$ surrounding$ the$ St$George’s$Day$
observance$of$ the$Northumberland$Fusiliers:$ the$1/6th$ reunion,$and$
the$various$luncheons.$There$were$those$who$bucked$the$trend.$The$
Tyneside$Reunion$of$ExDNaval$Men$gathered$in$late$May.$The$Tyne$
Electrical$ Engineers,$ based$ in$ Tynemouth,$ still$ held$ most$ of$ their$
annual$reunions$in$the$city$each$October.$














association$ emanated$ from$ Newcastle’s$ industrial$ society$ and$ its$
particular$ set$ of$ specialisms.$ They$ were$ members$ of$ Newcastle’s$
second$order$industrial$elite:$directors$of$smallDscale$iron$foundries$
or$engineering$firms,$managers$of$workshops$in$Newcastle’s$famous$
shipyards.90$They$ shared$ a$ technical$ education$ and$ expertise$ –$ the$
company$also$ included$ the$Professor$of$Engineering$ at$Armstrong$
College.$ Into$ this$ melee$ were$ drawn$ a$ few$ key$ players$ from$
Newcastle’s$ industrialDnaval$ complex:$ the$ staff$ of$ the$ Admiralty’s$
Department$ of$ Naval$ Ordnance,$ or$ the$ Royal$ Corps$ of$ Naval$
Constructors,$who$were$working$in$Newcastle’s$shipyards$or$works.$
Their$ connections$ were$ professional.$ Some$ worked$ together:$
Engineer$Captain$Robert$Edwards$was,$for$instance,$supervising$the$
construction$ of$ the$ gun$ machinery$ of$ Nelson$ and$ Rodney$ in$



























comments$ in$ public$ lectures. 1 $Each$ year,$ a$ prestigious$ guest$ of$
honour,$ a$highDranking$naval$ commander,$usually$ the$Engineer$ in$
Chief$of$the$Royal$Navy,$addressed$the$gathering.$
There$ they$ celebrated$ the$ identity$ of$ the$ reservist,$ and$
particularly$ the$ naval$ engineer$ officer,$ in$ the$manner$ befitting$ the$
upper$ middleDclass$ professional.$ Newspaper$ reports$ focus$ on$ the$
‘cheerful$behaviour’$and$‘good$humour’$of$the$party,$notable$virtues$





















particularly$ in$ reference$ to$ engineer$ artificers.$ But,$ in$ the$main,$ it$
demonstrated$ how$ important$ cultures$ of$ sociability$ were$ in$
sustaining$identities$that,$like$the$reservist,$did$not$have$a$routinized$
existence.$ This$ had,$ at$ times,$ a$more$programmatic$ and$ important$
aspect$ than$might$ first$ appear:$ in$ the$ postDWashington$world,$ the$














Military Memory in Urban Spaces !!
Military$ spectacle$ both$ invoked$ and$ evoked$ memory.$ History,$
whether$ recent$ or$ drawn$ from$ the$ annals$ of$ the$ regimental$ past,$
mattered$ to$ the$ construction$ of$ military$ identity.1 $Parades$ (or$ the$
discourse$that$surrounded$them)$drew$on$these$representations$in$the$
assertion$ of$ regimental$ identity.$ Moreover,$ commanders$ of$ local$
units$also$looked$to$draw$in$veterans,$either$through$their$links$with$
specific$ associations$ or$ through$ the$ channels$ that$ the$ city$ offered$
them.$Thus,$for$some,$military$parades$and$gatherings$became$sites$
of$memory:$they$participated$not$because$they$had$the$imperative$to$
do$ so$ from$ senior$ commanders$ or$ NCOS,$ but$ freely,$ because$ the$
parade$gave$ them$something$ in$ return:$ the$ chance$ to$assert$public$










moments$ into$ memory;$ the$ ritual$ regularity$ of$ performance$
prompted$ recall.$ The$ sight$ of$ marching$ troops$ incited$ public$ and$
private$memories$of$military$effort$in$an$urban$audience$who$all$had$
their$own$military$pasts$in$the$interDwar$years.2$The$veteran$was$an$
important,$ and$ meaningful,$ public$ figure,$ around$ which$ military$
myth$could$be$spun.$The$urban$ritual$calendar$of$war$remembrance$
extended$far$past$Armistice$Day$and$the$early$part$of$November.$This$





through$urban$ spaces$ far$more$ frequently$ than$has$generally$been$
supposed,$and$diverse$meanings$of$the$war$coDexisted$within$the$city.$
Military Performance: Myth and Memory, c.1919–35 
The$St$George’s$Day$observance$in$the$Northumberland$Fusiliers$was$
not$in$itself$a$day$of$remembrance;$at$ least,$not$the$hermetic,$griefD
centred$ kind,$ envisaged$ by$ many$ historians$ of$ Great$ War$
commemoration. 4 $Rather,$ it$ was$ a$ proud$ assertion$ of$ regimental$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 $For$ inscribing$ and$ incorporating$ practices$ see$ Paul$ Connerton,$ How& Societies& Remember&
(Cambridge:$Cambridge$University$Press,$1989),$pp.72D104.$
3$Paul$Connerton$talks$about$streets,$and$other$lived$urban$spaces,$as$being$a$‘locus’$of$memory$






traditions$ performed$ in$ the$ marching$ of$ colours,$ designed$ to$
inculcate$esprit$de$corps.$This$aspect$regularly$fed$through$into$the$
civic$press,$which$annually$explained$the$foundational$myths$of$the$
regiment$and$translated$ the$ceremonial$practices$of$ the$ troops$ into$
narratives$of$the$‘ever$Fighting$never$failing$Fifth’.5$The$articulation$
of$ the$ regiment’s$ ‘tradition$ of$ 260$ years’$ through$ rituals$ that$ the$









That$ the$ press$ interpreted$ these$ military$ relics$ was$
understandable:$these$artefacts$(the$roses,$the$colours)$were$central$to$
the$ ceremony$ itself.$ April$ was$ not$ dominated$ by$ regimental$
mythology$in$the$civic$press.$Other$war$memories$arose$at$the$end$of$










the$ award$ of$ six$VCs.$ This$memory$would$ be$ complicated$ by$ the$
publication$ of$ the$ official$ history’s$ fourth$ volume$ in$ 1931,$ which$
outlined$many$of$the$operation’s$shortcomings,$but$this$did$not$stop$
the$ raid$ becoming$ a$ small,$ but$ vibrant,$ part$ of$ local$ and$ national$
memory$on$23$April.9$
Driving$much$of$this$were$the$rituals$of$observance$to$mark$the$
event.$These$ took$place$ in$several$ locations$around$ the$country.$ In$
Liverpool,$ an$annual$ commemoration$ focused$on$ the$Mersey$ ferry$
steamer,$the$Royal&Iris,$which$the$RN$had$commandeered$to$take$part$
in$the$raid,$and$which$bore$a$memorial$plaque.$The$ceremony$joined$




inDtheDFields$ in$ London,$ whilst$ the$ Royal$ Marines$ Old$ Comrades$




Zeebrugge’$ in$ 1924. 11 $A$ similar$ tendency$ was$ displayed$ in$ the$








forgotten$ action’$ at$ Zeebrugge. 12 $In$ 1933,$ two$ years$ after$ the$





area$ had$ no$ infrastructural$ relationship$ with$ the$ Royal$ Marines.$
However,$it$was$probably$just$about$relevant$enough$to$its$sense$of$
local,$naval$identity$to$consistently$warrant$inclusion$in$the$press,$and$
it$ is$ an$ interesting$ example$ of$ the$ small$ and$ insistent$ ways$ that$
military$(or$ in$this$case$naval)$memory$might$flourish.$In$1923,$ the$
Journal&used$ its$ editorial$ to$ argue$ that$ a$ ‘seam$ of$ blue’$ should$ be$
woven$through$the$St$George’s$Day$parade$by$an$addition$of$a$naval$
contingent.14$This$never$happened,$but$that$year$the$episode$formed$






great$ attack$ of$ the$ Navy$ on$ Zeebrugge.$ A$ sudden,$
unexpected$and$most$wonderful$attack$it$was.$In$1918$when$
the$burden$of$the$country$was$almost$beyond$bearing,$when$











wider$ St$ George’s$ Day$ coverage.$ However,$ as$ the$ Territorials$
increasingly$ began$ to$ dominate$ the$ St$ George’s$ parade,$ another$
mythology$began$to$grow$more$prominent:$the$memory$of$St$Julien.$
This$was$a$nearDperfect$baptism$of$fire$narrative.$Underequipped$and$




























from$within$ the$ battalion.$ This$was$ not$ a$ tendency$ evident$ in$ the$
Twenties,$ but$ it$ became$marked$ in$ subsequent$ years,$ after$ the$ 6th$
battalion$had$ come$ to$dominate$ the$main$ city$parade.$ In$ 1930,$ the$
‘Matters$Military’$column$of$ the$ Journal$was$dedicated$solely$ to$an$




many$ North$ Country$ families.$ Fifteen$ years$ ago$ the$ 30th$
Northumbrian$Division,$fresh$out$from$England,$were$thrust$
into$ the$ 2nd$ battle$ of$ Ypres$ and$ underwent$ their$ first$ fiery$
ordeal$ in$ the$ momentous$ attack$ on$ St.$ Julien$ on$ April$
26…..The$history$of$those$two$strenuous$days$that$followed$
represents$an$epic$of$pluck$and$perseverance$and$as$a$result$
of$ their$ gallantry$ the$ proud$ words$ ‘St$ Julien$ 1915’$ are$
inscribed$on$the$regimental$colours.’19$
$
The$ next$ year,$ a$ dedicated$ features$ article$ (‘Epic$ of$ St$ Julien:$









The$ connection$ was$ deepened$ by$ the$ extensive$ coverage,$ in$ the$
Journal$and$the$North&Mail,$of$the$Rev$Edwin$King’s$(chaplain$to$the$
6th$and$vicar$of$St$Silas,$Byker)$sermon.$In$the$manner$of$a$unit$history,$
this$ articulated$ soldierly$ values$ through$ narratives$ of$ testing$
episodes$of$warfare:$
‘one$ could$ still$picture$ those$gallant$men$going$ forward$ in$






The$ congruence$ of$ factors$ that$ generated$ such$ public$military$





narrative$ that$ so$ appealed$ to$ the$volunteer.$None$of$ the$units$had$
suffered$as$much$as$the$4th$KOSB$during$the$action,$but$deaths$were$














that$marked$ the$occasion.$There$were$probably$several$ factors$ that$
stifled$ public$ remembrance.$ From$ the$ perspective$ of$ the$ urban$
environment,$falling$on$12$July,$the$anniversary$coincided$with$the$
season$of$Orange$marching$that$regularly$brought$sectarian$violence$













24 $GCA.PA11/19.$ Miscellaneous$ Pamphlets.$ ‘War$ Service$ of$ the$ Various$ Glasgow$ Regiments’$
(1919).$
25 $Ian$ S$ Wood,$ ‘Protestantism$ and$ Scottish$ military$ tradition’$ in$ Graham$ Walker$ and$ Tom$
Gallagher$ (eds.),$ Sermons& and& Battle& Hymns:& Protestant& popular& culture& in& modern& Scotland&
(Edinburgh:$Edinburgh$University$Press,$1990),$pp.112–36.$
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Street,$ memorialised$ the$ raising$ of$ the$ regiment$ during$ this$
foundational$moment$of$Scottish$Presbyterianism,$a$period$of$bitter$
religious$ repression$ during$ the$ reign$ of$ Charles$ I$ known$ as$ the$
‘killing$ times’.$ Each$ year,$ all$ detachments$ of$ the$ regiment$ were$
represented$at$ the$annual$ conventicle$ in$Douglas$ (held$ the$nearest$




But$ the$ regiment$ would$ also$ be$ integrated$ into$ Presbyterian$
‘military$ memory’$ during$ the$ public$ observances$ of$ two$ notable$
battles$ in$ Scottish$ martial$ tradition:$ the$ Battles$ of$ Drumclog$ and$
Bothwell$ Brig.$ These$ engagements,$ one$ a$ victory$ and$ the$ other$ a$
defeat,$had$occurred$within$a$few$days$of$each$other$in$June$1679,$as$
Scottish$Presbyterians$rose$against$the$$religious$repression$of$Charles$
II’s$ postDRestoration$ regime.$ Both$ conventicles$ were$ popular,$
particularly$the$latter:$Bothwell$Brig’s$service,$held$in$the$field$next$to$










Lord$ Provost)$ presided$ in$ 1924;$ local$ aristocrats$ (Earl$ of$ Home,$
Marquis$ of$ Clydesdale)$ also$ sponsored$ it. 27 $Glasgow’s$ civic$ press$
disseminated$its$ideals$of$dutiful$(military)$service$in$the$pursuit$of$
religious$liberty$through$its$coverage$of$the$event.28$




to$ them.$ Every$ year,$ in$ Newcastle’s$ St$ George’s$ Day$ parade,$ the$
regiment’s$ various$ veterans$ groups$ marched$ in$ representative$
contingents$behind$the$marching$soldiers.$From$1919,$in$the$case$of$
the$South$African$veterans,$and$from$the$later$Twenties$for$the$others,$
these$ performed$ the$ same$duties$ as$ their$military$ brethren,$ laying$
their$own$wreaths$at$the$bases$of$the$various$war$memorials.29$The$
regiment$appealed$to$veterans$in$other$ways.$Invitations$to$any$(nonD




reunion,$ detailed$ in$ the$ previous$ chapter,$ even$ if$ it$ was$ not$
responsible$ for$ its$ foundation.$This$was$held$ in$remembrance$of$St$
Julien,$and$gathered$only$those$members$of$the$original$1/6th$who$had$







calendar.$ For$ the$ battalion,$ the$ annual$ observance$was$ akin$ to$ the$
polishing$of$a$battle$trophy$in$what$it$said$about$the$battalion$and$its$
men:$ ‘the$ spirit$ of$ it$ all$ is$ considered$ to$ be$ one$ of$ the$ battalion’s$
proudest$ possessions.’ 30 Press$ interpretation$ also$ inflated$ the$
significance$ of$ the$ moment$ they$ were$ marking:$ the$ North& Mail$
headlined$ the$ reunion$ as$ a$ celebration$ of$ a$ ‘Historic$ Victory’,$ the$
‘anniversary$of$one$of$the$most$historic$actions$in$the$Great$War’.31$In$
1936,$ Councillor$ Pearson$ toasted$ the$ success$ of$ the$ reunion,$ the$
Journal$reporting$that$the$group$had$been$‘maintaining$the$spirit$of$St$
Julien$for$the$past$21$years’.32It$was$not$theirs$to$maintain$alone:$the$
RASC$ marked$ their$ 11th$ ‘Ypres$ annual$ reunion’$ at$ the$ Central$







Territorial$ parade,$ already$ large,$ contained$ no$ official$ exDservice$








members$ of$ both$ the$ RNVR$ and$ the$ RND$ were$ invited$ to$ the$
Admiral’s$ inspection$at$ the$end$of$ the$month,$with$details$of$ train$
times$provided.34$
Glasgow’s$Territorials,$like$the$6th$battalion,$did$tend$to$hold$up$
the$original$war$volunteer$ for$particular$ celebration,$by$ facilitating$
gatherings$of$ those$original$ first$ line$battalions.$The$reunion$of$ the$





feature$ story$ of$ five$ friends,$ reunited$ the$ previous$ year,$ who$ had$
served$together$in$the$war:$all$had$joined$up$as$soon$as$they$could$
and$entrained$with$the$battalion$in$1914.35$
Not$ just$ parades$ but$ most$ other$ military$ gatherings$ were$
regularly$ thrown$ open$ for$ veteran$ involvement.$ Even$ without$
glorious$ military$ credentials,$ their$ presence$ testified$ to$ the$
community$ and$ family$ of$ the$ regiment.$ When$ the$ 7th$ battalion,$
Cameronians,$ held$ their$ first$ social$ gathering$ after$ the$war,$which$
brought$nearly$1,000$past$and$present$members$to$Bridgeton’s$drill$
hall,$its$success$was$hailed$as$evidence$of$the$eternal$regimental$spirit,$
that$ the$motto:$ “‘once$ a$Cameronian,$ always$ a$Cameronian’$ has$ a$











But$ if$ military$ groups$ attempted$ to$ harness$ veteran$
performances,$ parades$ in$ city$ spaces$ generated$ forms$ of$ veteran$












a$ regimental$ community$ created$ by$ veteran$ participation,$ is$
conveyed$ through$ these$ words.$ The$ numbers$ were$ probably$
overestimated,$but$the$presence$of$many$men$wearing$wearing$red$
and$white$roses$–$‘probably$in$token$of$some$old$association$with$the$
regiment’$ –$ was$ noted$ particularly$ by$ the$ Evening& Chronicle’s$







annoyance.$ In$1931,$ the$ scribe$of$ the$6th$noted$ that,$ aside$ from$ the$
members$of$the$Old$Comrades$Association$who$marched$with$them,$
a$‘great$many$more$were$noticed$in$the$street$who$might$have$been$
with$ us’. 40 $Some$ men$ were$ obviously$ contented$ to$ mark$ their$
observance$as$onlookers,$not$marchers.$
In$ this$ respect,$ it$ is$ interesting$ to$ note$ that,$ even$ though$
Glasgow’s$ Territorial$ parade$ did$ not$ lay$ claims$ to$memory,$ either$
through$mythological$production$or$formal$veteran$participation,$it$







Galleries$ anything$ but$ humdrum,$ yet$ for$ five$ minutes$ on$
Sunday$ evening,$ my$ physical$ body$ indubitably$ on$ the$
pavement$opposite$Sandyford$Place,$ the$rest$of$me$was$far$
away$in$Gallipoli.$So$complete$was$the$psychic$transition,$the$




















the$meaning$ of$ the$ parade$ for$ the$ participants.$ Yet$ if$ the$ veteran$
memoirist$was$more$prone$to$record$disenchantment$and$alienation$
with$ military$ service,$ the$ veteran$ performer$ recorded$ pride.42 $For$
some,$like$the$‘grey$men’$of$the$piece,$participation$offered$the$means$






It$ is$ tempting$ to$suggest$ this$was$yet$another$example$of$how$









that$ parades$ were$ sites$ of$ memory,$ meaningful$ acts$ of$
memorialisation$on$a$number$of$levels$for$some$veterans$who$chose$
to$interact$with$them.$Particularly$in$the$interDwar$years,$with$such$
high$ levels$ of$ veterans$ within$ cities$ as$ well$ as$ an$ audience$ that$
remembered$ the$military$performances$within$urban$ space$during$




the$ public$ face$ of$ the$ civic$ veteran$ was$ not$ alienation$ or$
impoverishment.$
Veterans’ Performances: War Myth and Memory, c.1919–39 
Military$ or$ other$ serviceDbased$ associations$ also$ asserted$ their$
identities$in$city$space,$and,$in$doing$so,$constructed$an$array$of$war$
mythologies.$ The$ complex$ interactions$ between$ military$
communities$ and$ civic$ groups,$ and$how$ these$produced$ collective$
memories$particular$to$time$and$place,$ is$ illustrated$in$Newcastle’s$
annual$ observance$ of$ the$Battle$ of$ Jutland,$which$was$particularly$
marked$ in$ the$ city’s$ ceremonial$ calendar$ from$1921–33.$This$ ritual$
was$ostensibly$driven$by$the$‘Tyneside$Reunion$of$ExDNaval$Men’,$
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RNVR$ unit$ and$ the$ community$ surrounding$ Tyneside’s$ shipping,$
shipbuilding$and$industrialDnaval$complex.$











from$ Newcastle’s$ Town$ Hall$ to$ Jesmond’s$ Holy$ Trinity$ Church,$
where$the$Lord$Mayor$attended$in$state$with$the$sword$and$the$mace$
bearers. 47 $There$ were$ similar$ services$ in$ Jarrow,$ Sunderland$ and$
South$ Shields.$ In$ 1929,$ the$ ceremony$ assumed$ enough$ of$ a$
significance$and$ longDterm$standing$ to$be$nominated$ ‘Jutland$Day’$
by$the$Chronicle.48$
Jutland$ served$ as$ an$ entry$ point,$ not$ only$ for$ the$ Tyneside$
Reunion$ to$ promote$ their$ claims$ for$ recognition,$ but$ for$ the$








Hall,$where$ the$Lord$Mayor$ of$Newcastle$ spoke$ in$ praise$ of$ their$






























Julien,$ was$ probably$ not$ a$ common$ bond$ of$ service$ found$ in$ the$





few$ ties$ of$ service$ that$ should$ have$ generated$ a$ collective$




























Exhibition$ in$ 1929$ and$ the$ Municipal$ Museum$ of$ Science$ and$
Industry$ in$ 1934,$ had$ conjured$ a$ confident$ assertion$ of$ industrial$
capabilities$within$city$space$–$both$to$boost$morale$and$to$aid$the$
effort$ of$ regeneration.$ This$ ritual$ belonged$ in$ that$ context,$ but$ it$
expressed$ a$ far$ more$ ambivalent$ attitude$ towards$ the$ region’s$
dependence$on$industry$and$on$the$sea.$In$1929,$just$a$few$weeks$after$
the$ opening$ of$ the$North$ East$ Coast$ Exhibition,$Middleton$ Evans$
propounded$ that$ “the$ British$ people$ were$ essentially$ a$ maritime$
nation$and$that$from$the$sea$Tyneside$had$reaped$much$prosperity$
but,$ alas,$ much$ sorrow’. 58  In$ 1931,$ he$ propounded$ that$ ‘they$ on$
Tyneside$owed$much$to$the$sea,$to$which$they$sent$battleships,$ocean$
greyhounds,$tramp$steamers,$and$the$floating$docks’.59$
Jutland$marked$service,$but$not$ just$ the$personal$ service$of$ its$
citizens.$Like$other$naval$spectacle,$the$civic$involvement$spoke$much$
more$about$the$region’s$relationship$to$the$naval$industrial$complex.$







material.$ Armstrong$Whitworth’s$ naval$ yard$ had$ repaired$ several$
ships$ during$ the$ battle$ in$ 1916,$ notably$ HMS$ Lion$ (Beatty’s$ flag$
ship).60$The$ ritual$ of$ 1924$ suggests$ that$ Jutland$both$mourned$and$
marked$ these$ connections.$ Despite$ the$ bad$ weather$ of$ that$ year,$
which$ had$ diverted$ the$ service$ to$ the$ relative$ shelter$ of$ the$ war$
memorial$and$the$warmth$of$the$Town$Hall,$a$special$party$did$set$
forth$downriver$to$the$tugboat.$They$went$to$‘salute’$HMS$Lion,$who$
was$ at$ that$ time$ berthed$ in$ a$ Jarrow$ shipyard:$ she$ had$ been$
decommissioned$ after$ the$Washington$Treaty$ and$was$ then$ in$ the$
process$of$being$broken$up$for$scrap.61$
The$ integration$ between$ the$ memory$ of$ Jutland$ and$ the$
industrial$ naval$ complex$ were$ underlined$ by$ the$ Naval$ Officers$
Reunion,$which$invited$some$discussion$in$the$previous$chapter.$The$
polite$ respectability$of$Tilleys$was$ transformed$by$material$ culture$
and$through$performance$to$become$a$space$befitting$a$naval$officer.$
The$ walls$ were$ hung$ with$ shellDtorn$ flags$ from$ HMS$ Lion,$ HMS$
Champion$ and$ HMS$ Barham;$ the$ party$ joined$ in$ naval$ toasts;$
newspapers$refer$to$it$as$the$‘mess’$or$‘ward$room’$on$occasion.$The$
Battle$of$Jutland$featured,$not$only$in$the$purloined$battle$trophies,$











reports$ than$ the$ industrial$ heritage$ the$ gathering$ also$marked.$ In$
1924,$ the$ presence$ of$ Sir$ Eustace$ T$ D’Eyncourt$ (former$ chief$
constructor$of$the$Admiralty$and$NECI$president)$was$marked$with$
a$eulogy$to$Tyne$invention:$“Tyneside$produced$the$inventor$of$the$
first$ successful$ locomotive$and,$again,$Tyneside$had$come$ forward$




The$ Modern$ Navy$ was$ largely$ built$ on$ engineering$ and$
techniques$developed$in$Newcastle$to$a$greater$extent$than$
any$ part$ of$ the$ British$ Empire.$ Tyneside$ was$ indeed$ the$
birthplace$of$the$modern$manDoDwar,$and$today$the$efficiency$















was$ probably$ related$ to$ the$ socialist$ majority$ in$ the$ council.$ The$
decline$ of$ Newcastle’s$ service,$ which$ had$ achieved$ such$ civic$
recognition$ in$ the$ late$ Twenties,$ cannot$ be$ simply$ explained$ in$
political$ terms.$ In$ 1934–5,$ for$ instance,$ Robert$ Dalgleish,$ shipping$
magnate$ and$ former$ Vice$ President$ of$ the$ Tyneside$ Reunion$
occupied$the$Mayoral$seat.64$The$death$of$Middleton$Evans$in$1934$
was$probably$a$ factor,$ but$ this$occurred$after$ the$ first$ lapse$of$ the$
parade.$This$may$suggest$something$of$the$wider$public$memory$of$
Jutland$ in$ the$ Thirties,$ but$ it$ is$ also$ likely$ that$ the$ ritual$was$ not$
needed$as$rearmament$breathed$life$back$into$Tyneside’s$shipyards.$
The$Naval$Officers$ relocated$ their$ efforts$ to$HMS$Calliope$ in$ 1934,$
their$meetings$ held$ in$March$ to$ commemorate$ the$ events$ of$ 1889,$
when$the$ship$had$weathered$the$Samoan$hurricane.65$
One$battle$that$might$be$expected$to$generate$a$ritual$culture$in$
public$ spaces$ was,$ of$ course,$ the$ Somme.$ Both$ Glasgow$ and$
Newcastle$could$claim$considerable$links$with$the$battle.$In$view$of$
the$numbers$of$men$in$a$diverse$set$of$Scottish$infantry$regiments,$it$























Mary’s$ cathedrals$ on$1$ July,$ although$ the$ latter$practice$may$have$


















between$ the$ Irish$ and$ the$ city.$ In$ 1928,$ for$ instance,$ the$ veterans$
marched$400$strong$and,$with$speeches$and$wreath$laying$from$the$
Deputy$ Lord$ Mayor$ and$ Sheriff$ on$ this$ occasion,$ the$ event$ was$
entered$into$the$official$City&Record.68$
Coverage$ in$ the$ civic$ press$ was$ rarely$ extensive,$ but$ civic$
participation$ highlighted$ the$ important$ connections$ between$ past$
service$and$citizenship.$In$1935,$the$Lord$Mayor$(Robert$Dalgleish)$
used$his$speech$to$evidence$Irish$loyalty$through$the$brigade’s$war$
record. 69 $This$ element$ to$ the$ parade$ was$ seized$ on$ by$ the$ wider$
Catholic$community.$In$1936,$for$instance,$the$Tyneside&Catholic&Herald$
reported$ that$ the$ Lord$ Mayor,$ who$ it$ described$ as$ clad$ in$ full$
ceremonial$ regalia,$ ‘paid$ tribute$ to$ the$ gallant$ part$ played$ by$
Tyneside$ Irishmen$ during$ the$ Great$ War’.$ However,$ it$ was$ the$
Brigades$ first$ ‘baptism$ of$ fire’$ on$ 1$ July$ that$was$ celebrated:$ their$














17th$ (Chamber$ of$ Commerce)$ HLI$ paraded$ at$ Glasgow’s$ newly$
inaugurated$cenotaph$in$remembrance$of$their$dead$and$service.$Led$
by$their$former$commanding$officer,$Lieut.$Col.$D$S$Morton$who$had$










integrated$within$ the$Orange$marches,$ it$ did$ not$ seem$ prominent$
within$ them. 73 $From$ 1925$ onwards,$ however,$ the$ memory$ of$ the$
battle$was$ invoked$through$the$combined$Regimental$Associations$

















enterprise,$ the$ regimental$ associations$dominated$both$ in$ terms$of$
numbers$ and$ iconography.$ They$ marched$ in$ order,$ ‘all$ Scottish$
regiments$were$ represented’,$with$ their$ regimental$banners.75$They$
laid$wreaths$in$the$form$of$regimental$mottos$or$symbols.$Even$in$the$







Tramways$Department$ band,$who$performed$ each$ year,$ furthered$
the$ civic$ connections.$ It$ also$ generated$ some$ significant$
spectatorship,$ at$ least$ in$ some$ years.$ In$ 1925,$ the$ Evening& News$
reported$ 20,000D30,000$ in$ George$ Square$ for$ ‘Glasgow’s$ Day$ of$
Remembrance’,$ with$ thousands$ of$ others$ in$ adjacent$ streets$ –$







a$ withdrawal$ of$ civic$ support,$ quite$ the$ opposite.$ That$ year,$ the$
parade$had$been$ included$ in$ the$official$programme$of$ civic$week$
(1931),$ with$ the$ Lord$ Provost$ meeting$ the$ President$ of$ the$ Joint$
Council$(Norman$Macleod)$for$a$public$lunch$before$his$attendance.78$
That$year,$Bulletin$and$Record$recorded$numbers$upwards$of$5,000$in$
George$ Square,$which$were$ hardly$ insignificant.$ The$Herald$ could$
still$ eulogise$ about$ the$ ‘citizens$ [who]$ turned$ out$ in$ thousands$ to$
witness$ the$ impressive$ ceremony’. 79 $It$ was,$ after$ all,$ a$ Tuesday$
afternoon.$From$1934,$the$civic$press$consistently$estimated$crowds$
upwards$of$10,000.$$
Newspaper$ reportage$ was$ also$ subject$ to$ ebb$ and$ flow.$ The$
ritual$entered$the$civic$public$sphere$in$a$blaze$of$publicity$in$1925.$It$
made$ the$ front$ page$ of$ all$ Glasgow’s$ dailies$ and$ evening$ papers,$
including$ a$ fullDpage$ spread$ in$ the$ Bulletin.$ In$ 1927,$ the$ Herald$
declared$that$‘today$it$had$a$special$place$in$the$civic$calendar$second$
only$ to$ the$ great$ day$ of$ national$ commemoration$ in$ Armistice$
Day’.80Interest$did$diminish$after$1931,$but$part$of$that$related$to$the$














Even$ though$ the$event$ centred$on$ the$Somme,$ there$was$very$
little$ that$ actually$ recalled$ the$ event.$ The$ date,$ for$ instance,$
sometimes$ fell$ near$ the$ 1$ July$ anniversary$ and$was$ held$ twice$ in$
September$(1926$and$1927).$But$it$was$also$likely$to$be$held$in$early$
June.$Moreover,$ Somme$ narratives$ of$ military$ effort$ were$ not$ the$
mythological$ core$ of$ the$ ritual.$ Newspaper$ reportage$ or$ speeches$
barely$mentioned$the$battle$at$all.$Even$in$1928,$when$they$paraded$
on$ 2$ July$ ‘no$ mention$ was$ made$ of$ that$ dreadful$ encounter’. 82$






year,$ the$ commanding$ officer$ of$ the$ parade$ took$ the$ salute$ at$ the$
Wellington$ statue$ just$ outside$ the$ Royal$ Exchange.$ The$ past$ and$
present$military$ leaders,$who$ usually$ fulfilled$ this$ obligation,$ also$
















by$his$expositions$on$regimental$histories.$ In$1926,$ for$ instance,$he$














foregrounded$ in$ their$ coverage$ in$ 1925$ –$ the$ year$ in$ which$ the$
connections$with$ the$Somme$were$most$pronounced.$The$Seaforth$
Highlanders$ Association$ had$ selected$ Greenwood$ by$ dint$ of$ his$








service$ (he$wore$ the$MSM)$ but$ also$ through$ long$ service:$ he$ first$






ways$ in$which$ the$Great$War’s$ veterans$ and$mythologies$ collided$
with$those$of$an$older$vintage$within$urban$space.$
In$ asserting$ proud$ traditions,$ the$ parade$ also$ provided$ a$






service$ qualified$ them$ for$ particular$ privilege$ in$ the$ after$ life:$
‘conscientious$objectors$who$got$the$billets$would$not$rank$so$high$in$
another$world$as$ the$young$soldiers$who$ for$ the$cause$of$ freedom$
went$out$and$got$the$bullets.’88In$1931,$in$the$context$of$national$and$





















hand$ fighting$ the$ battalion$ had$ cleared$ the$ village,$ leaving$ three$
officers$ and$ 35$ men$ dead.$ Their$ conduct$ had$ earned$ a$ clutch$ of$
decorations$ in$ three$ DSOs,$ seven$MCs,$ and$ 26$MMs.$ It$ had$ been$
widely$admired$and$reported$in$the$local$press$even$if,$as$the$author$
of$ the$ history$ bemoaned,$ it$ had$ been$ robbed$ of$ the$ treatment$ it$
deserved$in$the$official$history$of$the$war.90$
Glasgow$ did$ not$ forget.$ Each$ year$ from$ 1925,$ the$ association$
marked$2$April$with$a$public$parade$and$wreath$laying$around$the$
cenotaph. 91 $Numbers$ varied.$ In$ 1929,$ the$ Herald$ noted$ 200$ men$
marching.$ All$ of$ them$ were$ exDservicemen,$ the$ overwhelming$
majority$were$current$employees$of$Tramways,$at$least$in$the$early$




























the$Commander$of$ the$ 52nd$Lowland$Division.$ It$was$noted$ in$ the$$
HLIC.93$This$suited$the$public$identity$of$the$department,$which$had$
always$drawn$on$military$symbolism$ in$ its$uniforms,$ incorporated$
aspects$ of$ military$ discipline$ into$ its$ work$ places$ and$ aimed$ for$
militaryDstyle$efficiency.94$
This$ ritual$ presents$ a$ clear$ construction$ of$ a$ specific$ ‘civic–
military’$ memory$ in$ the$ interDwar$ years.$ It$ foregrounded$ and$
outlined$a$narrative$of$ service$and$sacrifice$but$also$celebrated$ the$
civic$ achievement$ of$ it$ all.$ The$ report$ of$ the$ Herald$ in$ 1929,$ for$
instance,$did$not$simply$record$the$military$action$around$Ayette,$it$
highlighted$Glasgow’s$civic$contribution$to$warfare$in$a$narrative$of$
wartime$mobilisation.95$In$doing$ so,$ it$ also$ highlighted$Tramways’$
more$ glorious$ past.$ Since$ the$ resignation$ of$ its$ famous$ Manager$
James$ Dalrymple$ in$ 1926,$ the$ Department$ had$ suffered$ various$
slights$ to$ its$ integrity,$ from$ competition$with$ private$ buses$ in$ the$
Twenties$to$a$corporationDsponsored$experiment$with$trolley$buses$











If$anything,$ the$ritual$grew$more$prominent$as$ these$ impulses$
became$stronger.$Ayette$proved$a$way$of$foregrounding$the$qualities$
of$ Tramways$ employees$ and$ achievements$ of$ the$Department$ –$ a$
reminder$of$a$ time$when$ it$had$evidenced$ its$worth$and$efficiency$
through$the$fast$and$furious$raising$of$manpower$in$a$national$crisis,$
and$equally$that$the$strength$of$the$Department$had$been$felt$on$the$
battlefields$ of$ France.$ In$ 1933,$ James$ Dalrymple$ returned$ to$ the$
parade,$ when$ he$ unveiled$ the$ memorial$ of$ the$ 15th$ HLI$ at$ the$
Transport$offices$in$Bath$Street$and$narrated$the$history$of$the$raising$
of$ the$battalion$ in$ front$of$association$members,$Transport$officials$






act$ of$ performance.$ The$ observance$ of$ the$ 16th$ HLI,$ for$ instance,$
centred$on$Beaumont$Hamel.$This$was$one$highDoctane$episode$of$








a$ week$ awaiting$ reinforcement$ or$ rescue.100$They$were$ eventually$
captured,$ but$ most$ survivors$ earned$ decorations$ for$ their$ valour.$






common$ for$ papers$ to$ include$ some$ elaboration$ of$ the$ Beaumont$





men$ had$ fallen. 101 $As$ the$ years$ progressed,$ the$ subject$ of$ the$
observance$emptied,$occasionally$to$be$filled$by$other$discourses.$In$
1930,$ the$ paraders$ appeared$ in$ the$Evening&Citizen&as$ ‘Disciples$ of$



















mythologies$ and$ memories$ in$ public$ spaces$ for$ the$ purposes$ of$
identity$construction.$Like$these,$military$memory$had$little$ logical$
relationship$ with$ patterns$ of$ service$ and$ more$ to$ do$ with$ the$
idiosyncratic$ development$ of$ veteran$ associations.$ Scotland$ had$
provided$half$of$the$men$at$Loos$(1915),$ including$two$New$Army$
divisions,$and$a$substantial$number$ in$ the$Battle$of$Arras$ (1917).103$
Neither$ battle,$ however,$ provided$ the$ ideological$ spine$ of$ any$
ritualised$parade,$but$the$annual$reunions$of$the$1/5th$and$1/6th$QOCH$
did$invoke$the$memory$of$Loos$as$the$binding$myths$of$the$group,$
which$ had$ a$ public$ resonance$ in$ both$ cases.$Unlike$ Jutland,$ these$
were$real$bonds$of$service.$The$‘Loos$Reunion’$was$enacted$by$the$
1/5th$from$as$early$as$1916,$when$wounded$veterans$of$the$unit$had$
congregated$ in$ Glasgow.104It$ was$ held$ in$ late$ September$ or$ early$
October$each$year$throughout$the$interDwar$period.$In$1931,$Loos$was$





school$ bell$ that$ one$ member$ had$ somehow$ extracted$ from$ the$












years$once$again$ to$ recount$ their$ experiences$ –$not$ all$ serious$and$
tragic$ during$ the$ Great$ War’$ within$ the$ Cameronians’$ annual$
observance$of$ the$ raising$of$ the$ regiment$ in$May.108$That$ the$Great$














relationships$ between$ the$military$ and$ each$ city’s$middle$ class.$ In$





myths$were$ spun$ in$ local$ space,$ but$ they$were$ certainly$ the$most$
significant.$This$discussion$has$aimed$to$highlight$how$war$memory$
was$ shaped$ by$ a$ congruence$ of$ various$ factors$ (civic,$ economic,$
military).$As$collective$memories,$they$testified$to$the$persistence$of$
groups$ and$ collaborations,$ once$ these$ contexts$ had$ disintegrated,$







military$mythology$ reached$ back$ to$ the$ earliest$ days$ of$ war;$ that$
Glasgow$ and$ Newcastle$ had$ monumentalised$ these$ narratives$
contributed$ to$ their$ perpetuation.$ Yet,$ the$ volunteer$myth$was$ an$
ecumenical$ one,$which$ could$ apply$ to$ all$ periods$ of$ the$war,$ and$
! 332!
which$ was$ constructed$ in$ the$ postDwar$ assertion$ of$ the$ British$
volunteer$ tradition.$ All$ servicemen$ were$ volunteers.$ In$ 1923,$ the$
Vicar$of$Newcastle$spoke$of$the$men$in$the$1918$action$at$Zeebrugge$
in$ those$ terms,$ as$ all$ men$ ‘who$made$ the$ attack…all$ of$ them,$ he$
supposed,$were$volunteers…And$that$was$the$way$civilians$thought$
of$ the$ soldiers’$ profession$ as$ of$men$willing$ to$ give$ their$ lives$ for$
others.’1$In$ 1937,$Arthur$Lambert,$ at$ the$Armistice$Sunday$ service,$
described$the$dead$as$the$‘elder$brethren$who$answered$the$Call$and$
followed$ the$ motto$ “Quo$ fata$ vocant”’$ –$ a$ clear$ evocation$ of$ the$
moment$encapsulated$by$the$Renwick$memorial.2$$
The$ image$of$ veteranDhood$ (coDauthored$by$ civic$ and$military$
groups,$including$veterans$themselves)$was$also$very$different$from$
other$ representations$ that$ focused$ on$ alienation$ or$
disenfranchisement.$The$‘civic$veteran’$was$an$urban$type$during$this$
period,$ as$ characteristic$ of$ historically$ specific$ social$ forces$ as$ the$
‘flaneur’$or$the$‘swell’.$It$was$a$representation$unique$to$the$interDwar$
period,$ born$ from$ the$ coincidence$ of$ so$many$urban$ veterans,$ the$
universality$ of$ medals,$ but$ also$ characterised$ through$ the$
democratising$ trends$ in$ interDwar$ fashion.$ Smartly$ dressed$ in$ the$
‘ubiquitous’$interDwar$suit,$the$civic$veteran$thus$communicated$the$













wreath$ laying$ –$ reinforced$ their$ collective$ image.$ Through$ these$
public$ interventions,$ the$ ‘civic$ veteran’$ thus$ communicated$ key$
messages$ of$ belonging.$ These$ performances$ did$ leave$ the$ political$
concerns$ of$ veterans$ to$ one$ side,$ but$ it$ could$ be$ argued$ that$ they$
asserted$the$notion$of$a$debt$owed$to$the$nation’s$former$servicemen.$





medals$ to$ boast.$ Some$ of$ them$ were$ children$ on$ the$ first$
Armistice$Day$of$all.$We$could$not$but$admire$ the$glow$of$
















collective.$ Yet,$ it$ was$ their$ social$ interactions$ that$ shone$ through$
press$reportage,$and$their$persistence$as$a$group$that$was$recorded$
via$ autograph$ books$ and$menu$ cards.$ Their$ reunions$ belonged$ to$
what$ Catherine$ Moriarty$ has$ called$ the$ ‘diverse$ remembering$
landscape’$ of$ the$ Great$ War’s$ commemoration. 5 $But$ they$ told$ a$
different$ story$ of$war.$Rather$ than$mourning$ and$ loss,$ they$ spoke$






















































War Culture in Urban Space 
 !!
!
The! role! of! the! locality! in! the! production! of! military! power! expanded! and!
deepened!during!the!latter!part!of!the!Thirties.!1935!was!a!landmark!year!in!this!
respect.!On!9! July! the!Home!Office! issued! its! first! circular! to! local! authorities!
regarding! ‘Civil! Air! Defence’.! This! lacked! intricacy! but!made! clear! that! civil!





1938,! with! funding! in! place! and! the! pace! of! rearmament! accelerating! as! the!
international! situation! deteriorated,! both! corporations! implemented! schemes,!
! 340!
raised! volunteers! and! attempted! to! keep! pace!with! the! increasing!manpower!
objectives!issued!to!them!by!the!state:!they!realised!protoRwartime!societies.!
Military!mobilisation!also!deepened!within!the!locality.!The!downturn!in!
the! recruitment! for! the! regular! army,!which! typified! the!years! to! 1937,! led! to!
increased! effort! by! the! Army! to! integrate! itself! in! local! areas. 1 !The! policy!
encouraged! ‘At! Homes’,! where! depots! threw! doors! open! to! the! public,!
undertaken! with! gusto! in! Newcastle! and! Glasgow. 2 !For! the! Territorials,! the!
increased!role!of!the!TA!in!first!coastal!defence,!from!1935,!had!some!impact!on!
Newcastle’s!Territorial!infrastructure,!albeit!relatively!small.3!A!massive!change!
came! in! November! 1938,! when! the! TA’s! new! role! in! antiRaircraft! defence!
effectively!redrafted!the!Territorial!presence!within!each!city,!with!units!allowed!
to! recruit! 10–30%!above! establishment! in! the!wake! of! the!Munich!Crisis.! The!
doubling!of!the!TA!in!1939!further!increased!manpower!pressures.!In!May!1939,!
the!government!passed!the!Military!Training!Act,!requiring!all!males!from!20!to!
21! to! complete! six! months! fullRtime! training! before! being! transferred! to! the!
Reserve.4!
In!uniting!the!threads!of!this!thesis!in!an!exploration!of!the!remobilisation!
of! the!military!machine! from! 1935! to! 1939,! this! chapter! illuminates! pathways!
between!the!Wars.!It!highlights!the!enterprising!role!of!civic!elites!in!building!the!
consensus! that! underpinned! the!mobilisation!process,! as!well! as! their! pivotal!
involvement!in!manufacturing!protoRwartime!societies.!Civic!leadership!drew!on!
existing! practices! of!mobilisation,! and! rituals! of! commemoration,! in! order! to!
implement! and! justify! the! systems! of! defence! for! modern! warfare.! These!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Army%Report%1935,!p.7.!

















Business as usual? Labour and Civic–Military Relations, c.1935–7 
Prior!to!1938,!there!was!no!substantial!reconfiguration!of!military!power!within!
either!city.5!Civic–military!relations!were!conducted!through!the!same!channels,!




the! election),! and! 27! ‘Socialists’,! with! one! independent.! Although! with!
Aldermanic!representation!still!a!stumbling!block!for!Labour!(even!by!the!midR





the! City! Party’)! probably! combined! with! reignited! faith! in! the! national!
government’s!economic!policies.7!
In!Glasgow,!Labour!capitalised!on!its!historic!victory!of!1933.!After!1934,!it!
did! not! have! to! be! concerned! about! the! ILP! contingent.!With! the! addition! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!Boundary!changes!to!Newcastle!in!1935,!which!incorporated!the!Urban!District!of!Newburn!into!
the! city,! brought!with! them! another! Territorial! unit! of! the!Northumberland! Fusiliers:! the! 4th!
battalion.!!
6!Davies,!S.!and!Morley,!B.,!County%Borough%Elections%in%England%and%Wales%1919?38:%A%Comparative%
Analysis%–%Volume%5,% Ipswich?Newcastle%upon%Tyne,! (Ashgate!Press,!Farnham,! forthcoming).!This!











Labour’s! increased! influence,! particularly! in! Glasgow,! might! have!
disrupted!civic–military!relations,!but!it!did!not.!This!Labour!council!developed!









were! marked! by! a! massive! (free)! military! parade! of! regular! and! volunteer!
forces.11!
The!appointment!of!John!Stewart!as!Glasgow’s!first!Labour!Lord!Provost!
created! little! disturbance.! Stewart’s! civic! and! business! credentials,! and! his!
promise! to! ‘make! Glasgow! prosperous’,! reassured! the! rightRleaning! voter.!
Stewart,! as! the!Herald! would! later! declare,! was! ‘conventional! in! the! part’. 12!









steer! the!Armistice!Day!ritual! ‘not! in!the!capacity!of!a!militarist!but!a!citizen’,!
there! was! little! change! in! the! formulation! of! the! ceremony! or! its! military!
element.13!Stewart!stood!next!to!the!GOC!52nd!Division!on!the!saluting!base.!His!
gestural!modifications!(he!did!not!salute,!but!kept!his!arms!by!his!side)!did!not!












as! a! career,! in! terms! of! ‘physical! wellRbeing! and! selfRconfidence’,! noting! the!
importance! of! the! inspection! in! maintaining! ‘a! connecting! link! between! the!
Service!and!Municipality’.18!!


















this! as! apolitical.! The! civic! press! stilled!whatever! ripples! emanated! from! his!
absence!by!stoically!not!mentioning! it.! In!1936,! the!Herald%praised! the! ‘greater!
than!usual!public! interest’!demonstrated!by!extraordinary!numbers! lining! the!














‘At!Home’);23!John!Grantham,! owner! of! a! chain! of! cinemas! in! Fenham,!had! a!
setting! at! every!military! table! in! 1936–7.24!Occupying! office! the! year! between!










industry,! his! deeply! held! pacifist! beliefs,! and! his! proletarian! origins,!
differentiated!him!from!any!former!incumbent.25!






and! sent! to! the! Mayor’s! office.! This! outlined! the! parade! in! military! detail,!
including!the!time!and!place!(Stephenson!Monument)!of!the!Mayor’s!salute!of!
the! troops.! It! had! fallen! into! the!hands!of! a! local! journalist,!who!published! it!
before!it!had!been!submitted!for!the!Mayor’s!approval.!Declaring!that!‘he!was!
not! going! to! take! instructions! from! Fenham! barracks’,! Locke! withdrew! his!
patronage.26!
Despite!this!public!slight,!little!altered!in!the!conduct!or!appearance!of!the!
parade.!Newspapers! still! conveyed!a!meaningful! civic! event.! It!was!only! five!
months! since! Robert! Dalgliesh,! who! took! Locke’s! part,! had! been!Mayor;! the!
















With! regard! to! other! moments! of! military! performance,! Locke! also!
attempted!to!compromise.!He!negotiated!with!the!Commanding!Officer!of!the!
Royal! Engineers,! assuring! him! of! his! attendance,! but! deputising! the!
speechmaking!to!the!Sheriff.31!A!month!after!the!St!George’s!parade,!he!missed!
the!Empire!parade! through!a! lastRminute! ‘urgent’! appointment!with! the!Lord!
Mayor!of!London.32!Yet!he!fulfilled!other!duties,!such!as!the!placing!of!wreaths!
on! St! George’s! Day,! and! sending! a! cordial! telegram! to! the! 1st! battalion,!





you! as! to! where! I! stand! on! the! question! of! international! peace! and! how! I!
appreciate!all!the!efforts!that!are!being!made!to!bring!this!about.’35!!
It!was! not! politics,! however,! that! changed! the!weather! of! civic–military!
relations.!By!1937!it!was!clear!that!the!government!rearmament!contract,!and!not!

















These! trends! came! together,! to! a! spectacular! degree,! in! the! coronation!
festivities!of!1937.!In!Glasgow,!police!teams!who!had!received!special!training!in!
rescue! work! performed! their! duties! in! an! air! raid! scenario! witnessed! by!
enormous!Hampden!Park!crowds.!The!celebrations!also!featured!a!huge!military!
parade,!with!Stewart! taking! the! salute,! as!well! as! a!parade!of!military!bands.!
These! culminated! in! a! fireworks! display,! which! generated! cameos! of! King!
George!VI!and!Queen!Elizabeth,!but!which!also!celebrated!rearmament:! ‘Four!
battleships!fought!out!a!battle!with!all!the!devastating!effect!and!sound!of!heavy!








agreeing! to! implement! modifications! if! required.! Sections! 7! and! 8! outlined!

















implement! schemes:! engage! volunteers,! instruct! citizens! and,! importantly,!
mobilise! populations! generally! around!ARP.! If! these! objectives! had! not! been!
fulfilled!by!the!time!of!the!Munich!Crisis!in!September,!which!has!often!been!seen!








month,! with! dramatic! changes! at! ground! level.! In! Newcastle,! the! 5th!
Northumberland!Fusiliers! became! the! 53rd! Searchlight!Regiment! (RA).!The! 6th!
battalion!transferred!to!the!Royal!Tanks!Corps,!becoming!the!‘43rd!battalion.!In!
Glasgow,! three! Territorial! battalions! converted! from! the! infantry:! the! 5th!HLI!
became!the!57th!Searchlight!Regiment!(RA),!and!the!7th!HLI!transformed!into!the!
83rd! Anti! Aircraft! Brigade! (RA).! The! 5/8th! Cameronians! became! the! 56th!
Searchlight!Regiment!(RA).!It!was!not!only!some!of!the!infantry!units!whose!role!
and! purpose! was! altered.! At! the! same! time,! the! Auxiliary! Air! unit,! No.! 602!
Bomber!Squadron,!became!an!army!coRoperation!squadron,!requiring!over!100!


















factors! decided! on! the! location! of! units.! This!was! ‘based! on! consideration! of!





system,! dealing!with! organisation! and! recruitment,! although!Air!OC! Balloon!
Command! retained! control! and! there! was! a! separate! funding! stream. 52 !In!
Newcastle,!additional!to!the!city’s!balloon!squadron,!a!new!Territorials!Signals!
Corps!unit!(No.!1!Company!of!the!3rd!AA!Divisional!Signals,!RCOS)!was!founded!
in! April! 1939! to! provide! communications! for! the! antiRaircraft! guns! and!
searchlight!units!of!Northumberland!and!Durham.53!Glasgow!also!provided!the!




















5,278! on! 1st! November! 1938! to! 14278! on! 31st! May! 1939. 55 !To! deal! with! the!
expansion,!it!created!a!new!battalion,!the!9th!Cameronians,!which!was!formed!in!
June! 1939.! In! Newcastle,! an! association! whose! establishment! had! hovered!
generally!just!under!the!4,000!mark!even!after!the!increases!of!1935,!now!had!a!






akin! to!sanitation,!health!or!housing! (to!which! they!were!closely!allied)!made!
corporations!absolutely! invested! in! the! success!of! their! schemes.!ARP!became!
part!of!municipal!operations!and!consequently!subject!to!political!debate!and!a!
measure! of! corporation! efficiency.! The! project! was,! however,! mammoth:!




how! to! negotiate! a! blackout.! This! interpreting! role!did!not! concern! only! civil!









cohesion! and! esprit! de! corps! necessitated! inculcating! unit! identity!within! far!
higher! numbers.! It! was! particularly! disruptive! for! the! cohesion! of! Territorial!
units!converted!from!infantry!to!new!RE!or!RA!roles,!as! they!adapted!to!new!
recruitment!practices!and! training!routines,!and!attempted! to!construct!a!new!














to! a! RA! Searchlight! unit,! likened! their! first! experience!with! the! RA! to! being!
‘transported! to! the! Moon’. 59 !In! this! case,! the! 5/8th! felt! it! could! draw! on! its!
preceding!identity!to!provide!esprit!de!corps!and!cohesion!during!this!period.!




one! narrated! through! Labour’s! viewpoint,! ends! in! 1936.! By! 1938! Labour! had!
brought! a! socialist! slant! to! municipal! government,! but! had! also! adapted! its!








issue! (out!of!protest! that! it! fostered!a! ‘war!psychology’),! increasingly!allowed!
Labour!to!display!its!nonRpartisan!governmental!qualities,!whilst!allowing!it!to!
offer! a! unique! socialist! take! on!ARP,! including! emphasis! on! the! provision! of!











of! the! rearmament! programme).62!! Acquisition! of! further! contracts! concerned!
both!corporations!greatly.!As!the!government!announced!further!components!to!
the!rearmament!programme,!both!corporations!asserted!their!‘unique’!claims!for!
consideration.! In! July! 1938,! after! the! allocation! of! aircraft! factories! to! the!
























manifestation! of! local! authority,! civic! leaders! would! further! develop! their!
intermediary!role!between!the!military!power!of!the!state!and!the!local!citizen!in!
the!production!of!military,! and!now!civil,!defence.!Civil! leaders!provided! the!




























factory,! Abbotsinch! would! become! a! repair! centre! and! Glasgow’s! industry!




Newcastle’s! political! culture,! which! still! promoted! an! ‘above! politics’!
veneer,!elected!Newcastle’s! third!Labour!Mayor! (the!party’s! leader!and!tailor,!
Gilbert!Oliver)!despite!the!dominance!of!Progressive!forces.!In!1939,!this!truce!























wish! to! promote! their! patriotic! credentials! to!Whitehall,! yielded! urban! space!
unconditionally!for!the!purposes!of!defence;!although!there!were!some!creative!
suggestions!about!how!corporation!services!might!be!adapted.73!Often,!defence!




the! trustees! of! the! David! Elder! Infirmary! against! the! establishment! of! the!
headquarters! of! an! antiRaircraft! Territorial! unit,! which! Glasgow’s! TAA! was!











for! the! purchase! of! large! capacity! waste! vehicles! ‘specifically! designed! for! effective! use! in!








extra! leave!without! pay.76 !This! generated! furore! that! drew! local! and! national!
attention!to!the!corporation!in!the!summer!of!1938.!The!TAA’s!chairman!declared!
that!the!corporation!wished!to!penalise!‘any!person!who!has!anything!to!do!with!














aid! recruitment,! split! the! Kelvin! Hall! Committee! in! April! 1938! but! passed! a!
general! vote! in! the! corporation! the!next!month!by! an! astonishing! 61! votes! in!















Although! it! is!difficult! to!determine! the!exact!nature!of!his! involvement,!
Patrick!Dollan’s!acceptance!of!his!military!role!in!office!influenced!proceedings.!
From!the!start,!Dollan!had!assumed!highly!public!Territorial!Army!Association!
duties.! His! image,! in! robes! and! ermine,! could! be! seen! in! a! special! Glasgow!
supplement! of! Defence,! next! to! his! hearty! endorsement! of! the! Territorial!































Examination! of! urban! space! in! its! entirety,! rather! than! the! political!
manoeuvres!behind! it,! allows!us! to!understand! the!dynamics!of!mobilisation,!
how!it!was!prosecuted,!and!the!local!dynamics!inherent!within!it.!Citizens!drew!
on!a!range!of!cultural!texts!to!understand!the!war!to!come,!and!were!informed!
by!a! range!of!national!media!and!governmental! literature.1!But! these! currents!
manifested!themselves!in!local!spaces,!where!the!system!was!actually!created.!As!
they!had!done!in!the!Great!War!and,!as!this!thesis!has!argued,!they!continued!to!
do! in! the! Twenties! and! Thirties,! civic! groups! and! leaders! provided! a! crucial!
intermediary! role,! not! only! in! interpreting! the! international!war! to!municipal!









Yet,! civil! and! military! defence! was! a! project! that! civic! press! had! an!
investment! in!as!a! local!matter.!Editors!believed! they!could!build!momentum!
from! it! for! sales. 3 !Just! as! newspapers! had! provided! spaces! for! military!
communities!within! their! pages,! civil! defence!was! often! gifted! column! space,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Susan!Grayzel,!At%Home%and%Under%Fire,!pp.220R3.!
2 !GCA.! C1/3/98! Glasgow! Corporation! Minutes.! Meeting! of! the! Special! Committee! on! ARP,!
19/8/1938,!p.2484.!Elizabeth!Lebas,!‘Sadness!and!Gladness:!The!Films!of!Glasgow!Corporation,!
1922–1938’!in!Film%Studies,!6!(2005),!pp.27–45.!Lebas!does!not!address!any!of!Glasgow’s!ARP!films!



















a! continuous! flow! of! articles,! Dollan! presented! the! case! for! ARP,! and! then!
National!Service,!from!a!socialist!and!workingRclass!perspective,!in!order!to!unite!
a!spectrum!of!Glasgow’s!leftist!opinion!in!the!cause.5!!
Together,! civic! and! military! leaders! concentrated! their! efforts! on! urban!
spaces,!turning!to!performative!strategies!to!achieve!their!objectives.!By!doing!so!
they! hoped! to:! raise,! train! and! sanction! new! and! unfamiliar! war! roles! and!
identities,! instruct! the! public! in! wartime! behaviour! en! masse,! and! reassure!
citizens!of!the!efficiency!of!the!services.!These!were!familiar!strategies!for!both!
military!mobilisation! and! the! creation!of! the! civic! community! throughout! the!
interRwar!period,!as!this!thesis!has!suggested.!The!difference!came!in!scale!and!







Forward! 28/1/1939,! p.4;! ‘Socialists! and! Civil! Defence! –!we! can!make! a! big! advance’,!Forward,!








culture.! The! exhibition,! and! the! ceremonial! it! occasioned,! was! spectacularly!
militarised,!and!not!only!by!the!military!performances!occasioned!by!the!official!
visit!of!George!VI!to!open!it.!The!Services!Pavilion!(a!collaboration!between!Army!
and! RAF)! is! a! forgotten! part! of! Exhibition! history.! Glasgow’s! Territorial!
Association!had!approached!the!War!Office!to!secure!a!stand!at!the!exhibition!in!
the! summer! of! 1937. 7 !In! September! 1937! the! War! Office! itself! was! in!
communication!with!the!Air!Ministry!and!Admiralty!with!a!view!to!obtaining!a!








units,! who! likewise! rotated! their! occupation.! Outside,! ‘displays! of! a!military!
nature’!were!held!at!various!times.10!Inside,!its!display!of!material!promoted!a!





War! (Farnham:!Ashgate,! 2011),! pp.47–62.!Martin! Caedel,! ‘Popular! Fiction! and! the!Next!War,!
1918–1939’!in!Frank!Gloversmith!(ed.),!Class%Culture%and%Social%Change:%A%New%View%of%the%1930s!
(Brighton:!Harvester!Press,!1980),!pp.161–84.!For!similar!concerns!and!representations!in!public!







ephemera! on! show! conveying! Scottish! martial! tradition.! If! the! pavilion! was!
sidelined,!it!was!not!ignored.!One!sergeant!referenced!authoritatively!that!6R7,000!
people!passed! through! its!doors!each!day.11!This!may!well!be!echoing! figures!
received!from!on!high:! it! is!not! inconceivable!considering!the!high!attendance!
figures!in!general.12!Scottish!regiments!published!lengthy!reports!of!their!doings,!
replete! with! images! of! their! stands. 13 !For! them,! at! least,! the! Pavilion! was! a!
‘marvellous!success’!–!highly!popular!with!the!public,!who!attended!in!droves,!




as! their! usual! Territorial! parade,! performed! a! weekRlong! ‘Services! Display’!
(essentially!a!tattoo)!in!Ibrox!stadium,!in!tandem!with!auxiliary!and!volunteer!
forces,! a! pageant! that,! the!Herald% asserted,! demonstrated! the! ‘discipline! and!
coordinated! skill! and! efficiency’! of! local! forces. 15 !Another! performance! of!
modern!warfare! in! the! form!of!a!display!of!aircraft!and!antiRaircraft!defences,!





















an! active! collaborator! and! avid! supporter! in! its!mission! to! bolster!Glasgow’s!
status! and! promote! its! industry.! Although! conceived! and! prosecuted! by! the!
Scottish!Development!Council,!and!as!much!about! Imperial!ScottishRness!as! it!
was!about!Glasgow,!Exhibition!space!was!so!ingrained!within!city!space!that!it!
became! indelibly! associated! with! the! city! and! the! civic.! That! Labour! was!
associating!with!Big!Business!and!Empire!further!widened!the!gulf!between!the!
corporation! and! the! ILP.17The!Exhibition,! in! all! its! art! deco!modernity,!was! a!
vaunted! urban! space! where! the! military! presented! claims! to! belonging! and!

































conveyed! through! the! news.! Photographs! of! one! training! exercise! of! the! 53rd,!
‘somewhere!near!Newcastle’!made! their!way! into! the! local!press,!who!keenly!
asserted!the!unit!as!‘Defenders!of!the!North’.23!




1938,!Dollan! removed! the! city’s!Hogmanay! celebrations! from!Glasgow!Cross,!
where!they!usually!took!place,!to!George!Square.!This!not!only!allowed!a!larger!
space! for! gathering,! it! was! ‘brighter! and! more! attractive’,! with! many! of! the!
decorations!from!the!coronation!festivities!still!adorning!public!buildings.24!The!
event,!which!included!community!singing!and!a!great!deal!of!corporation!music,!
was! also! to! be! enlivened! by! several! flypasts! of! 602! and! some! significant!
searchlight! action.! Fog! cancelled! the! air! display,! but! the! searchlights! still!
provided! a! sense! of! occasion,! with! searchlights! at! Maryhill,! Possilpark! and!








March! 1939! [Figure! 45].25!Nearly! a!month! later! the! searchlights!were! spotting!
planes!as!they!flew!over!George!Square!–!shows!for!recruitment!held!every!day!
for!five!days![Figure!45].26!
Spectacle! was! not! all! bombings! and! searchlights.! The! tendency! to!
foreground!the!destructive!power!of!weaponry!had!been!evident!from!1938,!but!
it! became! increasingly! prominent! in!war! culture.! Glasgow’s!National! Service!
review! of! April! 1939! was! watched! by! an! estimated! 100,000! crowd! in! Ibrox!





house! fire.! First! aid! detachments! cleared! casualties! from! the! area.! In! another!
corner!of!the!field,!a!decontamination!squad!dealt!with!a!gas!bomb!that!had!been!




























parade,! the! company! of! tanks,! motorRlorries,! howitzers,! trailer! pumps,!
decontamination!workers!and!ARP!personnel!made!their!way!through!the!streets!
in!a! recruitment!march! that!encompassed!most!of! the!city!centre,!watched!by!
crowds!of!interested!citizens.!




purely! come! down! to! a! political! interrogation! of! its! ramifications.! Patrick!
Dollan’s!rhetoric,!at!the!National!Service!rally!of!April!1939,!was!able!to!strongly!




Performance! allowed! local! leaders! to! mobilise! local! citizens! around!







2!David!Enrico!Omissi,! ‘The!Hendon!Air!Pageant,! 1920R37’,! in!pp.198–220;! ! Peter!Merrington,!
‘Staging!History,!Investing!Heritage:!The!‘New!Pageantry’!and!British!Imperial!Identity,!1905R
1935’! in! Susan! Lawrence! (ed.),!Archaeologies% of% the% British:% Explorations% of% Identity% in% the%United%
Kingdom% and% its% Colonies,% 1600?1945! (London:! Routledge,! 2003),! pp.239R58;! Michael! Woods,!










These! strategies! were! not! problemRfree.! When! civic! leaders! suddenly!
required!the!utmost!seriousness!in!mood!they!could!be!disappointed.!Sir!Arthur!
Lambert,!now!Regional!Commissioner!for!Civil!Defence,!and!Newcastle’s!ARP!
Chairman! (Richard! Embleton),! whilst! speaking! positively! of! the! ARP! and!
blackout! exercise! that! was! held! during! the! night! of! 12th! May,! attacked! the!
‘thousands! of! people’!who! turned!up! to!watch,!many!of!whom! turned!up! in!
motor!cars!to!witness!the!recreation!of!the!incendiary!bomb!and!ARP!response,!
thus!ruining!much!of!the!blackout!effect.7!It!did!not!seem!to!occur!to!either!leader!
that! the! root! of! this! lay!with! the!blurring!of!performative!modes! that! elicited!
different,!and!conflicting,!behaviours.!
Neither! could! such! strategies! generate! political! consensus.! Although,!
further!research!would!be!needed!to!uncover!the!extent!of!contestation,!it!was!
certainly! pioneered! by! the! Left! in! Glasgow.! Here! the! Trades! Council! was!




















or! persuaded! to! renounce! cherished! ideals! because! of! the! power! of! Dollan’s!
political! rhetoric! in!Forward.12!We!should!not,!however,!dismiss! the!possibility!
that!the!period!of!imagining!defence!(1935–7),!and!this!period!of!performing!it!
(1938–9)! allowed! an! acclimatisation,! which! created! a! much! more! muted!
opposition.!We!should!also!consider!the!power!of!performance!in!ameliorating!
the!emotional!tensions!of!mobilisation!for!war,!channelling!citizenry’s!emotional!
response! away! from! fear,! and! towards! a! range! of! emotional! responses! that!
included! exhilaration,! excitement! and! collective! pride.! This! must! have!
























a! just! cause:! ‘that! England!might! live! and! that! the! glorious! traditions! of! the!
regiment!might!not! suffer.’!But! it! revealed!a! story!of! an!ultimately!victorious!
struggle.!The!cross!was!made!by!the!pioneers!of!the!battalion!to!mark!the!dead:!
who!fell!during! the!Battle!of! the!Somme,! in!which!we!were!engaged!
September!to!November!1916….and,!in!March!1917,!after!the!Germans!
fell! back,! it!was! placed! on! the! Butte! de!Warlencourt,! a! strong! point!
which!was! bravely! and! tenaciously! held! by! a! gallant! enemy! against!
repeated! and! brave! attacks! made! against! it! by! the! Fighting! Fifth.!











desired! intention,! this! provided! the! opportunity! for! some! astounding! panR




There! was! something! inherently! constructive! in! this! episode.! Irwin’s!
comment! that! the! cross!was!unearthed! ‘fairly! recently’! smacked! somewhat!of!













Somme!Cross!evidence!British!military!mettle! (in! terms!of!stoic!endurance),! it!
told!that,!although!the!struggle!had!been!costly,!it!had!been!ultimately!victorious.!
Other! relics! made! their! way! out! of! cupboards! and! storehouses.! One!
signpost! taken! from! the! battlefield! of! Festubert!was! ‘rediscovered’! in! a! store!
cupboard%twice%by!the!Cameronians:!once!in!January!in!1936!and!then!again!in!








battalion,!which!had!been!raised! in!Hamilton!during! the!Great!War)! that!had!
been!disbanded!in!1918.17!




15!The!Prime!Minister’s! statement!on!24!March! that!defence,! in! the! form!of! the!RAF!and!antiR
aircraft!measures,!would!have!to!be!stepped!up.!The%Times,%24/3/1938!p.14.!




infantry!units:! the! 6th! battalion!was! a! tank! regiment! and! the! 5th! battalion!had!
become! a! searchlight! regiment.! Yet! both! units! still! marked! their! regimental!
affinity!through!parading,!noted!as!the!first!public!moment!in!the!life!of!these!
new! incarnations.! From! the! vantage! point! of! the! parade,! there! was! little!



























































Much!of! the!choice! to! stick!with! tradition,!or! to! revolutionise,!may!have!
come!down!to!the!selection!of!commanding!officers.!Considering!the!manpower!





men!had!obvious! reasons! for!believing! in! the! relevance!of! infantry! traditions.!




war! in! a! way! that! has! usually! not! been! appreciated.! The! ‘militiaman’! was! a!
temporary! player! on! the! urbanRmilitary! stage,! but! whilst! he! occupied! urban!
space,! he!was! also! subjected! to! its!mythologizing.!Conscription! had! been! the!
focus!of!leftist!antiRwar!protest!in!Glasgow.!The!civic!press!seem!to!be!anxious!to!
soften! the!blow!(swallowing! the!hook!of! the!government)!by!equating!him!to!
historic!scripts!of!military!service,!inspired!(of!course)!by!the!‘militia’!reference.!
But!the!path!to!service!that!was!being!laid!for!him!was!grounded!in!civic–military!








honour! and! attended! the! service,! listening! as! Dr! James! Black! imparted! their!
purpose!in!typical!Cameronian!terms:!
!
There! were! precious! things! in! Scotland! and! Great! Britain! worth!
defending! and! one! of! those! was! religious! liberty.! In! Scotland! our!
forefathers!fought!for!those!liberties.!In!other!countries!they!were!being!






defence.! This! could! have! some! very! specific! and!pointed! applications.!A! few!
pages! after! the!Chronicle! had! reported! on! divisions! in! the!Watch! Committee!
(ARP)!with!regard!to!finance!(‘Battle!for!Control!of!ARP!Spending’)!it!published!
a! feature! on!Charles! I! ‘who! let! the! city! down’! after! ‘repeated!warnings!were!
ignored,! preparations! for! the! defence! of! the! city! were! delayed,! local! leaders!
quarrelled! one! with! the! other! and! the! stage! was! set! for! Newcastle’s! most!
ignominious!downfall!after!the!Battle!of!Newburn’.25!Another!similar!feature!in!
the!paper!–!‘Watching!for!Scottish!Raiders’!–!emphasised!both!the!readiness!of!




Remembrance,! particularly! concerning! the! events! of! the! Great! War,!
obviously! presented! certain! uses! for! civic! groups! facing! another! gargantuan!
challenge!of!mobilisation.!This!did!not!require!a!reinvention!of!civic!ritual:!civic!


















growth! of! these! narratives! is! tangible! within! the! civic! press.! Of! course,! the!
argument! ran,! as! in! the!words! of! the!Herald’s! special! correspondent,! that,! as!
‘Glasgow!had!considerable!experience!in!the!making!of!aeroplanes!during!the!
last! war’,! it! would! follow! that! it! should! for! the! next:! these! arguments! were!




craft. 28 !This! was! a! rhetoric! that! infused! council! chambers,! speeches! of! civic!
leadership!and!official!government!approaches.!!
Into! this! frenetic! remembering! activity! walked! the! civic! veteran,! who!
became,! as! the! example! of! Ayette! has! already! suggested,! an! increasingly!
important! figure! on! the! urban! ceremonial! scene.! There! was! an! increased!
tendency! to! foreground!and!reward!veterans.! In! June!1938,! the!South!African!
War!Veterans!conducted!their!usual!parade!around!Lord!Roberts’!monument!in!
Kelvingrove!Park,!with! Ian!Hamilton!as! their!parade! leader.!They!also!held!a!






cross! over! 30! to! 40! years! with! complete! safety.’ 29 !Glasgow’s! Chamber! of!
Commerce,! busy! organising! recruitment! talks! within! Glasgow’s! commercial!
offices,!also!organised!and!paid!for!a!dinner!for!the!17th!HLI!Association!in!the!
exhibition.!
The! symbolic! power! of! veterans! is! evident! through! their! increased!
prominence!within!Armistice!ceremonials,!but!also!through!moments!of!military!
mobilisation.!Armistice!Day!in!1938!in!Glasgow!and!Newcastle!did!conform!to!a!
national! tendency! to! solemn! prayer! and! thanksgiving,! but! both! rituals! also!
allocated!increased!focus!on!civic!veterans.!Both!ceremonies!ended!with!a!march!
past!of!veterans!as!the!military!bands!in!each!city!struck!up!the!‘Boys!of!the!Old!




For! the! first! time,! Glasgow’s! Territorial! parade! shared! space! with! the!
annual!remembrance!parade,!with!both!events!held!on!the!same!day.32!Whether!
veterans!were!more!visible!in!the!annual!St!George’s!Day!parade!in!Newcastle!is!
difficult! to! say,! as! reports! did! not! detail! numbers.! The! parade! had! been!






























was! far! less! space! given! to! veterans! groups! in! that! year. 34 !To! some! degree,!
mobilisation! played! off! the! symbolic! language! of! the! civic! veteran:! in! one!
photograph,!new! recruits!of! the!TEE! (TA)!marching! to!St!Thomas’!Church! in!
civvies!were!described!as!having! ‘all! the!style!of! the!old!soldier’.35!It! certainly!
looked!as!if!the!civic!veteran!was!marching!back!to!war![Figure!49].!
In!this!favourable!cultural!and!political!climate,!veterans!groups!established!
new! rituals.! 300! members! of! Glasgow’s! branch! of! the! Old! Contemptibles,! a!
relatively!recent!addition!to!the!veteran!scene,!conducted!a!massive!parade,!with!
a! service! at! Glasgow’s! cathedral! and! a! march! past! at! the! Royal! Exchange.!
Brigadier!W! F! Chalmer! DSO!MC! (Commanding! Officer! of! the! 156th! Infantry!
Brigade)!took!the!salute!and!newspaper!coverage!traced!the!history!of!the!Army!






Mark!Connelly,! in!his! study!of!East!London!commemoration,! refers! to!a!

















seems! to! have! been! first! held! in! 1938. 39 !Other! associations,! which! had! been!
founded!in!the!last!few!years,!may!also!have!contributed!to!a!more!than!usually!
frenetic!reunion!culture.!The!10th!Black!Watch,! for! instance,! first!met! in!1935.40!
What!is!also!possible!is!that!Connelly!is!identifying!the!increasing!prominence!of!






the! cultural! applications! of!military! performance,! but! harder! to! interpret! the!
involvement!of!veterans.!Few!press!reports!or!speeches!elucidated!quite!what!the!
veteran!stood!for,!‘peculiar’!or!not.!They!highlighted!the!fact!of!his!presence!or!





















Interwoven! between! the! modern! spectacles! of! war! that! increasingly!
intruded!into!urban!space!were!these!representations!that!balanced!the!new!with!

















In! writing! the! history! of! peacetime! mobilisation! within! urban!
constituencies,! this! work! has! argued! that! Britain! of! 1919! and! 1939! were!














exacerbated! in! Barrow?in?Furness,! which! had! a! far! smaller! population! than!
Newcastle’s.!!We!would!need!further!case!studies!to!elucidate!the!issue,!but!the!
probability! is! that!Glasgow!and!Newcastle!were!on!a! spectrum.!Comparisons!
with!other!industrial!cities!would!be!useful!and!help!us!to!appreciate!the!multiple!
intersections!of!locality!and!military!power!on!a!national!level.!
Metropolitan!experiences! should!be!placed!alongside! those!of! less! iconic!
conurbations.! Originally,! this! research! encompassed! the! county! of!
Northumberland,!before!a!revaluation!of!the!scope!of!the!project,!and!there!are!
interesting! case! studies! in! the! mobilisation! for! the! Territorial! units! around!
! 386!












have!persisted,! although!not!uninterrupted,! to! this!day! suggests! a! continuing!
local!significance.!!
As!well!as!contributing!to!our!understanding!of!mobilisation,!this!research!











civic?ness! of! remembrance! and! the! modes! of! existence! within! which! war!



















Finally,! this! thesis! has! highlighted! that! study! of! the! British! Veterans!
Movement!has!remained! too! focused!on! the!British!Legion.!This! investigation!
has! demonstrated! the! importance! of! other! forms! of! veterans’! associational!
affiliation!within!the!urban!context.!In!the!wake!of!studies!that!demonstrate!the!
politics! of! associational! life,! we! need! a! broader! national! examination! of! this!
activity,!which!seeks!out!both!the!extent!of!activity,!and!the!political!(rather!than!















(infantry)( 1914( 1915( 1916( 1917( 1918( Total(
%(of(
Total(A!&!S!Highlanders! 39! 168! 186! 363! 265! 1021! 5%(Black!Watch! 10! 88! 484! 138! 136! 856! 4%(QOCH! 106! 522! 341! 314! 199! 1482! 7%(Cameronians! 23! 864! 561! 699! 592! 2739! 14%(Gordon!Highlanders! 73! 271! 216! 256! 159! 975! 5%(HLI! 131! 1050! 1614! 1176! 878! 4849! 24%(KOSB! 24! 182! 121! 224! 245! 796! 4%(Royal!Scots!! 20! 179! 196! 422! 534! 1351! 7%(Royal!Scots!Fusiliers! 68! 234! 189! 314! 347! 1152! 6%(Scots!Guards! 93! 190! 84! 51! 41! 459! 2%(Seaforth!Highlanders! 55! 240! 219! 310! 225! 1049! 5%(
Total(Scottish(Regiments( 642( 3988( 4211( 4267( 3621( 16729( 83%(
%(of(Dead( 86%( 90%( 92%( 78%( 72%( 83%( ((
%(of(infantry(dead( 90%( 94%( 93%( 91%( 90%( 92%( ((!
Irish(Regiments((
(Infantry)( 1914! 1915! 1916! 1917! 1918! Total! %!of!Total!Connaught!Rangers! 17! 19! 25! 13! 18! 92! 0.50%(Royal!Dub.!Fusiliers! 2! 32! 27! 25! 30! 116! 0.60%(Royal!Inn.!Fusiliers! 10! 65! 118! 70! 60! 323! 1.60%(Royal!Irish!Fusiliers! 7! 42! 34! 46! 21! 150! 0.75%(Irish!Guards! 15! 25! 21! 25! 18! 104! 0.50%(Royal!Irish!Regiment! 5! 3! 6! 3! 8! 25! 0.12%(Royal!Irish!Rifles! 1! 23! 17! 22! 18! 81! 0.40%(Royal!Mun.!Fusiliers! 0! 17! 10! 4! 14! 45! ((
Total( 57( 226( 258( 208( 187( 936( 5%(
%(of(Dead( 8%( 5%( 5%( 4%( 3%( 5%( !!
%(of(infantry(dead( 8%( 5%( 5%( 4%( 4%( 5%( !!
Engiish/Welsh(Regs.(
(Infantry)( 1914! 1915! 1916! 1917! 1918! Total! %!of!Total!
59(Misc(Regiments( 12( 42( 72( 233( 250( 609( !!
%(of(Dead( 2%( 1%! 2%( 4%( 5%( 3%( !!






Regiments) 1914) 1915) 1916) 1917) 1918) Totals)
Northern)Regiments) 129) 716) 2031) 1221) 1260) 5529$
Northumberland$Fusiliers$ 64$ 597$ 1857$ 901$ 700$ 4119$
DLI$ 21$ 55$ 98$ 85$ 161$ 420$
Coldstream$Guards$ 32$ 11$ 17$ 16$ 21$ 97$
Other$Northern$Command$ 12$ 53$ 59$ 219$ 378$ 721$
Western)Command) 1$ 1$ 11$ 74$ 85$ 172$
%$of$Infantry$Dead$ 91%$ 93%$ 93%$ 90%$ 88%$ 91%$
English)Regiments)(Other)) ) 8) 37) 41) 71) 157$
%$of$Infantry$Dead$ 0%$ 1%$ 2%$ 3%$ 5%$ 3%$
Total)Irish)Regiments) 3) 26) 95) 51) 53) 228$
Royal$Iniskilling$Fusiliers$ $ 18$ 87$ 31$ 31$ 167$
Other$Irish$Regiments$ 3$ 8$ 8$ 20$ 22$ 61$
%$of$Infantry$Dead$ 2%$ 3%$ 4%$ 4%$ 3%$ 4%$
Total)Scottish)Regiments) 10) 17) 32) 54) 58) 171$
%$of$Infantry$Dead$ 7%$ 2%$ 1%$ 4%$ 4%$ $













































































































































































































































































































City$of$Glasgow$TAA$Units$ Officers! Men! Officers!! Men!
QORGY! 21! 248! 16! 240!
80th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A.! 26! 500! 24! 21!
78th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A!(1st!Batt.)! 6! 121! 5! 108!
Highland!Divisional!R.E.!(Field!Park!Coy.)! 2! 83! x! x!
1st!(Glasgow)!Heavy!Bridging!Coy.!R.E.! x! x! 7! 81!
1st!(Scottish)!Corp!Signals! 18! 421! 12! 278!
Lowland!Divl.!Signals! 20! 307! 16! 201!
5th!Bn.!Cameronians! 28! 680! 15! 394!
7th!Bn.!Cameronains! 28! 680! 26! 418!
8th!Bn.!Cameronians! 28! 680! 19! 327!
5th!Bn.!HLI! 28! 680! 13! 363!
6th!Bn.!HLI! 28! 680! 16! 652!
7th!Bn.!HLI! 28! 680! 20! 392!
9th!Bn.!HLI! 28! 680! 22! 608!
Lowland!Divl.!Train,!R.A.S.C!(Hd.WQrs.!And!
Nos.!1!and!3!Coys.)! 12! 151! 9! 137!
Lowland!Divl!R.A.M.C!(Hd.WQrs.)! 2! 5! 2! x!
2nd!Scottish!C.C.S,!R.A.M.C.! 12! 90! 9! 18!
1st!Lowland!Fld!Ambulance!R.A.M.C.! 12! 90! 7! 63!
2nd!Lowland!Fld!Ambulance!R.A.M.C.! 8! 103! 5! 65!
3rd!Scottish!Gen!Hosp.,!R.A.M.C! 32! 114! x! x!
4th!Scottish!Gen!Hosp.,!R.A.M.C! 32! 114! x! x!
5th!(Scottish)!Sanitary!Coy!R.A.M.C! 4! 52! x! x!
Lowland!Divl.!Ord.!Coy.,!R.A.O.C.! 4! 50! x! x!
Lowland!Divl.!R.A.V.C!(Hd.WQrs)! 7! 10! 5! 9!
2nd!Scottish!Vet.!Hosp.,!R.A.V.C.! 3! 30! 2! 20!
Scottish!Vet.!Evac.!Station,!R.A.V.C.! 1! 13! 1! 13!










City$of$Glasgow$TAA$units$ Officers$ Men$ Officers$ Men$
! ! ! ! !
101st!Army!Field!Bde.!R.A.!(Hd.WQrs.!and!2!
Batts.)! 12! 185! 11! 165!
80th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A.! 22! 353! 20! 338!
78th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A!(1st!Batt.)! 5! 84! 6! 75!
! ! ! ! !
52nd!Divl.!Signals!(HdWQrs.!And!Nos.!1!and!2!
Coys.)! 20! 367! 18! 313!
230th!Filed!Art.!Signal!Section! 1! 21! 1! 20!
! ! ! ! !
5th/8th!Bn.!Cameronians! 20! 585! 18! 490!
7th!Bn.!Cameronians! 20! 585! 18! 543!
! ! ! ! !
5th!Bn.!HLI! 20! 585! 17! 564!
6th!Bn.!HLI! 20! 585! 20! 582!
7th!Bn.!HLI! 20! 585! 17! 531!
9th!Bn.!HLI! 20! 588! 19! 515!
52nd!(Lowland)!Divisional!Train!(Less!H.T.)! 10! 56! 8! 50!
! ! ! ! !
5th!Hygiene!Coy.!R.A.M.C! 4! 59! 4! 58!
52nd!Ordnance!Coy.,!R.A.O.C.! 2! 30! 2! 28!
! ! ! ! !
52nd!Divsional!R.A.V.C!(Hd.WQrs.)! 5! 4! 6! 3!
! ! ! ! !








Est.$ $ Strength$ !
City$of$Glasgow$TAA$units$ Officers!! Men! Officers! Men!
101st!Army!Field!Bde.!R.A.!(Hd.WQrs.!and!2!
Batts.)! 12! 179! 16! 175!
80th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A.! 24! 341! 21! 357!
78th!(Lowland)!Bde.,!R.F.A!(1st!Batt.)! 5! 79! 5! 86!
52nd!Diviosional.!Signals!(HdWQrs.!And!Nos.!
1!and!2!Coys.)! 21! 352! 20! 301!
230th!Field!Artillery!Signal!Section! 1! 20! x! 18!
5th/8th!Bn.!Cameronians! 25! 589! 14! 332!
7th!Bn.!Cameronians! 25! 589! 26! 389!
5th!Bn.!HLI! 25! 589! 26! 398!
6th!Bn.!HLI! 25! 592! 20! 549!
7th!Bn.!HLI! 25! 589! 18! 457!
9th!Bn.!HLI! 25! 592! 20! 452!
52nd!Divisional!RASC!(Less!Ammunition!
Coy.!And!Details!for!Fd!Amb.)! 16! 153! 15! 89!
554th!(nonWDivl,(!oy,!R.A.S.C! 4! 56! 4! 31!
3rd!Scottish!General!Hospital,!RAMC! 3! 24! x! x!
4th!Scottish!General!Hospital,!RAMC! 3! 24! x! x!
5th!Hygiene!Coy.!R.A.M.C! 4! 59! 2! 57!
52nd!Divisional!R.A.O.C.! 3! 74! 3! 29!
! ! ! ! !
52nd!Divsional!R.A.V.C!(Hd.WQrs.)! 3! 3! 3! 3!
! ! ! ! !









Newcastle$based$units,$North'd$TAA.$ 1921$ Est.$ 1921$ Strength$
! Officers! Men! Officers! Men!
Northumberland!Yeo.!(Hd.WQrs!and!A!and!C!
Squadron)! 15! 180! 16! 182!
72nd!(Northumbrian)!Bde.,!R.F.A.! 26! 500! 16! 320!
Northumbrian!Divl.!R.E.!(Hd.WQrs.,!Field!Park!
Coy!and!1!Field!Coy.)! 8! 204! 3! 136!
5th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 28! 680! 21! 526!
6th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 28! 680! 19! 501!
Northumbrian!Divil.!Train,!R.A.S.C!(No.!3!
Coy)! 3! 59! 2! 41!
Northumbrian!Divl.!R.A.M.C.!(Hd.WQrs)! 2! 5! 2! 1!
1st!Northumbrian!Field!Amb,.!R.A.M.C! 8! 103! 5! 69!
1st!Northern!C.C.S,!R.A.M.C! 12! 90! 5! 34!
1st!Northern!General!Hospital! 32! 114! ! !
6th!(Northern)!Sanitary!Coy.,!R.A.M.C.! 1! 17! ! !
1st!Northern!Vet.!Hospital,!R.A.V.C.! 3! 30! 1! !
Newcastle!Totals! 166! 2662! 90! 1810!





$ 1931$ Est.$ 1931$ Strength$
Newcastle$Units$North'd$TAA$ Officers$ Men$ Officers$ Men$
Northumberland!Hussars!(Hd.WQuars!&!2!
Squadrons)! 16! 208! 13! 212!
72nd!(Northumbrian)!Bde.!Royal!Artillery! 22! 401! 21! 394!
50th!Divl.!Engineers!(HQ!&!1!Field!Coy)! 7! 154! 6! 153!
5th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 20! 584! 20! 570!
6th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 20! 584! 20! 525!
50th!Divisional!Treain!(part)! ! 18! ! 12!
50th!Divisional!R.A.M.C.!(Hd.WQrs)! 1! 3! 1! 1!
149th!(Northumbrian)!Field!Amb.,!R.A.M.C.! 6! 103! 6! 87!
50th!(1st!Northern)!C.C.S,!R.A.M.C! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !
6th!Hygiene!Coy.,!R.A.M.C.!(1!Section)! 1! 18! 1! 9!
! ! ! ! !
Newcastle!Totals! 93! 2073! 88! 1963!









! 1937$ Est.$ 1937$ Strength$
Newcastle$units$North'd$TAA$ Officers! Men! Officers! Men!
Northumberland!Hussars!(Hd.WQuars!&!2!
Squadrons)! 17! 212! 17! 213!
72nd!Field!Brigade.,!Royal!Artillery! 24! 341! 23! 398!
50th!Divisonal!Engineers!(HQ!&!1!Field!Coy)! 7! 147! 8! 127!
5th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 25! 588! 28! 477!
6th!Bn.!Northumberland!Fusiliers! 25! 588! 29! 572!
50th!Divisional!RASC!(Details!for!Fd.!Amb.)! ! ! ! !
50th!Divisional!R.A.M.C.!(Hd.WQrs)! 1! 3! 1! 1!
149th!(Northumbrian)!Field!Amb.,!R.A.M.C.! 6! 103! 6! 103!
50th!(1st!Northern)!C.C.S,!R.A.M.C! x! x! x! x!
1st!Northern!General!Hospital! 3! 24! 1! x!
6th!Hygiene!Coy.,!R.A.M.C!(1!Sect)! 1! 18! 1! 16!
! ! ! ! !
Totals!Newcastle! 109! 2024! 114! 1907!














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ellis,) Joyce,) ‘The) ‘Black) Indies’:) Economic)Development) of)Newcastle,) c.1700–































































































































































Government!in!a!Market!Town.!(Hexham:!Hexham!Local!History!Society,!2005)!! Jiminez,!Christina!M.!‘Performing!Their!Right!to!the!City:!Political!Uses!of!Public!Space!in!a!Mexican!City,!1880_1910s.’!Urban!History!33,!no.!3!(2006)!pp.435–56.!! Johansen,!Anya,!‘Violent!Repression!Or!Modern!Strategies!Of!Crowd!Management:!Soldiers!As!Riot!Police!In!France!And!Germany,!1890_1914.”!French!History!XV!(2001)!pp.400_420!! Johnson,!Paul!A.,!(ed)!Twentieth_Century!Britain:!Economic,!Social,!and!Cultural!
















































































































































































































































































































and!Cultural!Diversity!Since!the!Eighteenth!Century!(Stroud:!Sutton!Publishing!Ltd,!1998)!! Travers,!Tim.!“The!Offensive!and!the!Problem!of!Innovation!in!British!Military!Thought,!1870_1915”!Journal!of!Contemporary!History!(1978)!pp.531_53!! Trentmann,!Frank,!Free!Trade!Nation!(Oxford!University!Press,!2008)!! Trigg,!Jonathan!‘Memory!and!Memorial!:!A!Study!of!Official!and!Military!Commemoration!of!the!Dead,!and!Family!and!Community!Memory!in!Essex!and!East!London.’!Journal!of!Conflict!Archaeology!3!(2007)!pp.295–315!! Tripp,!Helen!‘Mr!Punch!and!Tommy!Atkins!:!British!Soldiers’!Social!Identity!during!the!First!World!War.’!University!of!Sussex!Journal!of!Contemporary!History!4!(2002)!pp1_16!!
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